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EditorialEditorialEditorialEditorial    

    This is the foundation year for India. Indian Politics, our sports, Government 

Policies are going through landscape changes which will have a bearing effect on many 

years to come. In recent times , we saw this Union Budget presented to build an 

entrepreneur in an Agricultural Sector as well as Rural as well as Urban. The idea of 

creating and chasing your dream is catching up and more so because the average Indian is a 

25-30 year old youth. This Union Budget is the most balanced budget in recent times 

looking at laying foundation for the Indian Growth Story in the years to come. Higher 

allocation of spending on the Agricultural sector, Rural Sector, Infrastructure, etc will be 

an ideal beginning. Electrification of Villages is other big thing happening in muted voice 

which according to the concerned Minister , Electrification of all Villages will be done by 

March 2017. This along with other aspects, will surely create an ideal business environment 

in India. Some more tax norms are expected to be made liberal. The other big thing that is 

happening in India is the Cricket World Cup. It is the first time we are hosting T20 World 

Cup and with the form the Team is in , We can expect a 2011 encore by Dhoni and Co.  

Every story happening around gives only one moral - That is Believe in your dreams, Chase 

it until it becomes Reality.  

The writing of Indian Growth story has already begun. And as it is seen, the youth of India 

have plenty of things to look forward to. It is time to build on your ideas and back it till it 

is executed. Team work , Planning, Execution of are some of the important aspects of 

Entrepreneurship that will be honed in today's youth.  

We are living in a vibrant society where Debate is an important aspect of our society.  And 

even though there are many good things happening Some Problems keep Haunting the 

growth story of India. Drought, Unemployment, etc are still hovering over India's growth 

story. 

 Debating is not just placing your ideas but listening to new ones too. It is an exchange of 

different ideas moulding into one great Vision. We, as researchers should place our research 

on such current affairs , judge the recurring impact on our future and exchange ideas to 

form an impactful solution to impending problems. Innovation is the key to every problem, 

and for every problem , Research is where we began. 
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Analogy of the Functional Equation between Z and Polynomial 

Rings over Finite Fields 
 

Prof. Meenal S. Kolkar: Assistant professor, St. xavier’s college, CST, Mahapalika marg, 
Mumbai – 400001. 
 
Abstract :  

In the development of the subject number theory , it was noticed that the ring of integers Z has 
many properties in common with A = F[ T ] , the ring of polynomials over F where F is a finite field.  
Both rings are principal ideal domain  with infinitely many prime elements and finitely many units. 
There are many other surprising analogies between them. 

In this exposition we will see one such analogy. We will first see how Hurwitz’sformula can 

be applied to prove Riemann’s functional equation for ( )sς , where ( )sς  is a Riemann zeta function 

for Z  and later we will show that functional equation holds in case of 
A as well. 

Main Text: The Riemann zeta function ( )sς  associated to Z  is defined by, ( )
1

s

n

s nς
∞

−

=

 = ∑  

Recall that this function ( )sς , defined for 1σ  > , where σ = Re [s]  is analytic in the half 

plane 0σ  > , except for a simple pole with residue 1, at the point 1.s =  [  refer 2 ]. The Zeta function 

for A is an analogue of the classical zeta function. The zeta function for A is denoted by ( )A sς  and is 

defined by the infinite series  ( )A sς  = ∑
∈ fmonicAf

s
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3.2 Functional equation of zeta function for  Z  and A.  

In this section we will see how functional equation is satisfied by zeta function for  Z and zeta 
function for A.  

 
Functional equation of Zeta function for Z [ refer 1 ] : 

If ( )sΓ  is the classical gamma function and ( ) ( )2

2

s
s

s sξ π ς
−

 
 = Γ   

 
, then ( ) ( )1 s sξ ξ−  = . 

This is called the functional equation for ( )sς . 

Recall that gamma function is defined as ( ) 1

0

s xs x e dx
∞

− −Γ  =  ∫ . 

 

The function so defined for 0σ  > can be continued beyond the line 0σ  = and ( )sΓ  exists as 

a function which is analytic every where in the s-plane, except for simple poles at the points s = 0, -1, -

2, -3, … with residue 
( )1

!

n
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−
 at s = -n.  
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Let 0 1a <  ≤  and 1σ > , then  

3.2.1 Proposition : [Hurwitz Formula] ( )
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If 1a ≠ , this representation is also valid for 0σ > . 

 
Proof :  refer  to T. M. Apostal [1, page 257]. 

3.2.2 Theorem : If ( )sΓ is the classical gamma function and ( ) ( )2
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( ) ( )1 s sξ ξ−  = . 

Proof : Putting 1a =  in the Hurwitz formula (Proposition 3.2.1), we obtain for 1σ  >  
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 Also ( )1 ,1sς −  = ( )1 ,sς −  ( for this result refer [1, page 251] ) 
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 Taking s = 2n + 1, where n∈N in the above expression, the factor cos
2

sπ 
 
 

vanishes and we 

find trivial zeros of ( )sς i.e. ( )2 0,n forς −  =   n∈N. 

In the above formula replace s by 1–s. we get, 
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Thus we get ( ) ( )1s sξ ξ = − . 

Functional equation of zeta function for A : [ refer 3 ] 

We define the complex valued function ( )A sξ  as ( )A sξ = ( ) ( )sqq A
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As opposed to case of the classical zeta function the proof is very easy for ( )A sς . 
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 Thus we get ( ) ( )1 .A As sξ ξ−  =  thus functional equation is satisfied in this case also.  

Finding:  
Thus we can see in case of polynomial rings over finite fields , zeta function is much Simpler 

object and it leads us rapidly to the proof of functional equation without the need of any complicated 
investigations. 
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A Comparative Study of Selected Psychomotor Variables of 

Football Players and Volleyball Players 
 

Dr. Sharda Naidu : Associate Professor of Ishwar Deshmukh College of Physical Education 

(Nagpur) Maharashtra 

Ananda Sinha : Contributory Lecturer of Ishwar Deshmukh College of physical Education, (Nagpur) 

Maharashtra. 

 

Abstract :   

The present study was undertaken to determine and comparison of the psychomotor variables 

of football and volleyball players. This study has been conducted on 30 players, out of 30 players 15 

were football players and 15 were volleyball players from Ishwar Deshmukh College of physical 

Education which is affiliated to R.T.M. Nagpur University, Nagpur. The research scholar has 

compared the psychomotor variables between football players and volleyball players. Mean, standard 

deviation and ‘t’ ratio was used to find out the comparison of football and volleyball players. The 

analysis concluded that both the football and volleyball players were equal in Distance perception and 

the analysis concluded that both the football and volleyball players were equal in Speed of movement. 

Key words : Psychomotor, Distance perception, Speed of Movement. 

Introduction :  

Psychomotor learning is the heart of physical educational experience and result in the 

achievement of general motor ability as well as selective skills in various activities. This objective is 

concerned with developing body awareness and making physical movement efficient, graceful, 

aesthetic and useful, with as little expenditure of energy as possible. It also deals with development of 

body control, coordination, agility, balance, sense of direction and vigour physical activities. 

Psychomotor variable acts as the medium for the realization of cognitive and effective domain 

of learning and motor behaviours. These domain of learning are inseparable identities and work in 

perfect harmony and vision with one another. The psychomotor variables are primary concerned with 

muscular contraction performance of motor skills involves neural, physiological and psychological 

aspects and is continue that runs the game from physical to cognitive and these is always an 

integration between these aspect of human behaviours. 

Psychomotor Test : Psychomotor test are those test which are used with the players 

participation of the subjects by their performance in the specific motor activities. Thus, these test 

measure various factors affecting movement and their mental co-ordination. Actually this category of 

test is so vast in physical education. 

Methodology :  

Selection of Subjects : Fifteen football players and fifteen volleyball players were randomly selected 

as subject from the Ishwar Deshmukh College of Physical Education which is affiliated of R.T.M. 

Nagpur University, Nagpur. 

Selection of Variables : The psychomotor variables play an important role for the performance of any 

task. Thus the research scholar after having gone through review the feasibility factor in term  of the 

availability of equipments, acceptability to the legitimate time that were devoted for test, as to keep the 

entire study unitary and integrated with the above criteria in mind the following variables were 

selected. 
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Psychomotor : 

(a) Kinaesthetic perception 

(b) Speed of Movement. 

Method of Sampling :  

While leading this study random sampling method was adopt in selection of subject. 

Criterion Measure : 

  The criterion to measured the psychomotor variables adopted for this  is as follows_ 

Kinaesthetic Perception: 

 This variables was measure  by “Distance Perception Test” and was recorded to the nearest 

centimetres. 

Speed of Movement:  

This variables was measured by “Nelson Speed of Movement Test” and was recorded in 

centimetres.                                         

Analysis of Data : 

The statistical analysis of the data (Distance Perception and Speed of Movement) collected on 

fifteen football players and fifteen volleyball players is presents in this chapter. 

Table No. 1 

Table show the comparison mean of Distance Perception between football and volleyball 

players. 

Variable  Mean DM SE ‘t’ ratio 

Distance 

Perception 

 

 

Football players 3.87  

0.27 

 

0.42 

 

0.64 
Volleyball players 3.6 

 

 Significant at 0.05 level. 

Findings :  

The mean of football players is 3.87 and mean of volleyball players is 3.6 respectively. The 

Difference of mean football and Volleyball players is 0.27. The ‘t’ value obtained in respect of 

football and volleyball players it was 0.64, which is not significant at 0.05 level of confidence. The 

value of ‘t’ ratio should be greater or equal to 2.05. 

Table No. 2 

Table show the comparison mean of “Speed of Movement” between football and volleyball 

players. 

Variable  Mean DM SE ‘t’ ratio 

Speed of 

Movement 

 

Football players 21.8  

0.47 

 

0.92 

 

0.51 
Volleyball players 22.27 

 

• Significant at 0.05 level. 

Findings:  

The mean of football players is 21.8 and mean of volleyball players is 22.27 respectively. The 

Difference of mean football and Volleyball players is 0.47. The ‘t’ value obtained in respect of 
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football and volleyball players it was 0.51, which is not significant at 0.05 level of confidence. The 

value of ‘t’ ratio should be greater or equal to 2.05. 

Conclusion :  

For the purpose of this study following conclusion:-  

 (a)  On comparing the Distance Perception of football players and volleyball players. It was observed 

that average mean of football players were greater than that of volleyball players. There were no 

significant difference among football players and volleyball players. 

 The analysis concluded that both the football and volleyball players were equal in Distance 

Perception . 

 (b)  After comparing the Speed of movement of football and volleyball players statically, it was 

observed that even though average mean of football players were less that volleyball players. 

 The analysis concluded that both the football and volleyball players were equal in speed of movement. 
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An Overview of Birla Sun Life MNC Fund – Growth Option 
 

Mr. Pruthviraj D. Desai : M. Com, M.A (Economics), Research Scholar, J.J.T.University, Rajasthan. 
 

Abstract: 

The aim of the study is to analyze the performance of Birla Sun Life MNC Fund - Growth 

option. The study is done on the basis of secondary data collected from various sources. It is observed 

that returns given by the fund are substantial in the long term. The study is significant from the point 

of view of investors who are planning to invest in Birla Sun Life MNC Fund - Growth option. 

Keywords: MNC FUND, long term, investor. 

Introduction: 

Birla Sun Life MNC Fund - Growth option  

Birla Sun Life MNC Fund - Growth option is a scheme of Birla Sun Life Mutual Fund. It is an 

open ended scheme which provides dividend as well as growth option. The researcher has studied the 

growth option. The scheme was launched on 27th December 1999. CNX MNC is the benchmark for 

this scheme. During the quarter July - September 2015, the Assets Under Management (AUM) of the 

scheme was Rs 2048.33 crores on an average. The minimum investment in the scheme is Rs 5000. 

Although there is no entry load in the scheme, but there is an exit load of 1% if redemption is done 

within 1 year from the date of allotment. The fund is managed by Mr. Ajay Garg. The scheme invests 

its funds in securities of multinational companies with an objective to achieve long term growth at 

relatively moderate levels of risk. The fund adopts research based investment approach. 

Objective of the study: 

The objective of the study is to analyze the performance of Birla Sun Life MNC Fund - 

Growth option. 

Research Methodology: 

The study is based on the secondary data collected from various sources. Returns of last 1 

year, 2 years, 3 years and 5 years are used as parameters for the study. The analysis is explained with 

the help of tables and diagrams.  

Findings and Results : 

Table No. 1: Asset Breakup  of Birla Sun Life MNC Fund - Growth option  
(as on 30

th
 September 2015) 

Class % 

Equity 97.11 

Others / Unlisted 0 

Debt 0 

Mutual Funds N.A 

Money Market N.A 

Cash / Call 3.97 

Net Receivable / Payable -1.08 

Table no. 1 describes the Asset Breakup for the above mentioned fund (Birla Sun Life MNC 

Fund - Growth option) as on 30th September 2015. 97.11% is invested in equity and 3.97 % is Cash or 

Call. 
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  Table no. 2 describes the Sectoral Allocation of Birla Sun Life MNC Fund - Growth option 

(as on 30th September 2015). The portfolio of the fund is diversified, which reduces the investor’s risk.  

Graph No. 1: NAV of Birla Sun Life MNC Fund - Growth option since inception that is 27
th

 

December 1999 to 31
st
 October 2015 

 
The above graph shows the price movement of Birla Sun Life MNC Fund - Growth option 

since inception that is 27th December 1999 to 31st October 2015. Since inception the fund has given an 

absolute return of 1521.5%.  

Table No. 3: Performance of Birla Sun Life MNC Fund - Growth option 

(during the last 1 year, 2 years, 3 years and 5 years) 

Parameters 1 Year (%) 2 Years (%) 3 Years (%) 5 Years (%) 

Fund returns 34.8 47.9 32.7 21.5 

Category Average Returns 13.5 29.5 18.7 9.3 

Difference of Fund returns and 
Category Average Returns 21.3 18.4 14.0 12.2 

Best of Category 36.2 62.6 36.5 21.5 

Worst of Category -6.4 19.7 14.6 4.5 

Benchmark Returns # 12.2 27.0 19.0 13.1 

Difference of Fund returns and 
Benchmark Returns 22.6 20.9 13.7 8.4 

# Benchmark Index: CNX MNC 
The above table shows the performance of Birla Sun Life MNC Fund - Growth option in last 1 

year, 2 years, 3 years and 5 years. It also analyses the fund on various parameters such as Fund Return, 
Benchmark Return, Category Average Return, Difference between Fund and Category Average 
Return, Rank in Category.  

Fund Returns during last 1 year was 34.8 %, during last 2 years was 47.9%, last 3 years was 
32.7% and 21.5% during last 5 years. 

Category Average Returns during last 1 year was 13.5%, during last 2 years was 29.5%, 
during last 3 years was 18.7% and 9.3% during last 5 years. Difference of Fund returns and Category 
Average Returns during last 1 year was 21.3%, during last 2 years was 18.4%, last 3 years was 14.0% 
and 12.2% during last 5 years. The fund returns is greater than the category average returns during last 
5 years.  
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Best of Category during last 1 year was 36.2 %, during last 2 years was 62.6%, last 3 years 
was 36.5% and 21.5% during last 5 years. 

Worst of Category during last 1 year was -6.4%, during last 2 years was 19.7%, last 3 years 
was 14.6% and 4.5% during last 5 years. 

Benchmark Returns during last 1 year was 12.2%, during last 2 years was 27.0%, last 3 years 
was 19.0% and 13.1% during last 5 years. 

Difference of Fund returns and Benchmark Returns during last 1 year was 22.6 %, during last 
2 years was 20.9%, last 3 years was 13.7% and 8.4% during last 5 years. 

Graph No. 2: Comparison of CNX MNC Index and NAV of Birla Sun Life MNC Fund - 
Growth option  

 
The above graph compares the NAV of Birla Sun Life MNC Fund - Growth option and CNX 

MNC Index (Benchmark for this Fund) for the last 5 years. Average Returns during last 1 year was 
21.3%, during last 2 years was 18.4%, last 3 years was 14.0% and 12.2% during last 5 years. 
Difference of Fund returns and Benchmark Returns last 1 year was 22.6 %, during last 2 years was 
20.9%, in last 3 years was 13.7% and 8.4% during last 5 years. It is observed that the returns generated 
by the fund have outperformed the benchmark i.e. CNX MNC Index.  
Conclusion: 

Birla Sun Life MNC Fund - Growth option has earned substantial returns for investors in the 
medium and long term. The investors get an advantage of professional management of mutual funds 
combined with gains of multinational corporation (MNC). Since inception the fund has given an 
absolute return of 1521.5%. Fund Returns during last 1 year was 34.8 %, during last 2 years was 
47.9%, last 3 years was 32.7% and 21.5% during last 5 years. Difference of Fund returns and 
Benchmark Returns last 1 year was 22.6 %, during last 2 years was 20.9%, in last 3 years was 13.7% 
and 8.4% during last 5 years. Hence it can be concluded that Birla Sun Life MNC Fund - Growth 
option is an avenue for wealth creation in the medium and long term. CRISIL Mutual Fund ranking for 
this fund is 4 on the scale of 5. 
References: (Websites & Books) 
1. www.moneycontrol.com 
2. http://mutualfund.birlasunlife.com/Pages/Individual/Home.aspx 
3. Mutual Funds Products and Services 
4. Everything You Want To Know About Investing 
5. Beat The Street 

* * * 
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A Study of Effect of Circuit Training Programme on Selected 

Motor Fitness Components of Collage Students 

 
Deepak Kumar : Contributory Lecturer of  Ishwar Deshmukh College Of  Physical Education 

(Nagpur) Maharashtra 

 

Abstract :  

Circuit training method was developed by R.E.Morgan and G.T.Adamson in 1953 at the 

University of leads, England. This type of conditioning involves almost of the training factors. Circuit 

training designed to develop Strength, Speed, Power, Muscular endurance, Flexibility, Agility, Co-

ordination and Cardiovascular endurance. A study was conducted to see the study of effect of circuit 

training programme on selected motor fitness components of college students. Twenty students with 

the age ranging from 20 to 25 were selected as subject from Ishwar Deshmukh College Of Physical 

Education Nagpur for this study. Only one group of 20 students were selected in this study. Pre-test 

and Post-test were conducted on the subjects for five dependent variables i.e. Flexibility, Power, 

Speed, Agility and Muscular endurance test respectively. The circuit training was given for six weeks 

exception of holiday for the duration of one hours. The collected data was analyzed with ‘t’ test and 

result revealed that the circuit training exercises contributed positively the improvements in selected 

motor fitness components of college students. 

Key words: Circuit Training, Motor Fitness. 

Introduction :  

Originally, circuit training was a type of physical training involving movement from one 

exercise station to another with the aim to add variety to exercise and help the exerciser to maintain his 

interest in the work out or effort.Circuit training having a combination of aerobic exercises (rides on 

stationary bicycles and running on treadmill) and weight resistance work-outs are said to give the best 

results in terms of fitness development.Circuit training is generally used by sports person to bring 

about specific changes in their fitness level with a view to perform optimally in their respective 

sports/events. 

Without proper knowledge of the training methodology, use no circuit to avoid health 

complications. If at any stage, you find circuit training overstraining, better change over to some other 

kind of fitness-developing technique. 

 Circuit training is a highly specialized fitness training method and is used by athletes 

participating in competitive sports events, ordinary individuals desirous of improving level of their 

fitness are not advised to use this complexes procedure,  nor do they have expertise to develop training 

circuits. Circuit training was popular with football coaches because the exercises were designed to 

develop the muscles used in performing the techniques of charging, tackling, blocking and warding off 

blockers.  

  The term motor fitness became popular during world war  as tests that could be given quickly 

to many subjects with a minimum of equipment were constructed for use by various branches of the 

armed forces and by schools  

and colleges. Motor fitness is thought to be a limited dimension of general motor ability, 

(Element of motor fitness) with emphasis  placed on the underlying element of vigorous physical 

activity, but does  not include the neuromuscular coordination involved in motor skills. 
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METHODOLOGY 

The  main purpose behind this study to see the effect of circuit training programme on selected 

motor fitness components of college students. Circuit training variables in this study are Bent Knee Sit 

ups, Half Squat, Side ward running, Toes touch, High knee action. 

SELECTION OF SUBJECTS: 

Twenty students of  M.P.Ed Part-I of Ishwar Deshmukh College of Physical Education were 

selected for this study. Subjects were oriented to the test of motor fitness variables. 

DESIGN OF THE STUDY: 

The research scholar selected 20 students male and female for the study of  M.P.Ed students of 

I.D.C.P.E. (Ishwar Deshmukh college of Physical Education). 

The subjects were selected each test and administrated of 50m Run, Shuttle run, Standing 

Broad jump, sit and reach and sit-ups. 

All the subjects had given proper response in the test. Mean of pre-test and Post-Test of five 

fitness variables are calculated. Standard Deviation of Pre-test and Post-test of fitness variables are 

also calculated by using the following formula. 

Step 1 -  Calculation of Mean =  
∑�
N  

Step 2 – Calculation of standard deviation �σ� �  �	∑
�� �∑
��
	  

Step 3 – Calculation of ‘t’ Ratio  =  

� �  �
�������

	�  �  ������
	�

 

 

For testing the difference between Pre-test and Post-test the level of confidence was set at 0.05. 

 

TABLE NO.1 SHOWS THE PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST MEAN OF 50M. RUN. 

Test Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Mean 

Difference 

Standard 

Error 

‘t’ Ratio 

Pre-test 8.44 1.19  

0.64 

 

0.3 

 

2.13 Post-test 7.88 0.76 

 

The mean value of Pre-test and Post-test of 50m. Run is 8.44 and 7.88 respectively.  Standard 

deviation value of pre-test and Post-test is 1.19 and 0.76 respectively. Value of ‘t’ ratio is 2.13, this 

value of 50m. run is significant at 0.05 level. To be significant at 0.05 level, the value of ‘t’ ratio 

should be greater than or equal to 2.02. 

TABLE NO.2 SHOWS THE PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST MEAN OF SHUTTLE RUN. 

Test Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Mean 

Difference 

Standard 

Error 

‘t’ Ratio 

Pre-test 31.14 4.18  

2.6 

 

1.16 

 

2.24 Post-test 28.82 3.12 

 

The mean value of Pre-test and Post-test of Shuttle Run is 31.14 and 28.82 respectively.  

Standard deviation value of pre-test and Post-test is 4.18 and 3.12 respectively. Value of ‘t’ ratio is 
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2.24, this value of Shuttle Run is significant at 0.05 level. To be significant at 0.05 level, the value of 

‘t’ ratio should be greater than or equal to 2.02. 

 

TABLE NO.3 SHOWS THE PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST MEAN OF STANDING  

BROAD JUMP. 

Test Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Mean 

Difference 

Standard 

Error 

‘t’ Ratio 

Pre-test 1.78 0.33  

0.19 

 

0.09 

 

2.11 Post-test 1.97 0.30 

 

The mean value of Pre-test and Post-test of Standing Broad Jump is 1.78 and 1.97 

respectively.  Standard deviation value of pre-test and Post-test is 0.33 and 0.30 respectively. Value of 

‘t’ ratio is 2.11, this value is significant at 0.05 level. To be significant at 0.05 level, the value of ‘t’ 

ratio should be greater than or equal to 2.02. 

 

TABLE NO.4 SHOWS THE PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST MEAN OF SIT 

AND REACH. 

Test Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Mean 

Difference 

Standard 

Error 

‘t’ Ratio 

Pre-test 7.25 1.94  

2.3 

 

0.59 

 

3.89 Post-test 9.55 1.80 

 

The mean value of Pre-test and Post-test of Sit and Reach is 7.25 and 9.55 respectively.  

Standard deviation value of pre-test and Post-test is 1.94 and 1.80 respectively. Value of ‘t’ ratio is 

3.89, this value of sit and reach is significant at 0.05 level. To be significant at 0.05 level, the value of 

‘t’ ratio should be greater than or equal to 2.02. 

 

TABLE NO.5 SHOWS THE PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST MEAN OF SIT – UPS 

Test Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Mean 

Difference 

Standard 

Error 

‘t’ Ratio 

Pre-test 17 3.91  

3.75 

 

1.13 

 

3.31 Post-test 20.75 3.25 

 

The mean value of Pre-test and Post-test of Sit-ups is 17 and 20.75 respectively.  Standard 

deviation value of pre-test and Post-test is 3.91 and 3.25 respectively. Value of ‘t’ ratio is 3.31, this 

value of Sit-ups is significant at 0.05 level. To be significant at 0.05 level, the value of ‘t’ ratio should 

be greater than or equal to 2.02. 

DISCUSSION  OF FINDINGS: 

From the analysis of data it was evident that the mean of Post-test was improved, it proved 

that, the motor fitness of the students determined by other factors like heredity, sex, diet and age it also 

found that the six weeks of circuit training programs is sufficient to improve the motor fitness of the 

I.D.C.P.E. students. 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

There was significant difference of Pre-test and Post-test of specific motor fitness variables 

like 50m.Run, shuttle run, standing broad-jump, sit and reach and sit-ups of M.P.Ed. students of 

I.D.C.P.E. 

The above results help to conclude that circuit training exercise for the period of six weeks 

was effective to improve the motor fitness variables of college students. 
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Correlates of Emotional Intelligence and Stress with Teaching 

Aptitude of B.Ed. Students 
 

Ahlam Islam: Junior Research Fellow, Department of Education, University of Allahabad, Allahabad 

Prof. D. R. Singh: Department of Education, University of Allahabad, Allahabad 

 

A man is not rightly conditioned until he is a happy, healthy and prosperous being.Emotions 

appear to be engaged in all aspects of human interaction. Emotions are something that people are 

familiar with and use in their daily life, as well as something that they recognize readily in everyday 

situations. According to Ciarrochi, Chain, Caputi and Roberts (2001) emotional intelligence plays a 

potential role in aspects of everyday life. Ciaarochi et al. reported that an individual’s perception, 

expression, understanding and management of emotions is directly related to the major life events that 

they have experienced. These emotions are then interpreted and adopted according to those life events, 

leading to life outcomes, either positive or negative, hence, the importance of being able to understand 

and manage an emotion as it is applied to life. 

The concept of stress, as number of researchers point out (Kasal, 1983; Parker & Dactiis, 

1983; Dratt & Barling, 1988) continues to be defined in several fundamentally different ways. Stress 

has been defined as a stimulus - response, to an environmental condition and as resulting from the 

interaction of misfit between the individual and environmental demands(Cox, 1978; Frence, Roder & 

Cobb, 1974; Khan, et al., 1964; Mc.Grath, 1970).Stress is more commonly accepted as relationship in 

nature involving some sort of transaction between the individual and environment. Accordingly, stress 

occurs when a person appraises a given transaction with the environment as about to tax or to exceed 

that person’s resource, thus endangering well-being (Lazarus & Lunier, 1978).Emotions are an 

important part of one’s personality. They determine the nature and effectiveness of the pattern of 

social interaction and also contribute to the psychological well-being of an individual. If prospective 

teachers are emotionally intelligent, they will be able to express their emotions positively without 

actually threatening students or other persons(Poulou & Norwich,2000). 

The NCTE Curriculum framework envisages under the practical community based 

programmes, creativity and personality development programmes, work education, sessional work and 

other activities, aesthetic development programmes, preparation of lesson plan, achievement tests, 

psychological practical, preparation of teaching aids etc. if these things are analyzed objectively and 

minutely, emotional intelligence might have a significant role to play in all these activities so that 

student-teachers might be able to cope with the stress generated by work load. 

During the training period, student teachers have to go through many activities. Some of the activities 

like maintaining discipline in the classroom, preparation and execution of lesson plans, preparation of 

low cost material aids, preparation of blue print for achievement test, administration and scoring of 

psychological tests may work as a source of stress and adjustment problems among student- teachers. 

They may experience strong feeling of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their performance during the 

training programme and with the environment of the training institution. Due to the lack of coping 

mechanisms or sometimes directly as a consequence of the stressful activities, student-teachers may 

experience a host of emotional responses, which are either positively oriented such as hope, 

enjoyment, or passion, or are negatively oriented such as anxiety, frustration and depression or even 
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suicidal tendencies. These may influence student-teachers commitment level of their work and finally 

they may experience different levels of emotional exhaustion, depression or personal accomplishment 

as factors of burnout. 

Teaching Aptitude generally means that a man has a great deal of aptitude for teaching, 

meaning that he has in a high degree many of the characteristics which make for success in teaching 

profession or that a person lacks aptitude for teaching, meaning that he lacks this specialized ability 

which is essential for a teacher.Bingham defined Teaching Aptitude as – “a condition symptomatic in 

his readiness to acquire proficiency his potential ability and another is his readiness to development an 

interest in exercising his ability.”Teaching is an emotional practice which involves emotional 

relationships, emotional understanding and emotional labour. Teachers have to value emotional bonds 

with students and educate students as emotional and social beings. During the training period, student 

teachers have to go through many situations which generate stress and with the development of 

emotional intelligence among them, their stress may be decreased. The classroom teaching apart from 

knowledge and methodology requires traits like effective communication, patience, calmness, 

perseverance, sympathy, optimism and fair play. These activities are part of one’s emotional 

intelligence. Benninga, Berkowitz, Kuehn and Smith (2003) reported that classroom environment can 

enhance positive dispositions in children if teachers receive appropriate training. 

Kaur, Sharma (2011)found that the student-teachers with high level of emotional intelligence 

had significantly higher level of teaching competence than student-teachers with average and low level 

of emotional intelligence.Kant (2011)determined the difference between teaching aptitude and 

responsibility feeling of male and female secondary school teachers found that female teachers have 

more responsibility in comparison to male teachers. Usha (2010) in her study revealed that there was a 

significant difference between teaching aptitude of effective and ineffective male and female 

teachers.Ranganathan (2008) studied the self-esteem and teaching aptitude of DT.Ed. Students, he 

found that there is a significant positive relationship between high self-esteem and teaching aptitude 

and there is no significant different between males and females and the level of self-esteem and 

teaching aptitude.Misra (2007)found that student-teachers with high or low emotional intelligence do 

not differ from one another on stress and they experience similar stressors. It was also found that 

emotional intelligence is not related to stress.Pandey (2006)found that emotional intelligence and 

professional stress of degree college teachers is negatively related. 

Perveen (2006) in her study revealed that Discipline and Sex of the pupil teachers does not 

contribute towards teaching aptitude of male and female arts pupil teachers, it was observed that 

female arts pupil teachers secured significantly higher mean scores than their counterpart male arts 

pupil teacher. It was found that teaching aptitude of the pupil teacher was significantly correlated with 

their general teaching competence, professional interest and academic achievements. General teaching 

competence and professional interest of the pupil teachers significantly affect their teaching aptitude. 

In addition to this, effect of academic achievement on teaching aptitude of the pupil teaches was 

positive but not significant at acceptable level of confidence. Srivastava (2006)studied the personality 

of stressed student teachers and found that low stressed male student-teachers are more emotionally 

stable as compared to high stressed male student-teachers. High and low stressed female student-

teachers do not differ from one another on emotional stability. Both male and female high stressed 

student-teachers do not differ from one another on emotional stability. 
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Objectives: 

Objectives for the study are as follows: 

1. To study the relationship between emotional intelligence and stress of B.Ed. students. 

2. To study the relationship between emotional intelligence and teaching aptitude B.Ed. students. 

3. To study the relationship between stressand teaching aptitude of B.Ed. students. 

Hypotheses: 

Following hypotheses are formulated to achieve the objectives: 

1. There is no significant relationship between emotional intelligence and stress of B.Ed. students. 

2. There is no significant relationship between emotional intelligence and teaching aptitude of B.Ed. 

students. 

3. There is no significant relationship between stress and teaching aptitude of B.Ed. students. 

Methodology: 

In the present study field survey method has been employed. The population of the present 

study consists of B.Ed. students of Allahabad district. Simple random sampling technique is used for 

the collection of data. The sample for the study comprises of 100 B.Ed. students belonging to two 

different colleges of Allahabad city. To find out the Emotional Intelligence, Stress  and Teaching 

Aptitude of B.Ed. students Test of Emotional Intelligence (student-teacher form) and Stress scale both 

constructed by K.S.Misra and Teaching Aptitude Test constructed by Jai Prakash and R.P.Srivastava 

have been used. To analyze the data the method of Product moment correlation has been employed.  

Analysis of Data: 

Testing of hypothesis 1: 

The correlation is established between Emotional Intelligence and Stress of B.Ed. students 

with the help of scatter diagram 

Table 1: 

No. of 

Students 

Degree of 

freedom 

Value at .05 

level 

Value at .01 

level 

r Significance 

level 

100 98 .205 .267 -0.285 Significant 

Testing of hypothesis 2: 

The correlation is established between Stress and Teaching Aptitude of B.Ed. students with 

the help of scatter diagram 

Table 2: 

No. of 

Students 

Degree of 

freedom 

Value at .05 

level 

Value at .01 

level 

r Significance 

level 

100 98 .205 .267 -0.386 Significant 

 

Testing of hypothesis 3: 

The correlation is established between Emotional Intelligence and Teaching Aptitude of B.Ed. 

students with the help of scatter diagram 
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Table 3: 

No. of 

Students 

Degree of 

freedom 

Value at .05 

level 

Value at .01 

level 

r Significance 

level 

100 98 .205 .267 0.795 Significant 

 

Table 4: 

The inter-correlation between Emotional Intelligence, Stress and Teaching Aptitude of B.Ed. 

Students 

 Emotional Intelligence Stress Teaching Aptitude 

Emotional Intelligence - -0.285 0.795 

Stress -0.285 - -0.386 

Teaching Aptitude 0.795 -0.386 - 

  

Findings-  

1.  According to table 1 it is clear that the value of correlation coefficient is -0.285 significant at .05 

and .01 level that means the hypothesis is accepted that there is significant negative correlation 

between Emotional Intelligence and Stress. 

2.  According to the table 2 it is clear that the value of correlation coefficient -0.386 is significant at 

.05 and .01 level that means the hypothesis is accepted that there is significant negative 

correlation between Stress and Teaching Aptitude. 

3.  According to the table 3 it is clear that the value of correlation coefficient 0.795 is significant at 

.05 and .01 level that means the hypothesis is accepted that there is significant correlation 

between Emotional Intelligence and Teaching Aptitude.  

4.  According to the table 4 it is clear that the inter-correlation between different variablesi.e. 

Emotional Intelligence, Stress and Teaching Aptitude are 0.285, 0.386 and 0.795 respectively.  

Conclusion: 

The  yielded  results  of  the  current  study  leads  to  the  conclusion that there is negative 

correlation between Emotional Intelligence and Stress,and Stress and Teaching Aptitude ie. -0.285 and 

-0.386 respectively. It is also evident that there is significantly high positive correlation between 

emotional intelligence and teaching aptitude i.e. 0.795. In case of Inter-correlation between subtests 

ranges from -0.386 to 0.795 and in all the cases the correlation is significant. This indicates that there 

exists high degree of relationship between Emotional intelligence, stress and teaching aptitude of 

B.Ed. students.  

Kremenitzer (2005) stated: „„an increase in a teachers emotional intelligence significantly 

impacts on student learning in a powerful way both in academic and interpersonal domains” 

.Enhancing student-teachers emotional intelligence might leads tominimizing stress levels. This in turn 

may lead to amelioration of student-teachers well-being, motivation and teaching effectiveness and 

accordingly leads to better achievement. To make thestudent-teachers emotionally intelligent, better 

institution environment should be provided as it’s a well-known fact that environment plays a pivoting 
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role in development of emotional intelligence. To achieve high emotional intelligence, student-

teachers must learn to get a perspective on situation which otherwise would lead to emotional 

reactions. They can do this best by discussing their problems with others. A teacher, who has high 

Emotional intelligence, can teach effectively and live in society with better understanding. Training 

institution can be highly benefited by making it a point to assess these aspects of student-teachers at 

the time of admission so that the individuals with appropriate characteristic are selected for teacher 

training programmes. Training institutions may also provide such situations to the prospective teachers 

in training period through which they may develop those characteristics, which are useful in enhancing 

emotional intelligence.They should provide opportunities to student-teachers to participate in decision-

making process, teamwork and expression of ideas for improvement. If such atmosphere is created, 

student-teachers are sure to drive higher teaching effectiveness, which in turn, is likely to lead to their 

greater identification with their institution and its various activities. 

Greenberg (2002)also argued that emotionally intelligent teachers are less vulnerable to stress 

and might easily retrieve healthy information and action tendency within emotions, and avail 

themselves of this information to better react to stressors as well as to inspire adaptive action. It is also 

important to focus on   raising student-teachers awareness of stress levels and learning judicious 

strategies for surmounting stress. This may prove to be an effective means of burnout prevention. 

Stress  may cause  Psychological and Physiological imbalance. This is an accepted fact that this course 

exert some frustration to students. Stress and Teaching Aptitude have significant negative relationship. 

The only one practical measure to minimize the stressful experience of the student teacher is to 

conduct teaching aptitude test before admitting them to Teacher Education course. The entry behavior 

of the individual to this course should be controlled by criterion related evaluation, and then only we 

can inculcate terminal behavior through this course. Unfortunately majority of the students joins in 

Teacher Educations have less or no teaching aptitude, the consequence far than the scope of this 

research. This condition have to be eliminated in future then only a nation can dream a civilized 

society, as our destination shaping is in our Class-room, Kothari(1964). 
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Stress:  

In a medical or biological context stress is a physical, mental, or emotional factor that causes 

bodily or mental tension. Stresses can be external (from the environment, psychological, or social 

situations) or internal (illness, or from a medical procedure). Stress: The different kinds of stress: 

Stress management can be complicated and confusing because there are different types of 

stress — acute stress, episodic acute stress, and chronic stress — each with its own characteristics, 

symptoms, duration and treatment approaches. 

Acute stress:  

Acute stress is the most common form of stress. It comes from demands and pressures of the 

recent past and anticipated demands and pressures of the near future. Acute stress is thrilling and 

exciting in small doses, but too much is exhausting. A fast run down a challenging ski slope, for 

example, is exhilarating early in the day. That same ski run late in the day is taxing and wearing. 

Skiing beyond your limits can lead to falls and broken bones. By the same token, overdoing on short-

term stress can lead to psychological distress, tension headaches, upset stomach and other symptoms. 

Fortunately, acute stress symptoms are recognized by most people. It's a laundry list of what 

has gone awry in their lives: the auto accident that crumpled the car fender, the loss of an important 

contract, a deadline they're rushing to meet, their child's occasional problems at school and so on. 

Because it is short term, acute stress doesn't have enough time to do the extensive damage 

associated with long-term stress. The most common symptoms are: 

• Emotional distress — some combination of anger or irritability, anxiety and depression, the three 

stress emotions. 

• Muscular problems including tension headache, back pain, jaw pain and the muscular tensions that 

lead to pulled muscles and tendon and ligament problems. 

• Stomach, gut and bowel problems such as heartburn, acid stomach, flatulence, diarrhea, 

constipation and irritable bowel syndrome. 

• Transient over arousal leads to elevation in blood pressure, rapid heartbeat, sweaty palms, heart 

palpitations, dizziness, migraine headaches, cold hands or feet, shortness of breath and chest pain.  

Acute stress can crop up in anyone's life, and it is highly treatable and manageable. 

Chronic stress 

While acute stress can be thrilling and exciting, chronic stress is not. This is the grinding stress 

that wears people away day after day, year after year. Chronic stress destroys bodies, minds and lives. 

It wreaks havoc through long-term attrition. It's the stress of poverty, of dysfunctional families, of 

being trapped in an unhappy marriage or in a despised job or career. It's the stress that the never-

ending "troubles" have brought to the people of Northern Ireland, the tensions of the Middle East have 

brought to the Arab and Jew, and the endless ethnic rivalries that have been brought to the people of 

Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union. 
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Chronic stress comes when a person never sees a way out of a miserable situation. It's the 

stress of unrelenting demands and pressures for seemingly interminable periods of time. With no hope, 

the individual gives up searching for solutions. 

Some chronic stresses stem from traumatic, early childhood experiences that become 

internalized and remain forever painful and present. Some experiences profoundly affect personality. 

A view of the world, or a belief system, is created that causes unending stress for the individual (e.g., 

the world is a threatening place, people will find out you are a pretender, you must be perfect at all 

times). When personality or deep-seated convictions and beliefs must be reformulated, recovery 

requires active self-examination, often with professional help. 

The worst aspect of chronic stress is that people get used to it. They forget it's there. People 

are immediately aware of acute stress because it is new; they ignore chronic stress because it is old, 

familiar, and sometimes, almost comfortable. 

Chronic stress kills through suicide, violence, heart attack, stroke and, perhaps, even cancer. 

People wear down to a final, fatal breakdown. Because physical and mental resources are depleted 

through long-term attrition, the symptoms of chronic stress are difficult to treat and may require 

extended medical as well as behavioral treatment and stress management. 

HOW stress affects our health:  

Stress: We've all felt it. Sometimes stress can be a positive force, motivating you to perform 

well at your piano recital or job interview. But often — like when you're stuck in traffic — it's a 

negative force. If you experience stress over a prolonged period of time, it could become chronic — 

unless you take action. 

A natural reaction 

Have you ever found yourself with sweaty hands on a first date or felt your heart pound during 

a scary movie? Then you know you can feel stress in both your mind and body. 

This automatic response developed in our ancient ancestors as a way to protect them from 

predators and other threats. Faced with danger, the body kicks into gear, flooding the body with 

hormones that elevate your heart rate, increase your blood pressure, boost your energy and prepare you 

to deal with the problem. 

These days, you're not likely to face the threat of being eaten. But you probably do confront 

multiple challenges every day, such as meeting deadlines, paying bills and juggling childcare that 

make your body react the same way. As a result, your body's natural alarm system — the “fight or 

flight” response — may be stuck in the on position. And that can have serious consequences for your 

health. 

Pressure points:  

Even short-lived, minor stress can have an impact. You might get a stomach-ache before you 

have to give a presentation, for example. More major acute stress, whether caused by a fight with your 

spouse or an event like an earthquake or terrorist attack, can have an even bigger impact. 

Multiple studies have shown that these sudden emotional stresses — especially anger — can 

trigger heart attacks, arrhythmias and even sudden death. Although this happens mostly in people who 

already have heart disease, some people don't know they have a problem until acute stress causes a 

heart attack or something worse. 
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Chronic stress:  

When stress starts interfering with your ability to live a normal life for an extended period, it 

becomes even more dangerous. The longer the stress lasts, the worse it is for both your mind and 

body. You might feel fatigued, unable to concentrate or irritable for no good reason, for example. But 

chronic stress causes wear and tear on your body, too. 

Stress can make existing problems worse. In one study, for example, about half the 

participants saw improvements in chronic headaches after learning how to stop the stress-producing 

habit of “catastrophizing,” or constantly thinking negative thoughts about their pain. Chronic stress 

may also cause disease, either because of changes in your body or the overeating, smoking and other 

bad habits people use to cope with stress. Job strain — high demands coupled with low decision-

making latitude — is associated with increased risk of coronary disease, for example. Other forms of 

chronic stress, such as depression and low levels of social support, have also been implicated in 

increased cardiovascular risk. And once you're sick, stress can also make it harder to recover. One 

analysis of past studies, for instance, suggests that cardiac patients with so-called “Type D” 

personalities — characterized by chronic distress — face higher risks of bad outcomes. 

What you can do:  

Reducing your stress levels can not only make you feel better right now, but may also protect 

your health long-term. 

In one study, researchers examined the association between “positive affect” — feelings like 

happiness, joy, contentment and enthusiasm — and the development of coronary heart disease over a 

decade.  They found that for every one-point increase in positive affect on a five-point scale, the rate of 

heart disease dropped by 22 percent. 

While the study doesn't prove that increasing positive affect decreases cardiovascular risks, 

the researchers recommend boosting your positive affect by making a little time for enjoyable 

activities every day. 

Other strategies for reducing stress include: 

• Identify what's causing stress. Monitor your state of mind throughout the day. If you feel 

stressed, write down the cause, your thoughts and your mood. Once you know what's bothering 

you, develop a plan for addressing it. That might mean setting more reasonable expectations for 

yourself and others or asking for help with household responsibilities, job assignments or other 

tasks. List all your commitments, assess your priorities and then eliminate any tasks that are not 

absolutely essential. 

• Build strong relationships. Relationships can be a source of stress. Research has found that 

negative, hostile reactions with your spouse cause immediate changes in stress-sensitive 

hormones, for example. But relationships can also serve as stress buffers. Reach out to family 

members or close friends and let them know you're having a tough time. They may be able to offer 

practical assistance and support, useful ideas or just a fresh perspective as you begin to tackle 

whatever's causing your stress. 

• Walk away when you're angry. Before you react, take time to regroup by counting to 10. Then 

reconsider. Walking or other physical activities can also help you work off steam. Plus, exercise 

increases the production of endorphins, your body's natural mood-booster. Commit to a daily walk 

or other form of exercise — a small step that can make a big difference in reducing stress levels. 
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• Get help. If you continue to feel overwhelmed, consult with a psychologist or other licensed 

mental health professional who can help you learn how to manage stress effectively.  He or she 

can help you identify situations or behaviors that contribute to your chronic stress and then 

develop an action plan for changing them. 

• Rest your mind. According to APA's 2012 Stress in America survey, stress keeps more than 40 

percent of adults lying awake at night. To help ensure you get the recommended seven or eight 

hours of shut-eye, cut back on caffeine, remove distractions such as television or computers from 

your bedroom and go to bed at the same time each night. Research shows that activities like yoga 

and relaxation exercises not only help reduce stress, but also boost immune functioning. 

• Yoga for Stress Relief: Dating back over 5000 years, yoga is the oldest defined practice of self 

development. The methods of classical yoga include ethical disciplines, physical postures, 

breathing control and meditation. Traditionally an Eastern practice, it’s now becoming popular in 

the West. In fact, many companies, especially in Britain, are seeing the benefit of yoga, 

recognizing that relaxed workers are healthier and more creative, and are sponsoring yoga fitness 

programs. 

Overview of Yoga: 

Yoga, which derives its name from the word, “yoke”—to bring together—does just that, 

bringing together the mind, body and spirit. But whether you use yoga for spiritual transformation or 

for stress management and physical well-being, the benefits are numerous. 

Yoga’s Effects on the Body: 

The following is only a partial list of yoga’s benefits: 

• reduced stress  

• sound sleep  

• reduced cortisol levels  

• improvement of many medical conditions  

• allergy and asthma symptom relief  

• lower blood pressure  

• smoking cessation help  

• lower heart rate  

• spiritual growth  

• sense of well-being  

• reduced anxiety and muscle tension  

• increased strength and flexibility  

• slowed aging process 

Yoga’s benefits are so numerous; it gives a high payoff for the amount of effort involved. 

What’s Involved With Yoga?: 

The practice of yoga involves stretching the body and forming different poses, while keeping 

breathing slow and controlled. The body becomes relaxed and energized at the same time. There are 

various styles of yoga, some moving through the poses more quickly, almost like an aerobic workout, 

and other styles relaxing deeply into each pose. Some have a more spiritual angle, while others are 

used purely as a form of exercise. 
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What Are The Benefits Of Yoga?: 

Virtually everyone can see physical benefits from yoga, and its practice can also give 

psychological benefits, such as stress reduction and a sense of well-being, and spiritual benefits, such 

as a feeling of connectedness with God or Spirit, or a feeling of transcendence. Certain poses can be 

done just about anywhere and a yoga program can go for hours or minutes, depending on one’s 

schedule. 

What Are the Drawbacks of Yoga?: 

Yoga does require some commitment of time and is more difficult for people with certain 

physical limitations. Some people feel self-conscious doing some of the poses. Also, yoga classes can 

be expensive, although it is possible, albeit perhaps more challenging, to learn from a book or video. 

How Does It Compare To Other Stress Reduction Methods?: 

As yoga combines several techniques used for stress reduction, it can be said to provide the 

combined benefits of breathing exercises, stretching exercises, fitness programs, meditation practice, 

and guided imagery, in one technique. However, for those with great physical limitations, simple 

breathing exercises, meditation or guided imagery might be a preferable option and provide similar 

benefits. Yoga also requires more effort and commitment than taking pills or herbs for stress 

reduction. 

The following yoga techniques can help calm an unsettled mind. 

1: Move your body and relieve your mind of stress with Asanas. 

These yoga postures can help achieve a happy and healthy mind and body. Asanas help 

release tension and negativity from the system. 

• Dhanurasana (Bow Pose) 

• Matsyasana (Fish Pose) 

• Janu Shirsasana (One-Legged Forward Bend) 

• Setubandhasana (Bridge Pose) 

• Marjariasana (Cat Stretch) 

• Paschimottanasana (Two-Legged Forward Bend) 

• Hastapadasana (Standing Forward Bend) 

• Adhomukha Shwanasana (Downward Facing Dog) 

• Shirshasana (Headstand) 

• Shavasana (Corpse Pose) 

Note: At the end of the yoga posture session, lie down in Yoga Nidra to give your mind and body a 

few minutes of through relaxation. The technique is helpful in flushing out body toxins, a primary 

cause of stress, from the system.  

2: Breathe right with Pranayamas to relieve anxiety 

Taking your attention to the breath can help free the mind of the unnecessary clutter of 

thoughts that breed anxiety. Try the following breathing practices: 

Kapal Bhati Pranayama (Skull-Shining Breathing Technique) Bhastrika Pranayama 

Nadi Shodhan Pranayama (Alternate Nostril Breathing) – effective in releasing stress from the system 

(where the exhalation is longer than the inhalation) Bhramari Pranayama (Bee Breath) 

3: Meditate to enjoy the gift of a relaxed mind 

Meditation can be an excellent technique to relax a distracted mind, give you a sense of calm 

and peace, and also observe with daily practice how your mind works to keep you involved in small, 
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petty things around. It can also help you not worry too much or get anxious of the unknown future. 

You might have often heard the term ‘adrenalin rush’. This happens when we get too anxious 

about a potential threat. For instance, while taking an adventure ride. At such a time, the level of 

adrenalin hormone goes higher, leading our heart to beat faster, making the muscles tense and our 

body sweat profusely. Scientific research has shown that regular meditation practice can help 

significantly reduce the level of this stress hormone. 

4: Apply yoga philosophy in your life; stay happy and enjoy every moment 

Knowing and applying the ancient yoga knowledge in daily life, which talks about some 

simple yet profound principles (yamas and niyamas) of yoga, can be the secret to happy and healthy 

living. For instance, the Santosha principle (niyama) teaches the value of contentment. The Aprigraha 

principle can help us overcome greediness or the desire to keep possessing more, which can be a 

reason for stress and anxiety. Also, the Shaucha principle talks about cleanliness of the mind and 

body. This rule can particularly help if you tend to get too anxious about catching infectious diseases. 

The yamas and niyamas of yoga will also help us eat nutritious food and live a healthy 

lifestyle which greatly helps to overcome anxiety and stress. To understand the yoga philosophy, you 

may consider reading Sri Sri Ravi Shankar’s Commentary on Patanjali Yoga Sutras. 

5: Pray, keep faith and smile! 

Prayer is the best form of reassurance and support to keep you anxiety-free. Developing habits 

of daily prayer, chanting or singing bhajans (devotional songs) fill you with positive energy and also 

help still the mind. They also instill a sense of deep faith that all happens for the best and that there is a 

higher divine power that takes care. Moreover, make a conscious effort to smile more and more. It will 

instill confidence, calmness and positivity instantaneously. Try it out right now! 

6: Think about what you can do for others 

When we constantly remain stuck in ‘me and mine’, it makes room for stress and anxiety. We 

keep worrying about what will happen to us. Rather, shift your attention to how you can be of some 

use to others around you. Energizing yourself with some service activity can give you deep 

satisfaction and immense joy. 

7: Know the impermanence of the world 

When this realization sets in that everything around us is temporary and would change, we 

become relaxed and settled from within. A feeling of ‘this too shall pass and not remain forever’ arises 

in us and frees us from anxiety. Meditation can help us see this founding principle of life. 

8: Remember a similar past situation when you could overcome anxiety 

This fills you with immense courage that you can pass even this situation. Keep reminding this 

to yourself often. 

9: Keep positive company around you 

When you spend more time with positive-minded people, you are influenced by similar 

thoughts, which reflects in your overall attitude to life. Only a positive mind can breed joy, peace and 

relaxation. 
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Abstract 

The present research paper explores the stylistic patterns used in the novel ‘The Guide’ of 

R.K. Narayan. . It is also concerned with patterns of used in given texts. Stylistics is an attempt to 

make literary build up a literary grammar of language, a literary transformation, much more scientific, 

methodological , objective and precise .The research paper also expresses the various device of 

stylistics such as – Cohesion, Foregrounding in the novels of R.K. Narayan with special reference to 

the novel ‘The Guide’. It concentrates on features of connotation, implication, presupposition 

contained in the lexical, the syntactical and the phonological parameters of the text which are built in 

the style of the creative writer.  

Introduction 

The present research paper explores the stylistic patterns used in the novel, ‘The Guide’ of 

R.K. Narayan. The Guide, first published by Viking Press, New York, is the most widely read of R.K. 

Narayan’s novels. It has been translated into the leading languages of Europe and India, has had huge 

sales through, has been prescribed for study at post-graduate standard in many universities, and has 

been made into an immensely popular film in Hindi and English. It won for him the Sahitya Academy 

Award in 1961. This celebrated novel tells the story of Raju, and ‘the rise and fall of his fortune as 

guide, lover, and impresario and then his end as ‘ a saint. 

Stylistics is the scientific study of style and that looks at the components of meaning .It 

concentrates on features of connotation, implication, presupposition Contained in the lexical, the 

syntactical and the phonological parameters of the text which are built in the style of the creative 

writer. Stylistics is a link between linguistics and literature. Modern  criticism looks upon a work  of  

literary  art  as  an  organic  unity , in which  matter and manner, thought and expression, are 

indissolubly one. The present day –style studies are based on the verbal texture and literary 

craftsmanship of the work of art. External literary history and conventional literary judgment has been 

caste off as an obsolete irrelevance. Precise reference and analysis has given birth to a new kind of 

stylistic criticism. 

 G.Leech’s  approach to stylistic analysis points out that ‘ a work of literature contains 

dimensions of meaning additional to those operating in other types of discourse , and he suggests that 

for this reason descriptive linguistics cannot simply be applied indifferently to literary as to other types 

of text. He discovers three features of literary expression representing different dimensions of meaning 

which are not covered by the normal categories of linguistic description with several references. These 

three features are- Cohesion; Foregrounding; and Cohesion of Foregrounding.  

Cohesion means the intra textual relations of a grammatical and lexical kind which knit the 

parts of a text together into a complete unit of discourse and which, therefore convey the meaning of 

the text as a whole. R.K. Narayan takes recourse to lexical repetition, the use of pronouns and definite 

article. Besides these, the underlying idea is a strong unifying link between paragraphs. A careful 

arrangement of paragraphs is another distinctive feature which is very evident from the organization of 

material. Despite being a part of a bulk, the beginnings are all self-contained units. The premise 

overtly stated or hinted in the introductory lines is verified at the end summing up the logic and 
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sequence in short, well defined sentences. By foregrounding means the deliberate deviation from the 

rules of the language code or from the accepted conventions of its use which stands out, or is fore 

grounded against a background of normal usage. Foregrounding occurs, therefore, when the semantic 

features of an item in the code do not correspond with those which are bestowed upon it by the 

contextual environment in which it appears. Leech also points out another manifestation of 

foregrounding. This occurs when the writer instead of exercising a wider choice than is permitted him 

by the code deliberately renounces his choice and produces uniformity where variety would normally 

be expected. Cohesion of Foregrounding is meant the manner in which deviations in a text are related 

to each other to form intra-textual patterns. 

Stylistics is  the  scientific  study of  style. It concentrates on features of connotation, 

implication, presupposition looks contained in the lexical, the syntactical and the phonological 

parameters of the text, which are built in the style of the creative writer. It makes graphological, 

gesticulatory and mechanical (commas, dashes, semi colon, etc.) details more meaningful. Stylistics is 

not something opposed to literary criticism, for between true literature and linguistics, there is no 

conflict ; the real linguist is at least half a literateur and the real literateur at least half a linguist.’ 

The great asset of Narayan as a descriptive artist is his graceful and simple style. There are 

very few Indian writers who are able to handle English with so much purity and elegance as he does. 

He is a master of excellent English prose both in narrative and dialogue. It is to the ease, the 

refinement and the exquisite naturalness of his prose that we owe a large part of our pleasure in 

reading him. The most striking quality of Narayan’s prose style is its simplicity and transparency. It is 

direct and free from affectation and obscurity. It is never pompous and dull. It is also never repetitive. 

It is always marked by clarity and exactness i.e. by the rare quality of saying exactly what is intended 

as unmistakably and simply as possible, without false or straining after effect. Simplicity and clarity of 

his style is mainly the result of his use of the very language of everyday life and his scrupulous 

adherence to the accepted patterns of sentence structure, and choice of words. Narayan’s is not an 

experimental but a conservative and traditional style. He never uses sentences of complicated 

grammatical construction with such dependent and subordinate clauses, as make the sense difficult to 

follow. He seldom uses Hindustani words and phrases in his narrative, that is why he rarely needs any 

glossary and his English never appears slovenly and jerky. Narayan’s style is also notable for its 

economy of detail and purity. It is never weighed with words. His English has a virile force and a 

mastery which conveys the maximum of meaning in the fewest and simplest words. 

 R.K.Narayan follows in this novel, new techniques of telling a story. He uses both ‘flash on ‘ 

and ‘ flash back’ techniques in juxtaposition by describing alternately the incidents of the present life 

of Raju as they actually take place and the incidents of his early life as they are being retold by him to 

Velan;  and the present as narrated by the omniscient author. This method keeps the curiosity of the 

reader alive as regards both the present and the past events of Raju’s life. It also provides a fresh 

vigour and interest to the novelist‘s art of narration.‘ 

The Guide’ seems technically more complicated although more satisfying. The first page 

leaves many questions unanswered and as a stylistic device this is the best way to begin. The narration 

is the third person and the time scheme is a little confusing and jarring. This too intrigues the reader. 

In the beginning of the story, we do come to know that ‘Raju’ is now out of jail and in lonely place 

where he has been staying cut off from all humanity for the past two days. Here he is happy to accost a 

simple rustic who eyes him reverentially. Nothing more is conveyed except a few details about the 
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rustic who is on his way back from his daughter’s house after a short visit. Although the passage is 

cohesive, yet lacks a well-defined context. Sentence 1 begins by identifying two things, first, that Raju 

is in lonely place and second, that he is bored of his loneliness. Therefore, the ‘intrusion is welcome. 

Sentence 2 connects the ‘intrusion’ with the ‘man’ who stands gazing reverentially on Raju’s face. 

There is a psychological build-up and progression in this passage. There is an incipient feeling 

underlying every sentence that what will come next can take only two forms – either an explication 

and thereafter elaboration of the fact that Raju was deified; or an explication and elaboration of ‘how’ 

and’ why’ he went to jail. 

R.K. Narayan is a story teller in the Indian tradition of storytelling .The narration moves 

forwarded chronologically, each succeeding event being linked casually with the previous one. There 

is no looking forward or backward, no probing of the sub conscious or even the unconscious as is the 

case with novelists like Virginia Woolf, James Joyce and others. ‘ Narayan’s  is the most simple form 

of prose fiction-the story which records a succession of events .There is no hiatus between character 

and plot.; both are inseparably knit together. The qualities the novelist attributes to these characters 

determine the action, and the action in turn progressively changes the characters and thus the story is 

carried forward to the end. In other words, as a good story teller, Narayan sees to it that his story has a 

beginning, a middle and an end. The end of his novel is a solution of the problem which sets the events 

moving and beyond which the action cannot progress. This end very often consists either in balance 

of forces and counter forces or in death or both.’’ However, ‘The Guide’ is an exception in this 

respect. The narrative technique Narayan has followed in this novel is different from that of the other 

novels. In all his novels except ‘The English teacher’,‘ The Guide’ and ‘The Man Eaterof Malgudi’ 

Narayan is the omniscient author writing in the third person and thus following the traditional and 

conventional mode of narration. In the ‘Guide’, Narayan deviates from the traditional mode of 

narration; part of the story is told by the author and part in the first person by the hero himself. This is 

certainly in improvement in Narayan‘s narrative technique; here however it is necessitated by the 

nature of the story. The novel begins with the release of Raju from prison .Whatever happens to Raju 

after his release is told by the narrator-the novelist; whereas whatever happened to Raju before he was 

imprisoned  is told in a series of flashbacks in Raju’s own words, in the form of a confession to Velan 

who come to think of him as a saint . Narayan’s art of cohesion can be noticed in his smooth shifting 

from present to flashback. For example, 

“Raju liked this rambling talk. He had been all alone in this place for over a day. It was good 

to hear the human voice again. After the villager resumed the study of his face with intense respect, 

Raju stroked his chin thoughtfully to make sure that an apostolic beared had not suddenly grown up 

there. He had had his last shave only days before with the hard- earned coins of his jail life.” 

The effect of this technique is to make the figure of the hero more sharp and real than the other 

characters. Also, Raju in making the confession characterizes himself by what he reports and how he 

reports it. The impression that the reader gets is that Raju’s character develops because of certain 

events and the events in turn change his character till he finds a saint, fasting to induce rain for the 

drought-affected village in response to the expectations of a crowd of admirers and worshippers .In 

other words, character and action develop simultaneously and both influence each other .It is in this 

way that the complex personality of Raju is built up and made convincing and credible. The 

interesting technique of narration Narayan has used in this novel keeps the curiosity of the readers 

alive, regarding both the past and present of Raju. It makes the narrative fresh, vigorous and 
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interesting. As the past and present are cunningly jumbled , there is a constant impression of suspense 

and anticipation. The zig-zag narration gives a piquancy to the novel without in any way confusing the 

reader .In this way Raju becomes his own critic and we are enabled to see the action as Raju sees it , 

and as the later Raju sober sees the earlier Raju ‘Drunk’. In this way, the past and the present are 

juxtaposed, and each illuminates the other .In short, the technique of narration the novelist has 

followed in ‘The Guide’ is complex and original and unique in several ways. 

The novels when viewed as the work of one person, do reveal some common features of style, 

R.K. Narayan prefers simple words to polysyllabic words. A discreet mixture of Saxon and archaic 

words give his English a narrative touch. Although writing about human psyche he uses more concrete 

nouns than abstract. This is to eliminate the ‘disjunction of self and world’. As a result of this his 

writing gives an authenticity, since man’s two halves the subjective and objective make a whole. For 

vividness and visibility, he includes adjectives, referring to physical and psychological states. The 

narrative voice is mirrored in evaluative epithets. A large number of adverbs of time, place, direction, 

and degree give his writing a palpable quality-and the adverbs of manner throw light on the 

personalities of the characters, so as to render their total image for immediate apprehension. A 

judicious use of adjuncts and conjuncts clarifies the contrasts and juxtapositions of which of his 

writing is full. A balanced use of transitive and intransitive verbs adds speed to the progression of 

images, which are created in order to dramatize an inner conflict and symbolize it objectively through 

a situation or object. The transitive verbs give the reader an impression of movement and activity and 

thus add liveliness to the description. 

With ‘The Guide’,Narayan has established himself as a master of fictional technique. It won 

the Sahitya Academy Award in 1960.’The Guide’ is the story of Raju, a rather restless and ambitious 

shopkeeper on Malgudi Railway station, who turns a tourist guide and who in the discharge of  such 

duties in one case rides on the crest of an adulterous passion for Rosie, a dancer ,right into jail. At the 

conclusion of two year imprisonment he emerges only to embark upon another crisis of his life which 

ends with his last adventure in realms of enforced sainthood. The story of Raju falls into two parts- the 

past and the present. The past is told by Raju, the present by the author. The past and the present are 

related by the skillful plot construction.The consistently braided time – scheme that is used in the 

novel contributes to a better and deeper understanding of the hero who is both a swindler and a 

holyman, By alternating two time schemes at sharp intervals, the author brings into focus those aspects 

of Raju’s character which are essential for an understanding of his inner confusion.’’  

But when a more complex effect is attempted, as in ‘The Guide’ where situation has a certain 

intensity, one is not always sure that the language is equal to the task. We seem to be left how to take 

in what is presented, whether to respond in sympathy or in comic detachment. Now it is possible of 

course to regard this as the very effect Narayan’s art aims at. William Walsh calls it an intricate 

alliance of the serious and the comic considering it as a sort of culminating point of the art. “The 

serious and the comic flow in and out of one another throughout in an intricate, inseparable alliance.” 

But the mingled effect may simply be the result of the fact that the language lacks amplitude. “The 

same language that formerly served the comic is now employed for the situations which have 

emotional magnitude and complexity. There are scores of places in the guide where one seems to feel 

this want. Nothing happens to the language, though the narrative raises the expectation of a 

heightened tone.”  

For example, when Raju first meets Rosie or when he persuades her to come out of her room 
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to join the ride to the caves or when he foirst learns that Rosie belongs to the temple dancing- girl cast 

or gets inexorably pushed into the role of saint and savior against his will or, for example the most 

excruciating moment in their relations when, after Raju has been arrested for forgery, she heroically 

takes up her dancing engagements to find the money to save him from jail. The crisis that overtakes 

them has considerable psychological complexity as is shown in Raju’s sudden spitefulness towards her 

and her genuine bewilderment. These call for a skillfull presentation, are indeed an opportunity and a 

challenge to the novelist. The situation demands expert manipulation of language and tone. The 

staleness of the language, the lifeless tone, the very clichés that clutter the passage- “in spite of 

protestations to the contrary”; go from strength to strength”; “the way she was going about her busy; 

“inside the bars or outside”- announce that the challenge has had not been fairly met and the 

opportunity is all but lost. 

This is not to belittle Narayan’s very considerable achievements. With his limited language he 

is yet able to evoke through all the appearance of stillness and strangeness, a rhythm of life as it is 

lived in South India. The welter and vitality of that scene, the absurdities, the pretensions and the 

excitements od religious and traditional routine all brought out with the precious touch of irony.  

Conclusion 

On the whole, Narayan’s style comprises lucidity, liveliness, simplicity and humour. He is 

such a stylist that his style is filled with idiomatic expressions and naturalness. Thus his way of writing 

is delicate and elegant. His description of incidents is down-to-earth and pleasing with the natural 

impulse. With the help of agility of style, he passes into humourous, tragic, ironic and realistic 

portrayal of life. He is very much particular about purity of style and moral quality. He finds the plain 

language as a vehicle of truth. His style and technique have compatibility with the theme of the story. 

Narayan himself told about the cultivation of this unadorned style: “I am very conscious of style, and 

I wish to make the style as unnoticed as possible --- style should not be noticed. The idea must be more 

prominent than the style in which it is written. That’s a very difficult style you know--- you have that 

kind of thing only in the Bible. you have to remove things which are extraneous; an ornament here and 

there. You have to have a watchful eye to make your sentences just right. It’s very hard. That’s what I 

try to do. I’m aware of this style which is one that abolishes style”. 
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Abstract :    

Now day’s weight training exercises are getting popularity among the population irrespective 

of age, sex, creed and colour, as means for maintenance of physical fitness. Therefore to improve the 

general physical fitness of females the weight training program has been chosen by the researcher. 

Thus the research project entitled “Effect of selected weight training exercise on percentage of body 

fat among the females aged 30 to 35 yrs”. The investigator has used a single group method of true 

experimental design for the present study that consists of one experimental group. The investigator 

was carried out in the Talwalkars Better Value fitness. For the experimental Students (n=20), who 

were randomly selected. 

  After the pre-test with the Percentage of body fat, the experimental group underwent a weight 

training programmed of exercises. All the training programmed have been conducted daily 1hour in 

the evening, three days in a week except Saturday and Sunday for a total period of 8 weeks.  

  The Percentage of Body Fat was considered as the main dependent variable as selected in this 

study. This variable had some components viz.., waist to hip ratio, body mass index, Percentage of 

body. Here training interventions Weight training was considered as the independent variables. After 

the experimental period was over, the subjects of all the groups were post-tested with the items of the 

Percentage of Body Fat. There was significant improvement in Waist to hip ratio, Body mass Index 

and fat percentage of Experimental group at pre and post tests which may be due the training given to 

the subjects of Experimental group. 

DEFINITION:  Body Mass Index, waist Hip Ratio, body fat, weight training etc  

Introduction : 

Weight training is a common type of strength training for developing the strength and size of skeletal 

muscles. It uses the weight force of gravity (in the form of weighted bars, dumbbells or weight stacks) 

to oppose the force generated by muscle through concentric or eccentric contraction. Weight training 

uses a variety of specialized equipment to target specific muscle groups and types of movement. 

NEED OF THE STUDY: 

  Many working women’s/middle women’s/ house wife may not want to participate in activities 

because they feel tired. But in the "couch-potato" era, where both children and adults spend hours and 

hours each day in front of the television or computers. This inactive lifestyle is leading to an ever-

increasing number of overweight. Unfortunately, more and more females are also facing the same 

challenge.  

                 Our females are our future-and understanding and supporting their natural yearning for 

physical activity will help lead them to a lifetime of happy and healthy living. If we joyfully teach 

them how to include healthy exercise routine from the early stages of their development, we will be 

giving our children a gift that will endure throughout their lives. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY: 

The present study will be of significance in the following ways, i.e.  

• This research will encourage the female’s population to practice weight training for improving 

their Body Fat Percentage. 

• This research will also useful to the working woman’s, middle age woman/ house wife for 

improve their Body Fat Percentage. 

• This study will help the female’s interest towards the fitness. 

HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY: 

H1: The weight training will significantly enhance waist to hip ratio of females. 

H2: The weight training will significantly enhance body mass index of females. 

H3: The weight training will significantly decrees the fat percentage of females. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 

• To find out the percentage of body fat of the females 

• To prepare the weight training program for females. 

• To find out the waist to hips ratio, body mass index & fat percentage of  the females 

• To see effect of weight training program to improve the general fitness on females 

DELIMINATIONS OF THE STUDY: 

• The study was delimited only for the women’s residing in Talwalkar’s Better    Value Fitness 

area, Dombivali.   

• The study was delimited to the age group 30-35 years. 

• The study was delimited to single group of 20 subjects only.  

• The study was delimited for one hour of weekly three days for eight weeks.  

• The study was delimited to weight training. 

• The study was delimited to general fitness waist to hips ratio, body mass index, and fat 

percentage. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY: 

• Weather / climate which may have effect on training and performance were  considered as 

limitation. 

•  It could not possible to control the day to day activities of the subject selected for the group which 

include diet, food, habits and rest. 

METHODOLOGY: 

SELECTION OF THE SUBJECTS: 

Twenty women’s aged 30 to 35 years from Talwalkar’s better value Fitness were randomly 

selected as subjects for this study and they were physically fit. 

DESIGN OF THE STUDY: 

The researcher has chosen a one group design for conducting experiment in this study. The pre 

test was conducted on fat percentage variables groups of females. The weight training was given to the 

subjects of the experimental groups of females for eight weeks for 3days in a week i.e. on Monday, 

Wednesday and Friday in the evening for one hour. After the weight training programmed the post test 

was conducted same as pre test. 

SELECTION OF THE VARIABLES 

The following are the variables selected for this study 

Independent variable- Weight Training:  Squat, Leg press, Leg extension, Leg curl, Calf raises, 
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FINDINGS:  

The findings of this experiment, within limitations, help to conclude that- 

• There was significant improvement in Waist to hip ratio of Experimental group at  pre and post 

tests which may be due the training given to the subjects of Experimental group. 

• There was significant improvement in body mass index of Experimental group at pre and post 

tests which may be due the training given to the subjects of Experimental group. 

• There was significant improvement in fat percentage of Experimental group at pre and post tests 

which may be due the training given to the subjects of Experimental group. 
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Effective Performance of Students through Classroom Interaction 

 
Prof. Dr. Manisha Pawar: A. Y. K. Ks. Arts Mahila College, Dhule (M.S.) 
 
Introduction 

Classroom interaction, classroom behaviour Describes the form and content of behaviour 

or social interaction in the classroom. In particular, research on gender, class, and ‘race’ in education 

has examined the relationship between teacher and students in the classroom. A variety of methods 

have been used to investigate the amount and type of ‘teacher-time’ received by different groups of 

students. Much of the research has then sought to relate this to different educational experiences and 

outcomes among particular groups. For example, some studies showed that boys received a 

disproportionate amount of the teachers' time, sat in different places in the classroom, and were more 

highly regarded by teachers, which may go some way towards explaining the educational differential 

between men and women. More recently, focus has shifted to examining the role of the school as a 

whole on student experiences as well as behavi There was a time when the traditional approach of 

teaching was adopted by most of the teachers, where the learner used to be dependent only on the 

lecture delivered by the teacher. They were not exposed to enough practice of speaking on their own 

and hence the interaction among the students in the classroom was almost absent. But as the education 

system changed with time so has the teaching methods. Education system now demands more of 

student interaction rather than just listening to the instructor. Hence Classroom Interaction is very 

essential in today’s education system. 

Definition:  

Classroom Interaction is a practice that enhances the development of the two very important 

language skills which are speaking and listening among the learners. This device helps the learner to 

be competent enough to think critically and share their views among their peers. 

Objectives of Classroom Interaction 

•  This type of interaction helps the learners to identify their own learning methods. 

•  This interaction will guide the learners to communicate with their peers easily and will give them 

an exposure to the vase genres of language learning. 

•  It will help the learner to come face to face with the various types of interaction that can take place 

inside the classroom. 

•  Classroom Interaction aims at meaningful communication among the students in their target 

language. 

•  It also aims at probing into the learner’s prior learning ability and his way of conceptualizing facts 

and ideas. 

•  This practice will help the teacher to have a detailed study of the nature and the frequency of 

student interaction inside the classroom. 

Types of Classroom Interaction 

Classroom Interaction can be categorized under these main headings such as: 

• Collaborative Learning 

• Discussions and Debates 

• Interactive Sessions 

• Loud Reading 
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• Story-telling 

• Soliloquies 

• Conversation with learners 

• Role Play 

Teacher’s Role 

The role of the teacher during these sessions is passive yet very crucial. It is the responsibility 

of the teacher to create a learning atmosphere inside the classroom. It is through these interactive 

sessions that the teacher can extract responses from learners and motivate them to come out with new 

ideas related to the topic. She is an observer who helps the learners to construct an innovative learning 

product through group discussions, debates and many more. She will define herself as a planner who 

plans out the best of the modules of interaction that would be effective to invite the learners in 

classroom interaction. 

Merits 

Through classroom interaction the learners will be able to get themselves involved with 

concepts, ideas and various other devices and products for language and culture learning. 

our outs What is student-student classroom interaction and how does it affect learning? 

This theme addresses how well students communicate with one another in class. Classes 

where students have opportunities to communicate with each other help students effectively construct 

their knowledge. By emphasizing the collaborative and cooperative nature of scientific work, students 

share responsibility for learning with each other, discuss divergent understandings, and shape the 

direction of the class. The Pedagogy in Action module on Cooperative Learning is a great place to 

learn more about structuring student-student interactions both in and out of the classroom. The Cutting 

Edge teaching method module on using ConcepTests in the classroom also has tips for integrating 

think-pair-share activities into even large classrooms. 

Characteristics/examples of classes with low and high student-student classroom interaction 

Classes that have low interaction among students are more lecture-focused, often well-

organized, and tend to present material clearly, with minimal text and well-chosen images. The 

instructor is usually well-versed in the content, but teaches in a way that does not provide an 

opportunity for interactions among students. 

In contrast, a more student-focused class provides multiple opportunities for students to 

discuss ideas in small groups and may support a whole class discussion. One simple measure of this is 

the proportion of the class dedicated to students talking to one another. The quality of the discussion is 

also important: tasks that have the potential for more than one answer can generate deeper thinking 

processes and may also shift the direction of the lesson. (Note the connection here with aspects of the 

Lesson Design and Procedural Knowledge themes.) Successful discussions are characterized by small 

group conversations that seek to give voice to all students and to provide sufficient time and 

opportunity to listen and consider the ideas of others.  

Consider structuring your class so that it:  

• Provides opportunities for students to work in pairs and small groups and use multiple modes of 

communication (e.g., discussions, making presentations, brainstorming). 

• Encourages students to work together as a class to contribute to a comprehensive answer to an 

open-ended problem. 

• Devotes a significant proportion of class time (15-30%) to student interactions. 
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• Encourages in-depth conversations among students (and between students and instructor). 

• Features several students explaining their ideas to a respectful class that listens well. 

Tips and examples for improving student-student classroom interaction 

• I want students to interact at different scales and engage in discussion my classroom. Consider 

using... 

o In-class assignments where students think individually about a question, talk to their peers 

about an idea, and then report their findings back to the class. These think-pair-share exercises 

work best when there are multiple answers to a question (nurturing and valuing divergent 

thinking). 

o Conceptual multiple-choice questions (ConcepTests) about themes from the lesson mingled 

with peer instruction. The use of clickers can facilitate this technique.  

o More structured discussion exercises such as jigsaw activities where students become experts 

in some facet of a topic and then work as teams of mixed experts to further explore a topic. 

o One or more cooperative learning techniques that encompasses a variety of methods to 

encourage student-student interactions within your classroom. 

• I want students to work on open-ended problems to encourage in-depth conversations with each 

other and with me. Consider using... 

o Open-ended questions. These are questions with more than one right answer and encourage 

students to make a judgment call. Sometimes such questions can foster in-class debates. 

o Structured academic controversies in which small teams of students learn about a controversial 

issue from multiple perspectives and attempt to come to consensus. 

o Explorations of data in your classroom. Encourage students to delve into the real data to decide 

how best to use/interpret/display it. 

• I want students to present their ideas to others and to have all ideas respected. Consider... 

o Professional communication projects that involve students in the presentation of their ideas as 

oral or poster presentations. 

o Incorporating gallery walks to encourage groups of students to build a class response to an 

instructional prompt. Students are actively involved in synthesizing important concepts, 

consensus building, writing, and public speaking to share their findings. This technique works 

best in small to medium-sized classes. 

 ide the classroom, such as bullying and racial and sexual harassment  
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Abstract 

 Yoga is an old system essentially a way of life that integrates the means of harmonizing the 

body, mind, and spirit. It is all about a series of postures, breathing exercises and meditation.      

There are different types Pranayama and it has been found that these techniques influence cardio-

respiratory and autonomic functions. 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate effect of pranayama on physiological aspects among 

adolescents Sixty male adolescents (n=60) aged 18 to 22 years, who are thoroughly screened through 

an eminent physician of Nanded and are with no known medical complications, were pooled for this 

controlled experiment. The subjects were matched into two groups viz., Pranayama group (Gr. I) and 

Control group (Gr. II). The participants who were willing to participate and medically fit were 

included in this experiment. 

The experiment was conducted in considering three phases i.e. Phase – I: Pretest, Phase – II: 

Training or Treatment, and Phase – III: Post test. All the subjects of experimental and control groups 

were exposed to different physiological and biochemical tests viz., Pulse Rate, Breath holding 

capacity, Vital Capacity, Body fat % and Lipid profile to record the pre test and post test data.  

The report of analysis (2 x 2 x 11 Factorial ANOVA) as revealed that the achievement scores 

in the selected dependent variables of the Pranayama and Control group were significantly different 

(F=32.60, p<0.01). The impact of such statistical difference has been evidenced in the case of their 

group comparison (F=25.56, p<0.01). This indicates, the interaction was also statistically significant 

(F=11.48, p<0.05). However, employing Scheffe’s Post Hoc techniques, the specific variables were 

identified, which showed significant changes as a result of pranayama training intervention. 

Introduction: - 

Yoga is an old system essentially a way of life that integrates the means of harmonizing the 

body, mind, and spirit. It is all about a series of postures, breathing exercises and meditation. With an 

increase in awareness and interest in health and alternative therapies, various yoga techniques are 

gaining importance and becoming acceptable in scientific community.  

Pranayama is a type of yogic practice which produces many systemic physical effects in the 

body, besides its specific effects on the respiratory functions. The beneficial effects of different 

Pranayama are well reported and have sound scientific basis. There are different types Pranayama and 

it has been found that these techniques influence cardio-respiratory and autonomic functions. 

With the increase in psychosomatic disorders due to sedentary or altered lifestyle, the time has 

come to avert youths towards yoga. In fact, research studies revealed that due to lifestyle changes the 

most common causes of morbidity and mortality are coronary heart disease, stroke, obesity, 

hypertension, type-2 diabetes, allergies and several cancers. Evidence suggests that sedentary 

behavior, low levels of physical activity, and cardio respiratory fitness in youth track into adulthood. 

Similarly, metabolic risk factors also appear to track over time, and may predispose young people to 

disease later in life.  
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Therefore, if one has to reduce the risk of various diseases and to improve work capacity one 

must improve the cardiovascular and respiratory function. Therefore, it has been a longstanding effort 

from various researchers to identify the cardio-vascular efficiency and lung function ability of 

adolescents. A number of approaches have been made through various faculties of medicine, in this 

quest; one of the significant approaches seems to be the traditional Yoga’s Pranayama techniques. 

Various aspects that improve the cardio-respiratory endurance need to be studied and evaluated, so as 

to form a comprehensive program of yoga exercise for enriching one’s heart and lungs function. Being 

a non-invasive, drugless and non-expensive technique, Pranayama methods can be promoted to the 

adolescents at gross levels for enhancing their cardio respiratory fitness. Therefore, the main objective 

of this study was to see the effect of pranayama on the psychological functions, biochemical variables 

and personality. 

Origin of Research Problem  

Normally individuals realize the importance of breath yogic statement of prana, Shusumna and 

Pingala etc. deem strange to one who hardly observes his breathing. There are several beliefs and 

misbelieves regarding pranayama. But no scientific data is made authentically available. Due to 

change in lifestyle the total capacity of few human organs is not completely utilized.  

Today human movement is largely restricted to pushing buttons and keyboards clicking 

switches, walking a few steps to a car or public transport. Human body is hardly used and as a result 

suffers from many disorders and health problems. Everyone needs some physical activity to maintain 

physiological health.  

Interdisciplinary Relevance  

Sports and physical activities are associated with mental as well as physical health of an 

individual. In yoga, mudra, asana or pranayama the effects are omnifarous and touching to every 

discipline associated with human life. Such as psychology, physiology, anatomy, physiotherapy, 

medical, pharmaceutical etc. 

The importance of yoga, pranayama and Ayurveda along with regular physical mental, 

respiratory exercise is increasing rapidly. Certain NGO’s, health organizations and certain institutions 

are working in direction to popularize yogic and pranayama practices. But the things are propagated 

by the support of ancient scriptures and mythologies. It is the need of time to support such activities on 

the basis of firm scientific data.  

Patanjali Yogapeeth, Horidwar and Kaivalyadhama Lonavala yoga research center is doing lot 

of research in this field. Swami Ramadev Baba and and Shri Shri Ravshankar along with other saints 

are restlessly working to spread the importance of pranayama. All over the India, activities are being 

preferred, practiced and popularized with the assistance of NGO’s and other organization working in 

the field of human health. 

Objectives  

� To assess physiological function especially pulmonary function, and status of biochemical 

variables and personality of healthy collegiate students.  

� To design a schedule of “Pranayama” considering the physiological and biochemical aspects 

leading to good health.  

� To record the efficacy of the Pranayama schedule on the physiological functions, biochemical 

status.  
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METHODOLGOY 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate effect of pranayama on physiological aspects among 

adolescents Sixty male adolescents (n=60) aged 18 to 22 years, who are thoroughly screened through 

an eminent physician of Nanded and are with no known medical complications, were pooled for this 

controlled experiment. The subjects were matched into two groups viz., Pranayama group (Gr. I) and 

Control group (Gr. II). The participants who were willing to participate and medically fit were 

included in this experiment. Further, known smokers or chronic alcoholics were excluded due to 

complex nature of their problem and expected poor compliance.  

Informed consent (of all the participants prior to the experiment was taken with standard 

format (as per the Declaration of Helsinki). The training stimulus for this experiment was of low to 

medium intensity, which was constructed on the basis of scientific principles of Yoga. Moreover, as 

the period of actual training was for eight weeks, the consequences of the same are not expected to be 

detrimental in any way. Nevertheless, the study protocol had been approved by the institutional ethical 

committee. 

The experiment was conducted in considering three phases i.e. Phase – I: Pretest, Phase – II: 

Training or Treatment, and Phase – III: Post test. All the subjects of experimental and control groups 

were exposed to different physiological and biochemical tests viz., Pulse Rate, Breath holding 

capacity, Vital Capacity, Body fat %, personality and Lipid profile to record the pre test or baseline 

data.  

 After the completion of pre test, all the subject of experimental group were exposed to a two 

months (8 week) training of selected pranayama techniques for one hour daily in the morning from 

6.30 to 7.30 except Sunday and holidays under expert yoga teacher. During this period control group 

subjects were engaged in recreational activities. In general, asanas are practiced prior to the practice of 

pranayama, because they are complimentary to each other. However, as this project has specially 

designed to record the effect of pranayama, some of the basic asanas were introduced. They were –1
st
 

– 2
nd

 Week  Shavasana, Crocodile (4), Ardhahalasana, Niralambasana, Naukasana, Sarpasana, and 

Paschimottanasana, Vrikshasana, Deep Breathing (10), Anuloma-Viloma (2-10), Kapalbhati (5-10), 

Bhastrika (5) 1 Om Recitation (5-10),Sit silently (breathing awareness for 5 mins.) 3
rd

 – 4
th

 Week 

Shavasana, Pawanmuktasana, Naukasana, Viparitakarani, Matsyasana, Ujjayi, Anuloma-Viloma (10), 

Kapalabhati (10-30), Bhastrika (5-25) 2 Om recitation (10), Sit silently (breathing awareness for 5 

mins.). 5
th

 -6
th

 Week Shavasana,Sarvangasana, Matsyasana, Yogmudra, Ujjayi, Bhastrika (25-40) 2 

Om recitation (3), Sit silently (breathing awareness for 5 mins.). 7
th

 – 8
th

 Week Shavasana, 

Sarvangasana, Matsyasana, Yogmudra, Ujjayi, Bhastrika (40) 2 Om recitation (3) Sit silently 

(breathing awareness for 5 mins.). 

After completion of training period of 8 week posttest on selected physiological variables was 

assessed for all the subject of both the groups. 

Statistical Analysis 

Descriptive statistics have been applied to process the data prior to employing inferential 

statistics. Since there are two testing programmes (i.e., pre-test and post-test) conducted for two 

different groups on twelve variables, the inferential statistics applied was 2 x 2 x 11 Factorial 

ANOVA.  Further, Scheffe’s post hoc test was employed to record comparative effects of yoga on the 

selected variables.  
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RESULTS 

The report of analysis (2 x 2 x 11 Factorial ANOVA) as revealed that the achievement scores 

in the selected dependent  variables of the Pranayama and Control group were significantly different 

(F=32.60, p<0.01). The impact of such statistical difference has been evidenced in the case of their 

group comparison (F=25.56, p<0.01). This indicates, the interaction was also statistically significant 

(F=11.48, p<0.05). However, employing Scheffe’s Post Hoc techniques, the specific variables were 

identified, which showed significant changes as a result of pranayama training intervention.   

Result on Pulse Rate 

In pulse rate control group did not show significant change (CD=0.13, p>0.05). Pranayama 

group showed significant reduction (CD=0.27, p<0.05) in Resting Pulse Rate. Further, Pranayama 

group showed significant superiority over the Control group in reducing Resting Pulse Rate (CD=0.22, 

p<0.05). 

Result on Breath Holding Capacity 

In breath holding capacity Control group did not show significant change (CD=0.15, p>0.05). 

Pranayama group showed significant improvement (CD=0.41, p<0.01) in Breath holding capacity. 

Pranayama group showed significant superiority over the Control group in improving Breath holding 

capacity (CD=0.30, p<0.05). 

Result on Vital Capacity 

Control group did not show significant change in Vital capacity (CD=0.10, p>0.05). 

Pranayama group showed significant improvement (CD=0.45, p<0.01) in Vital capacity. Pranayama 

group showed significant superiority over the Control group in improving Vital capacity (CD=0.37, 

p<0.05). 

Result on Cholesterol 

Control group did not show significant change in Cholesterol (CD=0.11, p>0.05). Pranayama 

group showed significant reduction (CD=0.25, p<0.05) in Cholesterol. Pranayama group showed 

significant superiority over the Control group in improving Cholesterol (CD=0.29, p<0.05). 

Result on Triglyceride 

Control group did not show significant change in Triglyceride (CD=0.08, p>0.05). Pranayama 

group showed significant reduction (CD=0.27, p<0.05) in Triglyceride. Pranayama group showed 

significant superiority over the Control group in improving Triglyceride (CD=0.23, p<0.05). 

Result on HDL 

Control group did not show significant change in HDL Cholesterol (CD=0.13, p>0.05). 

Pranayama group also could not show significant reduction (CD=0.10, p<0.05) in HDL Cholesterol. 

Pranayama group showed similar result like the Control group in maintaining HDL Cholesterol 

(CD=0.11, p>0.05). 

Result on LDL 

Control group did not show significant change in LDL Cholesterol (CD=0.16, p>0.05). 

Pranayama group showed significant reduction (CD=0.36, p<0.05) in LDL Cholesterol. 

Pranayama group showed significant superiority over the Control group in reducing LDL 

Cholesterol (CD=0.30, p<0.05). 

Result on VLDL 

Control group did not show significant change in VLDL Cholesterol (CD=0.14, p>0.05). 

Pranayama group showed significant reduction (CD=0.28, p<0.05) in VLDL Cholesterol. Pranayama 
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group showed significant superiority over the Control group in reducing VLDL Cholesterol (CD=0.22, 

p<0.05). 

Result on Cholesterol to HDL Ratio 

Control group did not show significant change in Cholesterol-HDL ratio (CD=0.12, p>0.05). 

Pranayama group also could not show significant reduction (CD=0.09, p<0.05) in Cholesterol-HDL 

ratio. Pranayama group showed similar result like the Control group in maintaining Cholesterol-HDL 

ratio (CD=0.08, p>0.05). 

Result on LDL to HDL Ratio 

Control group did not show significant change in LDL-HDL ratio (CD=0.13, p>0.05). 

Pranayama group also could show significant reduction (CD=0.26, p<0.05) in LDL-HDL ratio. 

Pranayama group showed significant reduction than the Control group in reducing LDL-HDL ratio 

(CD=0.20, p<0.05). 

Result on Body Fat 

Control group did not show significant change in Body fat (CD=0.15, p>0.05). Pranayama 

group also could show significant reduction (CD=0.33, p<0.05) in Body fat. Pranayama group showed 

significant reduction than the Control group in reducing Body fat (CD=0.27, p<0.05). 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Human, in general, became sedentary due to change in modern lifestyle. In this age of 

automation, human takes help from machines for almost every work. Therefore, they become 

sedentary and more dependent on machines. The collegiate students are not the exception. Such a state 

of physically inactive life affects blood circulation, reduces muscles function, declines range of motion 

in joints and puts on excessive body fat (Anderson et al., 1998; Twisk et al., 2000). This indicates that 

collegiate students might be akin to poor physiological and biochemical functions, which may affect 

personality too.   

To overcome such a poor state of physiological as well as biochemical functions and to 

reinstate good health, various strategies (viz., daily walking, participation in games, sports, or doing 

regular gym exercises, control of diet etc) are available today. Since many of these strategies are very 

costly and need handful of facilities (sports equipments, play ground, gym, space etc.) which are rarely 

available in urban areas; the researcher, therefore, thought yoga in general and pranayama in particular 

might be useful. As pranayama is easy to practice and does not need much facilities, and cost 

effective, it was thought appropriate to include pranayama for the collegiate students. 

The result on physiological variables revealed that selected pranayama practices were found 

useful to reduce pulse rate. In fact, pulse rate is one of the attributes that represent heart functions. 

The reduction in pulse rate among the healthy individuals signifies lower workload on heart. 

Moreover, improvement in breath holding capacity and vital capacity suggests that pranayama 

practices could help to improve the functional ability of the lungs. Since the function of lungs and 

heart are complementary to each other, the appearance of such results infers that pranayama is useful 

to regulate cardio-respiratory functions. Thus, pranayama training improves overall physiological 

functions and therefore the hypothesis- “H1: Pranayama practices would improve physiological 

attributes especially pulmonary functions” as formulated in this study has been retained statistically.  

The result on biochemical variables revealed that selected pranayama practices were found 

useful to reduce cholesterol, triglycerides, LDL, VLDL, Cholesterol-HDL ratio, and LDL-HDL ratio. 

In fact, all these variables are detrimental to heart functions. Reduction trend of these lipids to the 
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normal range in the blood plays a significant role to keep the heart healthy and enhance the process of 

circulation. As the lipid profiles in the blood are well regulated by pranayama, obviously physiological 

functions are enhanced. It seems there is a possibility to improve HDL by pranayam practices and in 

reality such result appears. In fact, HDL is known as good cholesterol and pranayama helps to improve 

HDL in blood of collegiate students. It is commonly known that reduction in bad cholesterol (LDL) 

and improvement in good cholesterol (HDL) is a sign of good health and pranayama plays a key role 

for appearance of such result. Moreover, many of the earlier researches revealed that reduction of 

detrimental lipid profiles in blood reduces body fat to the normal range. In fact, pranayama could help 

to bring the same result and thus body fat is controlled to normal range. Thus, the hypothesis-“H2: 

Pranayama practices would lead to improvement in lipid profiles” has been sustained. 

CONCLUSION 

The present study warrants following conclusions: 

• Pranayama training for 8 weeks is found effective in improving physiological attributes especially 

pulmonary functions. 

• The Pranayama training helps to reduce lipid profiles, which in turn controls obesity. 
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Today’s Nanomaterial 
Swati Kurmi: Department of Physics, Swami Vivekanand University, Sagar (M.P.) 

 

Abstact: 

Carbon nanomaterial like, graphene, fullerenes, etc.—have found that they have a special 

properties sothat they conserve and storage energy. Energy storage applications due to their large 

aspect ratios, specific surface areas, and electrical conductivity. This succinct review aims to report on 

the recent advantages of these nanomaterial. It is in great need to use efficiently the existing sources of 

energy and also to look for clean and inexhaustible ones. Hence, advances and investigation of 

different materials for energy storage and other applications   are getting global attention and 

increasing interest in research. 

Introduction 

The 2000s have seen the beginnings of the applications of nanotechnology in commercial 

products, although most applications are limited to the bulk use of passive nanomaterials. Examples 

include titanium dioxide and zinc oxide nanoparticles in sunscreen, cosmetics and some food products; 

silver nanoparticles in food packaging, clothing, disinfectants and household appliances such as Silver 

Nano; carbon nanotubes for stain-resistant textiles; and cerium oxide as a fuel catalyst.  

Nanotechnologies estimated that over 1300 manufacturer-identified nanotech products are publicly 

available, with new ones hitting the market at a pace of 3–4 per week. 

Nanotechnology is being used in developing countries to help treat disease and prevent health 

issues Nanotechnology is also being applied to or developed for application to a variety of industrial 

and purification processes. Purification and environmental cleanup applications include the 

desalination of water, water filtration, wastewater treatment, groundwater treatment, and other 

nanoremediation. In industry, applications may include construction materials, military goods, and 

nano-machining of nano-wires, nano-rods, few layers of graphene, etc. 

Smart nanogels at the air/water interface: structural studies by neutron reflectivity 

Gels are materials that are present in many everyday products such as shampoos, sunscreens 

and food gelatin among many others. They are formed by mixtures in which large amounts of liquid, 

usually water, are confined within a flexible network of polymer chains or colloidal particles. Among 

the different types of gels, all with different properties and applications, nanogels are sub-micrometer 

sized cross-linked polymer particles that can carry or incorporate macromolecules in their network 

structure. This property, coupled with their 'soft' character and the ability to introduce stimuli-

responsive characteristics, means that they have many attractive applications, including within 

pharmaceuticals, in particular drug delivery.  

Nanogels based on NIPAM (N-isopropylacrylamide) are considered to be 'smart' or 

'switchable' materials because of the fact that they undergo a phase transition at a critical temperature 

close to that of the physiological temperature – the normal human temperature of 37°C. This means 

that they have the potential as an intelligent drug delivery vehicle where the release of an active agent 

or drug can be triggered by changes in temperature. This can be used by simple contact, for example, 

in transdermal delivery systems via our skin. The development of such systems based on polymers 

requires a better understanding of the complex dynamic structure of such nanomaterials and currently 

there is a lack of experimental data about how these materials actually behave at interfaces. 

Neutrons are the ideal tool to investigate the microscopic structure of nanogels, thus helping to 
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understand how their properties can be controlled. In particular, neutron reflectometry is the technique 

of choice for the study of surfaces and interfaces.  

Nano-coating makes coaxial cables lighter 

The Rice lab of Professor Matteo Pasquali has developed a coating that could replace the tin-

coated copper braid that transmits the signal and shields the cable from electromagnetic interference. 

The metal braid is the heaviest component in modern coaxial data cables. 

Replacing the outer conductor with Rice's flexible, high-performance coating would benefit 

airplanes and spacecraft, in which the weight and strength of data-carrying cables are significant 

factors in performance. 

Rice research scientist Francesca Mirri, made three versions of the new cable by varying the 

carbon-nanotube thickness of the coating. She found that the thickest, about 90 microns - 

approximately the width of the average human hair - met military-grade standards for shielding and 

was also the most robust; it handled 10,000 bending cycles with no detrimental effect on the cable 

performance. 

"Current coaxial cables have to use a thick metal braid to meet the mechanical requirements 

and appropriate conductance," Mirri said. "Our cable meets military standards, but we're able to supply 

the strength and flexibility without the bulk." 

Nano-hybrid materials create magnetic effect 

Graphene is a perfect conductor when its atoms align as hexagonal rings, but the material 

becomes strained when it deforms to accommodate nanotubes in hybrids. The atoms balance their 

energies at these junctions by forming five-, seven- or eight-member rings. These all induce changes 

in the way electricity flows across the junctions, turning the hybrid material into a valuable 

semiconductor. 

The researchers' calculations allowed them to map out a number of effects. For example, it 

turned out the junctions of the hybrid system create pseudomagnetic fields. 

"The pseudomagnetic field due to strain was reported earlier for graphene, but not these 

hybrid boron nitride and carbon nanostructures where strain is inherent to the system,".  The effect 

may be useful in spintronic and nano-transistor applications. 

"The pseudomagnetic field causes charge carriers in the hybrid to circulate as if under the 

influence of an applied external magnetic field. "Thus, in view of the exceptional flexibility, strength 

and thermal conductivity of hybrid carbon and boron nitride systems, we propose the pseudomagnetic 

field may be a viable way to control the electronic structure of new materials." 

All the effects serve as a road map for nanoengineering applications. 

"We're laying the foundations for a range of tunable hybrid architectures, especially for boron 

nitride, which is as promising as graphene but much less explored. 

Graphene made superconductive by doping with lithium atoms 

Monolayer graphene exhibits many spectacular electronic properties, with superconductivity 

being arguably the most notable exception. It was theoretically proposed that superconductivity might 

be induced by enhancing the electron-phonon coupling through the decoration of graphene with an 

alkali adatom superlattice . While experiments have indeed demonstrated an adatom-induced 

enhancement of the electron-phonon coupling, superconductivity has never been observed. Using 

angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) we show that lithium deposited on graphene at 

low temperature strongly modifies the phonon density of states, leading to an enhancement of the 
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electron-phonon coupling of up to λ≃0.58. On part of the graphene-derived π∗-band Fermi surface, we 

then observe the opening of a ∆≃0.9 meV temperature-dependent pairing gap. This result suggests for 

the first time, to our knowledge, that Li-decorated monolayer graphene is indeed superconducting with 

Tc≃5.9K. 

Touchless displays superseding touchscreens? 

While touchscreens are practical, touchless displays would be even more so. That's because, 

despite touchscreens having enabled the smartphone's advance into our lives and being essential for us 

to be able to use cash dispensers or ticket machines, they do have certain disadvantages. Touchscreens 

suffer from mechanical wear over time and are a transmission path for bacteria and viruses. To avoid 

these problems, scientists at Stuttgart's Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research and LMU 

Munich have now developed nanostructures that change their electrical and even their optical 

properties as soon as a finger comes anywhere near them. 

A touchless display may be able to capitalize on a human trait which is of vital importance, 

although sometimes unwanted: This is the fact that our body sweats – and is constantly emitting water 

molecules through tiny pores in the skin. Scientists of the Nanochemistry group led by Bettina Lotsch 

at the Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research in Stuttgart and the LMU Munich have now been 

able to visualize the transpiration of a finger with a special moisture sensor which reacts as soon as an 

object - like an index finger – approaches its surface, without touching it. The increasing humidity is 

converted into an electrical signal or translated into a colour change, thus enabling it to be measured. 

Phosphatoantimonic acid is what enables it to do this. This acid is a crystalline solid at room 

temperature with a structure made up of antimony, phosphorous, oxygen and hydrogen atoms. "It's 

long been known to scientists that this material is able to take up water and swells considerably in the 

process," explained Pirmin Ganter, doctoral student at the Max Planck Institute for Solid State 

Research and the Chemistry Department at LMU Munich. This water uptake also changes the 

properties of the material. For instance, its electrical conductivity increases as the number of stored 

water molecules rises. This is what enables it to serve as a measure of ambient moisture. 

A sandwich nanomaterial structure exposed to moisture also changes its colour 

However, the scientists aren't so interested in developing a new moisture sensor. What they 

really want is to use it in touchless displays. "Because these sensors react in a very local manner to any 

increase in moisture, it is quite conceivable that this sort of material with moisture-dependent 

properties could also be used for touchless displays and monitors," said Ganter. Touchless screens of 

this kind would require nothing more than a finger to get near the display to change their electrical or 

optical properties – and with them the input signal – at a specific point on the display. 

Taking phosphatoantimonate nanosheets as their basis, the Stuttgart scientists then developed 

a photonic nanostructure which reacts to the moisture by changing colour. "If this was built into a 

monitor, the users would then receive visible feedback to their finger motion" explained Katalin 

Szendrei, also a doctoral student in Bettina Lotsch's group. To this end, the scientists created a 

multilayer sandwich material with alternating layers of ultrathin phosphatoantimonate nanosheets and 

silicon dioxide (SiO2) or titanium dioxide nanoparticles (TiO2). Comprising more than ten layers, the 

stack ultimately reached a height of little more than one millionth of a metre. For one thing, the colour 

of the sandwich material can be set via the thickness of the layers. And for another, the colour of the 

sandwich changes if the scientists increase the relative humidity in the immediate surroundings of the 

material, for instance by moving a finger towards the screen. "The reason for this lies in the storage of 
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water molecules between the phosphatoantimonate layers, which makes the layers swell 

considerably," explained Katalin Szendrei. "A change in the thickness of the layers in this process is 

accompanied by a change in the colour of the sensor – produced in a similar way to what gives colour 

to a butterfly wing or in mother-of-pearl." 

The material reacts to the humidity change within a few milliseconds 

This is a property that is fundamentally well known and characteristic of so-called photonic 

crystals. But scientists had never before observed such a large colour change as they now have in the 

lab in Stuttgart. "The colour of the nanostructure turns from blue to red when a finger gets near, for 

example. In this way, the colour can be tuned through the whole of the visible spectrum depending on 

the amount of water vapour taken up," stressed Bettina Lotsch. 

The scientists' new approach is not only captivating because of the striking colour change. 

What's also important is the fact that the material reacts to the change in humidity within a few 

milliseconds – literally in the blink of an eye. Previously reported materials normally took several 

seconds or more to respond. That is much too slow for practical applications. And there's another thing 

that other materials couldn't always do: The sandwich structure consisting of phosphatoantimonate 

nanosheets and oxide nanoparticles is highly stable from a chemical perspective and responds 

selectively to water vapour. 

A layer protecting against chemical influences has to let moisture through 

The scientists can imagine their materials being used in much more than just future 

generations of smartphones, tablets or notebooks. "Ultimately, we could see touchless displays also 

being deployed in many places where people currently have to touch monitors to navigate," said 

Bettina Lotsch. For instance in cash dispensers or ticket machines, or even at the weighing scales in 

the supermarket's vegetable aisle. Displays in public placesthat are used by many different people 

would have distinct hygiene benefits if they were touchless. 

But before we see them being used in such places, the scientists have a few more challenges to 

overcome. It's important, for example, that the nanostructures can be produced economically. To 

minimize wear, the structures still need to be coated with a protective layer if they're going to be used 

in anything like a display. And that, again, has to meet not one but two different requirements: It must 

protect the moisture-sensitive layers against chemical and mechanical influences. And it must, of 

course, let the moisture pass through. But the Stuttgart scientists have an idea for how to achieve that 

already. An idea they are currently starting to put into practice with an additional cooperation partner 

on board. 

Flexible film can coil light for cancer detection 

A thin, stretchable film that is able to coil light waves like a Slinky could one day lead to more 

precise, less expensive monitoring for cancer survivors. The University of Michigan (U-M) chemical 

engineers who developed the film say it could help patients get better follow-up treatment with less 

disruption to their everyday lives. The film provides a simpler, more cost-effective way to produce 

circularly polarized light, which is a central component of a novel technique for detecting the 

recurrence of cancer. The film is detailed in a paper published online in Nature Materials."More 

frequent monitoring could enable doctors to catch cancer recurrence earlier, to more effectively 

monitor the effectiveness of medications and to give patients better peace of mind. This new film may 

help make that happen," said Nicholas Kotov, professor of engineering at U-M. Circular polarization 

is similar to the linear version that's common in things like polarized sunglasses. But instead of 
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polarizing light as a two-dimensional wave, circular polarization coils it into a three-dimensional helix 

shape that can spin in either a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. Circular polarization is 

invisible to the naked eye and is rare in nature, which is why it’s being employed in an up-and-coming 

cancer detection technique that can spot telltale signs of the disease in blood samples. Currently in the 

research stage, the process requires large, expensive machines to generate the circularly polarized 

light. Kotov believes the new film could provide a simpler, less expensive way to induce polarization. 

The detection process identifies biomarkers such as bits of protein and snippets of DNA that are 

present in the blood from the earliest stages of cancer recurrence. It utilizes synthetic biological 

particles that can bind to these biomarkers. These particles are coated with a reflective layer that 

responds to circularly polarized light and added to a small blood sample from the patient. Clinicians 

can then see whether the reflective particles bind to the cancer biomarkers by examining the sample 

under circularly polarized light. Kotov envisions that the film could be used to make a portable 

smartphone-sized device that could quickly analyze blood samples. These devices could be used by 

doctors, or potentially even at home. 

"This film is light, flexible and easy to manufacture," he said. "It creates many new possible 

applications for circularly polarized light, of which cancer detection is just one."Another key 

advantage is the film's stretchability, as stretching can cause precise, instantaneous oscillations in the 

polarization of the light passing through the film. This can change the intensity of the polarization, 

alter its angle or reverse the direction of its spin. It's a feature that could enable doctors to change the 

properties of light, like focusing a telescope, to zero in on a wider variety of particles. 

To make the film, the research team started with a rectangle of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), 

the flexible plastic used for soft contact lenses. They twisted one end of the plastic by 360° and 

clamped both ends down. They then applied five layers of reflective gold nanoparticles – enough to 

induce reflectivity but not enough to block light from passing through. Next, they used alternating 

layers of clear polyurethane to stick the particles to the plastic.Finally, they untwisted the plastic. The 

untwisting motion caused the nanoparticle coating to buckle, forming S-shaped particle chains that 

induce circular polarization in light passing through the plastic. The plastic can be stretched and 

released tens of thousands of times, altering the degree of polarization when it's stretched and 

returning to normal when it's released. 

"We used gold nanoparticles for two reasons," explained Yoonseob Kim, a graduate student 

research assistant in chemical engineering. "First, they're very good at polarizing the kind of visible 

light that we were working with in this experiment. In addition, they're very good at self-organizing 

into the S-shaped chains that we needed to induce circular polarization."A commercially available 

device is likely several years away. Kotov also envisions using the film to produce circularly polarized 

light for data transmission and even devices that can bend light around objects, making them partially 

invisible. U-M is pursuing patent protection for the technology. 

Nanosteel promotes benefits of automotive lightweighting 

Nanosteel has released an infographic promoting automotive lightweighting as a principal 

solution to improving fuel economy. ‘There can be advantages to losing weight in the body of a 

vehicle, the impact of which compounds through secondary systems such as the powertrain and 

suspension,’ the company said. ‘The result is a 6-8% improvement in fuel economy for a 10% 

reduction in vehicle weight. Additionally, the lower spending on gas that results from the fuel 

economy improvements achieved through weight reduction can be accomplished without impacting 
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the driving experience 

Making a robot from nanoparticles and polymers 

A novel technique for using chains of magnetic nanoparticles to manipulate elastic polymers 

in three dimensions developed by researchers from North Carolina State University (NC State) could 

provide a way to remotely control new ‘soft robots’. These robots could find use in a wide range of 

applications, from biomedical technologies to manufacturing processes. 

Researchers are interested in using magnetic fields to control the movement of soft robots 

because it can be done remotely – the control can be exerted without physical connections to the 

polymer – and because magnetic fields are easily obtained from permanent magnets and 

electromagnets. A team of researchers has now found a way of embedding long chains of nanoscale 

magnetite particles in sheets of elastic polymer to form a magnetic polymer nanocomposite. By 

applying a magnetic field, the researchers can control the way the nanocomposite bends – making it a 

soft robot. 

The process begins by dispersing nanoparticles of magnetite – an iron oxide – into a solvent. 

A polymer is dissolved into this mixture, which is then poured into a mold to form the desired shape. 

Applying a magnetic field causes the magnetite nanoparticles to arrange themselves into parallel 

chains. The solution is dried, locking the chains into place, and the finished nanocomposite can be cut 

to further refine its shape. 

"Using this technique, we can create large nanocomposites, in many different shapes, which 

can be manipulated remotely," says Sumeet Mishra, a PhD student at NC State and lead author of a 

paper on the work in Nanoscale. "The nanoparticle chains give us an enhanced response, and by 

controlling the strength and direction of the magnetic field, you can control the extent and direction of 

the movements of soft robots." 

The mechanism stems from the structure of the chains. The researchers have also constructed 

a simple model to explain how the chained nanoparticles affect the mechanical response in magnetic 

fields. 

"The key here is that the nanoparticles in the chains and their magnetic dipoles are arranged 

head-to-tail, with the positive end of one magnetic nanoparticle lined up with the negative end of the 

next, all the way down the line," explains Joe Tracy, an associate professor of materials science and 

engineering at NC State and corresponding author of the paper. "At issue is something called magnetic 

anisotropy, which is caused by assembling the nanoparticles into chains. When a magnetic field is 

applied in any direction, the chain re-orients itself to become as parallel as possible to the magnetic 

field, limited only by the constraints of gravity and the elasticity of the polymer." 

The researchers believe this technique may be especially attractive for biomedical applications 

that currently rely on electricity or light for control. "Electrical control can raise safety issues for some 

medical applications," says Mishra. "And both electrical and light signals pose challenges in terms of 

communicating those signals to devices embedded in the body. Magnetic fields, on the other hand, 

pass through easily – and pose fewer safety challenges." 

Conclusion 

There is much about carbon nanotubes and nanomaterials  that are  still unknown. More 

research needs to be done regarding the environmental and health impacts of producing large 

quantities of them. There is also much work to be done towards cheaper mass-production and 

incorporation with other materials before many of the current applications being researched can be 
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commercialized. There is no doubt however that carbon 

Nanotubes and nanomaterials    will play a significant role in a wide range of commercial 

applications in the very near future. Not only will they help create some very cool tech gadgets, they 

may also help solve the world's energy problem 
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Study of Rural and Urban Wrestler Personality 
 

Rajendra Shravan Pagare: S.S.V.P.SANTHA Dr.P.R.Ghogrey Science College Dhule. 
 

Abstract:- 
  From the ancient age living style of the human being decided according their work and life 
style. Some of them have hard work & some had very soft and also some of them had mentally hard 
work. So it is very important to spread out the importance of physical exercise and healthy life among 
the citizens of India & how they live long life with the help of this factor. Sports and Games are the 
only way to achieve such physical fitness & good physical or mental health. Wresting so sole 
combative sport it is contact sport but regulated by rules that prohibit physical punishment. 
Introduction:-  

The physical fitness & healthiness of human being is very important & to achieve such type of 
healthy life diet, exercise, and cleanliness to live away from bad habits is very important. Human 
being thinking about this from the age of Ayurveda. 

Ancient record document are presence art of wresting. Artwork depending hand to hand combat 
have been found on the walls of the temple tomb of Beni Hasan Among the river Nile The early 
culture of the Babylonian Egyptian & Thionals use wrestling as an educational tool to instruct their 
young in offensive techniques for battles. 

Wrestling can contribute to the development of personality characteristic & encourage the 
qualities that are important in the development of well rounded mature person. A person which is in 
wresting naturally learns traits such as courage determination and initiative. A wrestler soon learns to 
be aggressive in a healthy way & acquires self confidence & confidence & self reliance, there is no 
one else to depend on in my student life youth were did the specific type of fitness exercise in 
counseling fields. But nowadays the youths knows the importance of the physical fitness. Wrestling 
special appeal is its individual challenge & sense of personal achievements which can be enjoyed 
exciting sport, since the result of each wrestler performance determined the score this dual features has 
helped increases wrestling popularity wrestling is sole combative sport. It is a contact sport but 
regulated by rules that prohibit physical punishment contestant are not permitted to use hold or 
maneuvers that would cause and injury. 

It is very essential to look positively towards wrestling. All the above promotional programs in the 
Maharashtra especially in Khandesh, Kolhapur, Pune, Solapur district will have good parental as well 
as community support. Government of Maharashtra also have to support. Government of Maharashtra 
also have to support properly to run such programs through education & adminstreted well. 
Exercise:- 

1) Yoga 
2) Vyayam 
3) Suryanamskar 
4) Dand Baithak 
5) Jor 
6) Massage 
7) Diet 
8) Malla Yuddha 
Defination of Wrestling:- 

A form of wrestling in which two opponents stand facing each other with usually right hand 
interlocked & outside of their corresponding feet set together and attempt to unbalance each other. 

The epic of Gilgamesh in Sumerian literature features its hero Gilgamesh establishing his 
crediability is a leader after wrestling Enkidu other sculpture & literature from ancient Mesopotamia 
show that wrestling was held in popularity one other early description of wrestling appears in the old 
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testament book genesis. 
Signifcance of the Study:-    

1)  Behavior of wrestler is ugly & antisocial. 
2)  Wrestlers are having law intelligence & high physical strength only this is main misconception in 

society. 
3)  Wrestlers is academically poor & his head & brain is always in knee is critical conception about to 

them. 
These misconception are not in reality therefore reasearcher want to study why the misconception 

are discouraged them & the behavior style become irrelevant. These misconceptions directly played 
role on mental health life satisfaction & their attitude. 

Investigator himself wrestler in his students life & very acquired about the present status of 
wrestler in the society therefore he focused on mental health attitude & life satisfaction he had proud 
that Sugriv – Vali Hanuman were wrestler in Ramayana while Bhim Lord Krishna were I dwapur 
period. Through today this school is not popular Investigator is always in complex due to modern 
wrestler & focus the problem. 
Concept in the study: 

� Wrestling 

A Form or wrestling in which two opponents sit facing each other with usually right hand 
interlocked & elbows firmly planted as on a table surface and attempt to force each other arm 
down also called Indian wrestling. 

Objectives Studies : 

To study the present scenario of wrestling with reference to mental health life satisfaction & 
attitude of wrestler of three generation 
1) To study the prosonal information of the wrestler 
2) To study the physical health of wrestler of various groups. 
3) To study the economical status of wrestlers. 
4) To study the family status of wrestlers. 
5) To study the social, religious, moral, political, economical attitude of wrestlers of various group. 
Hypothesis: 

1)  There is personal differences among the wrestlers according to age education, physical status, 
social status. 

2)  There is no significant different between wrestlers from old age, middle age & adult age for there 
mental health. 

Limition of studies : 
The study is related with the wrestler of North Maharashtra region only Researcher is not 

interpreted & differentiated the data according to Rural and Urban area due to time limit for 
submission of dissertation only data is mentioned in research design middle hood wrestler are very 
alert for the response. 
Research Design:- 

Wrestler (90) 

 

 Old Age  Middle Age  Adult Age 
 (30)  (30)  (30) 

 
 Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban 
 15 15 15 15 15 15 
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Respond Classification:- 

 

Old Age Middle Age Adult Age Total 

Rural 15 15 15 45 

Urban 15 15 15 45 

Total 30 30 30 90 

 
With reference to table 01 & Hypothesis on there is difference through the qualitative analysis on 

the responses are based on interview schedule though the personal information. In the interview S.C. 
researcher formed 21 questions & all the related with the wrestler of there are group In the 21 question 
seven variables are consisted. 

Occupational status is very remarkable a group is showing that 16.66 are in agricultural 
occupation 16.66 in shop 3.44 in service sector 13.33 in job & 50% are in other like wine shop hotels, 
beerbars, clubs B group is showing that 16.66% are in agricultural 10% are in shop 3.44 inservice 
sector 13.33 in job 36.66 are in other job. 

The C group is showing 3.44% in agricultural 33.33% in shop 33.33% are in service Sector & 
30% are in other sector. 

The political participation & interest exist among all the group 66.66% are party members & 
participation in politics while 33.33% are away from politics among the B group 66.66 are achievely 
participated 33.33% are not interested in politics. 

Among the C group 83.33% are achievely particiapated in politics & 16.66% are not interested in 
politics through the qualitative analysis it is clear that government is encouraging the athelets & many 
athelets are preferred social recognized Occupation & they are using their skills to trained new 
wrestiers (70%) while few wrestler are having alcoholic habits drugs habit and physical health is 
excellent among all the three groups & the present situation in satisfactory, 

In short the interview schedule represent that the present scinaro is more achievement oriented 
wrestling with reference to social economic occupational, education & health value. 
� Conclusions:- Education level is 100% literacy among adult wrestler for the economic status A 

group is 33.33% at average level B group is 33.33% at sound level 33.33% average level 33.33% 
poor level C group is 33.33% of average level 50% at sound; even; 16.66 at poor level. 
The social status of hogh among C group (66.66%) they are A and B group & social status is low 

among A group. There is significant difference between AC & BC for political attitude but difference 
between AB group. There is significant difference between AB, BC & AC group for economic 
attitude. 
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On A New Species of Cestode of Genus Davainea Blanchard 1891, 

From Host Domestic Fowl Gallus Gallus Domesticus 
 

S. S. Kunjir: Ph. D. Scholar, JJT University, Jhunjhunu, Rajasthan, India                                                                 
S. S. Patil: P. G. Centre of Zoology, KMR, Shivnagar, Tal.Karad. 

 
Description 

Gallus gallus domesticus is an important item of human food also source of income. Cestode 
parasite are Capable of infecting many birds, hence automatically human gets infected, by eating the 
infected hen. The present investigation deals with new species of cestode parasite from Gallus gallus 
domesticus. The scolex is medium, almost globular in shape, narrow anterior, broad posterior. 
Rosetelium with armed hooks and four suckers. There are two circles of total shape, narrow anterior, 
broad posterior. Rostellum with armed hooks and four suckers. There are two circles of total 12 each 
with 6 hooks. The four suckers are medium, oval and arranged in two pairs, one pair in each half 
overlapping to each other. Neck is medium in length, broader anterior and narrow posterior with 
straight lateral margins. Mature convex lateral margins, blunt, wide projections at the posterior corners 
of the segments. Tests are smaller oval to round 110320 in number, in a single field of central medulla, 
scattered throughout the segment. Circus is large oval, long, cylindrical, situated in the 1/5th to 1/6th 
region of the segment, obliquely placed. The vasdegerence thin, long placed coiled runs transversely 
oblique open marginally, ovary is medium, distincity bilobed dumbbell shaped and transversely placed 
in the anterior region of segment. Each lobe of ovary having 10 to 12 short, blunt, rounded acini. The 
vagina is thin tube, posterior to cirrus pouch runs obliquely for short distance, take a posterior turn 
from the cirrus ponch enlarges to form the receptaculum seminis and open into the ootype. The ootype 
larger, oval compact placed almost at the centre in the anterior half of the segment. Genital pores are 
smaller in size, oval and irregularly alternative opens marginal, placed at 1/4th of segment, vitelline 
gland medium, oval or bean shaped, slightly oblique placed. Post ovarian, central to segment. Gravid 
segment medium, rectangular, slightly longer than broad with convex lateral margins. The uterus is 
secular offupied entire space of the segment. It contains numerous eggs of medium in size, oval to 
round, non operculate. Each egg with single embroyo. 
Material and Method 

The cestodes were collected from untestine of Gallus gallus domesticus, freshly collected 
cestodes flattened in between slides, fied in 4$ formalin, stained with Harris Haematoxylene, 
dehydrated. Drawings are made with the aid of Camera lucida and indentification was carried with the 
help of Systema Helminthum Vol. II (Yamaguti 1960)  
Diagnosis and Relationship 

After going through literature the worm under discussion having 310-320 testes, position of 
cirrus pouch, length and breadth of mature segments are totally different from following worms. 

• It differs from Davalnea Yamaguti in having testes number (17-22), preovarian in position, evenly 
distributed. The cirrus pouch medium, the cirrus is thin curved tube. The vas deference is long 
straight tube. Ovary with single mass on each side. Cirrus and vagina opens in common genital 
pore. 

• It differs from Davalnea proglottina in having persistant in gravid proglottids, uterus replaced by 
egg capsule. Test is usually few in number. Cirrus pouch large. Ovary bilobed medium or poral. 

• It also differs from Davalnca/shinde 1969, D. ambejogalensis, shinde and Ghare and D. Muktabee 
Lakhe et.al 

Result 
By comparing the distinct as well as differentiating characters as noted above. It is regarded as 

a new species and hence the name Davalnea urali (n. sp.) collected from Uralikanchan locality. 
The authors are very much thankful to Head Dept. of Zoology P.G. centre of Zoology KMR 
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Yeejleeleerue kegÀmleer ÒekeÀej Je efJeosMeeleerue ÒekeÀeje®ee DeY³eeme 
 

Heieejs jepeWê ÞeeJeCe (ef¬eÀ[e meb®eeuekeÀ): Sme.Sme.Jner.Heer.Sme., kewÀ.keÀ.[e@.Heeb.je. Ieesiejs efJe%eeve ceneefJeÐeeue³e, osJeHetjs OegUs 
(cenejeä^) 

 
 kegÀmleer ne cejeþer Meyo ’kegÀMleer“ ³ee HeÀemeea MeyoeJe©ve le³eej Peeuee Demetve l³ee®ee DeLe& ceuue³egOo, Debie³egOo efkebÀJee 

yeng³egOo Demee Deens. Òee®eerve keÀeUer FjeCe osMeele ceuue³egOoe®eer ÜbÜ KesUleebvee keÀcejsuee pees HeÆe efkebÀJee peer oesjer yeebOele l³eeuee 

kegÀMleer ns veeJe nesles. l³eeuee Oe©ve pes ÜbÜ KesUues peeF& l³eeme kegÀmleer cnCele. HeÀemeea Yee<else kegÀMle cnCepes ceejCes efkebÀJee keÀÊeue keÀjCes. 

ÒeeflemHeO³ee&me MekeÌleerves Jee ³egkeÌleervesceele keÀ©ve l³eeuee veeceesnjCe keÀjCes ne kegÀmleer ³ee Meyoe®ee DeLe& Deens. 

 F.me. HegJe& 3000 Je<e& F&efpeHle osMeele veeF&ue veoerpeJeU yesveernmeve ³esLeerue ceefMeoer®³ee Je oi³ee&®³ee efYebleerJej kesÀuesu³ee 

keÀesjerJe keÀeceele kegÀml³eeleerue [eJe Hes®eeb®es MeskeÀ[es osKeeJes HeneJe³eeme efceUleele. Òee®eerve ûeerkeÀ Jee*ce³eele ceuue ³egOoe®ee GuuesKe 

Dee{Ulees. nescej®³ee F&ueer³e[ Je megÒeefmeOo cenekeÀeJ³eele De@peskeÌme Je Deesef[meerDeme ³eeb®³eeceO³es Peeuesu³ee kegÀmleer®ee GuuesKe Deens. 

ûeerkeÀ mebmke=Àleerle meg© Peeuesu³ee Dee@ueefcHekeÀ meecev³eele ceuue ³egOoe®ee meceeJesMe kesÀuesuee neslee. Hee³eLee@ieesjme ³ee megÒeefmeOo ûeerkeÀ 

lelJeJesÊ³ee®ee efMe<³e efceuees ³eeves ceuue³egOoele ceneHeje¬eÀce kesÀuee. 

 kegÀmleer ³ee ceuue ³egOoe®eer HetJe& efHeþerkeÀe HeÀej Òee®eerve Deens. Yeejleele JewÐeerkeÀ Jee*ce³eele lemes®e jecee³eCe, ceneYeejleele 

Deeoer ûebLeebceO³es ceuueefJeÐes®ee GuuesKe DeveskeÀ Òemebieer ³eslees. jecee³eCeele yeeueer Je megûeerJe ³eeb®³eeceO³es ceuue³egOo nesJetve megûeerJeeves 

yeeueer®ee Hee[eJe kesÀuee. nvegceeve ne jecee³eCeeleerue yeueob[ Demee ceuue nesJetve iesuee. l³eeuee Yeejleele MekeÌleer osJelee cnCetve Hegpeleele. 

 ceneYeejleeleerue ke=À<Ce, yeuejece, Yeerce ns ceuue efJeÐesle ÒeefJeCe nesles. ke=À<Ceeves ceg<ìerkeÀ Je ®eeCetj ¿ee kebÀmee®³ee ojyeejeleerue 

ceneceuueebvee ceuue ³egOoele cee©ve MesJeìer kebÀmeeuee megOoe ceejues. efYeceeves ceuue ³egOoele efkeÀ®ekeÀ Je pejemebOeeuee ner þej ceejues. 

 cebieesueer³ee, ®eerve, peHeeve ³ee jeä^elener kegÀmleer®ee F.me. HetJe& keÀeUele GuuesKe Dee{Ulees. ³ee osMeele Oeeefce&keÀ GlmeJeele ceuue 

³egOoe®ee ÒeecegK³eeves DebleYee&Je kesÀuesuee neslee. peHeeveceOeerue F.me. HetJe& 23 ceO³es efJepe³eer Peeuesu³ee meeketÀves ³ee ceuueeme ceuueefJeÐes®ee 

osJe ceeveleele. Meesvet ³ee yeeoMeneves keÀeHeCeer®³ee nbieeceele kegÀmleer®ee nbieece þsJeC³ee®eer ÒeLee Hee[ueer. l³ee JesUs Heemegve keÀgmleer ne KesU 

ueeskeÀefÒe³e Peeuee. ceO³e ³egieerve Fbiueb[ceO³es me@keÌmeve Je kesÀuìerkeÀ ueeskeÀebveer ceuue ³egOoeme efJeMes<e ®eeuevee osJetve leer ueeskeÀefÒe³e kesÀueer. 

l³ee keÀeUele ceuue efJeÐesuee jepeeÞe³e neslee. DeeþJee nsvjer ne mJele: meeceL³e&Jeeve kegÀmleerieerj neslee.l³eeveblej Fbiueb[ceO³es efvejefvejeÈ³ee 

ceuue ³egOoe®³ee HeOoleer ©{ nesle iesu³eele. Je JesieJesieÈ³ee ÒeebleebceO³es l³eebvee veeJes megOoe JesieJesieUer He[ueerle. 

 p³et peceeleerle kegÀmleerieerjeb®ee Del³eble ieewjJeHetCe& GuuesKe Dee{Ulees. ef¸emle MelekeÀe®³ee ÒeejbYeer cnCepes megceejs F.me. HegJe& 

2000 Je<e&HegJe& ³egjesHeeleerue yengleskeÀ jepesMeener DeeHeDeeHeu³ee Heojer GÊeceesÊece kegÀmleerieerj yeeUieerle DeeefCe jep³eeleerue cenlJee®³ee 

GlmeJe Òemebieer Òes#ekeÀebvee Keeme DeekeÀ<e&Ce cnCetve ³ee kegÀmleer ieìeb®³ee ue{leer þsJeu³ee peele. 

 Òee®eerve ûeerkeÀ osMeele kegÀmleer®³ee ue{leer®es ÒekeÀej nesle. ûeerkeÀ HegjeCeele He=LJeerJej keÀesCee®eer meÊee DemeeJeer ³eemeeþer efPepeme 

DeeefCe ¬eÀesveeme ³eeb®³eele Òel³e#e kegÀmleer Peeueer. ³eeceO³es efPepeme efJepe³eer Peeuee. lesJneHeemetve Oeeefce&keÀ GlmeJe cnCetve Dee@ueefcHekeÀ mHeOee& 

meg© Peeu³eele. 

 peHeeveceOeerue megcees ne kegÀmleermeejKee ÒekeÀej oesve npeej Je<ee&HetJeea®e pegvee Deens. 
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 ceuueefJeÐesme DeeOegefvekeÀ mJe©He osC³ee®eer cenlJee®eer keÀeceefiejer jecee³eCe keÀeueerve Þeer. nvegcebleeves kesÀueer. nvegceble ne oef#eCe 

Yeejleeleerue yeueob[ ceuue neslee. nvegcebleeves ceuue efJeÐesleerue Dee[oeb[HeCee veä kesÀuee. l³eeme KesUe®es mJe©He ÒeeHle keÀ©ve efoues. 

ceuueefJeÐes®es efve³ece le³eej kesÀues. ef®e$eHeì ÒeeflemHeO³ee&me þej ve keÀjlee l³eeme mees[tve Ðee³e®es Je l³eeme mebOeer Ðee³e®eer Je l³eeves le³eejer 

keÀ©ve keÀ©ve Hegvne DeeJneve efoues lej l³ee®³ee yejesyej Hegvne kegÀmleer keÀjeJe³ee®eer DeMee leNns®ee DeeOegefvekeÀ Hee³eb[e Þeer. nvegceeveeves 

ceuueefJeÐes®³ee #es$eele efvecee&Ce kesÀuee. Je DeeHeu³ee ke=Àleerves efmeOoer keÀ©ve oeKeefJeue. ³eeefMeJee³e GÊej Yeejleeleerue ceuueefJeÐee Je oef#eCe 

Yeejleeleerue ceuueefJeÐee ³eeceO³es mecevJe³e meeOeuee cnCetve®e nvegcebleeme ceuue efJeÐes®ee DeeÐepevekeÀ ceeveues peeles. 

 Deepener ceuueefJeÐes®³ee #es$eeceO³es ÒeLece nvegceblee®eer DeejeOevee kesÀueer peeles. jecee³eCe, ceneYeejle keÀeueerve ceuue³egOoe®es ®eej 

ÒekeÀej Òe®eueerle nesles. 

1) nvegcebleer ceuueefJeÐee, 2) pejemebOeer ceuueefJeÐee, 3) efYecemesveer ceuueefJeÐee, 4) peebyegJebleer ceuueefJeÐee 

1) nvegcebleer ceuueefJeÐee -  

³ee HeOoleerves yegOoer, MekeÌleer Je ³egkeÌleer ³eeb®ee megjsKe mebiece meeOeuesuee Deens. ³ee HeOoleerceO³es MekeÌleerHes#ee ³egkeÌleer Je [eJeHes®e 

³eeme DeefOekeÀ ÒeeOeev³e efoues peeles. ³eeceO³es keÀceer MekeÌleer®ee ceuue megOoe peemle MekeÌleer®³ee ceuueeme [eJeHes®eeves efJepe³e efceUt MekeÀlees. 

HejeYeJe Peeuesu³ee ÒeeflemHeO³ee&me þej ve keÀjlee mees[tve efoues peeles Je Hejle le³eejer®eer mebOeer efoueer peeles. 

2) pejemebOeer ceuueefJeÐee -  

pejemebOeer ceuueefJeÐee ner ceieOe jepee®³ee veeJeeJe©ve efvecee&Ce Peeuesueer HeOole nes³e. pejemebOe ne ceneYeejleeleerue yeueob[ 

ceuue neslee. ³eeceO³es [eJeHes®eele keÀHeìefveleer®ee JeeHej kesÀuee peelees. ceuueefJeÐes®es efve³ece mees[tve Dee[oeb[HeCee®ee ceeie& efmJekeÀejuee 

peelees. cnCetve ner HeOole nuekeÌ³ee opee&®eer ceeveueer peeles. 

3) peebyegJebleer ceuueefJeÐee -  

peebyegJeble ne l³ee keÀeUeleerue oef#eCe Yeejleeleerue SkeÀ yeueob[ ceuue neslee. l³ee®³ee veeJeeJe©ve ³ee HeOoleerme ns veeJe He[ues. 

³ee HeOoleerle keÀesCel³eener ÒekeÀej®es efve³ece veJnles. Dee[oeb[HeCee neslee. ÒeleermHeO³ee&me ueeLee, yegkeÌkeÌ³ee, þesmes cee©ve Iee³eeU keÀ©ve þej 

kesÀues peele Demes. cnCetve nener ÒekeÀej nuekeÌ³ee opee&®ee Je jeveìer ÒekeÀeje®ee ceeveuee peele Demes.  

kegÀmleer®ee keÀesCeleener [eJe Iesleuee lej l³ee®ee meceeJesMe Jejerue ®eej ÒekeÀejebHewkeÀer keÀesCel³eener SkeÀe ÒekeÀejele cees[lees. MekeÌleer®es 

[eJe Kes[s ieeJee®es kegÀmleer KesUCeejs DeeefCe De[eCeer ueeskeÀ HeÀej keÀjleele. peeCel³ee JemleeoekeÀ[tve ner efJeÐee efMekeÀeJe³eeme ve 

efceUeu³eecegUs kesÀJeU MekeÌleer®³ee peesjeJej ÒeeflemHeO³ee&me ®eerle keÀjC³ee®ee Òe³elve DeMee ceuueebkeÀ[tve neslees. 

‡ efYecemesveer (MekeÌleer®es [eJe) KeeueerueÒeceeCes -  

1) uebieesìîee®ee efvekeÀeue ÒekeÀej - 1, 2) uebieesìîee®ee efvekeÀeue ÒekeÀej - 2, 3) uebieesìîee®ee efvekeÀeue ÒekeÀej - 3, 4) 

ie[pe³³ee - keÀcejcees[, 5) uebieesìîee®ee keÀesuet - veebiej - ueeì, 6. DeejWpe, 7. ceeve oeyegve ef®ele keÀjCes, 8. meceesj®eer ceesnjer®eer 

GKes[, 9. OegjCee, 10. ceesUer®ee efvekeÀeue, 11. ef®eÊee Heíe[, 12. uebieesìîee®eer PeesUer, 13. ognsjerHeì, 14. GKee[, 15. 

íeleer®ee íkeÌkeÀe, 16. ob[ueesì. 

‡ nvegcebleer kegÀmleer - (³egkeÌleer®es [eJe) 

1) omleer®eer lees[, 2) omleer, 3) keÀesCeerleerue, 4) Deeleueer ìebie, 5) Deeleueer ìebies®eer ngue, 6) Deeleueer ìebieer®eer yeoueer, 

7) Deeleueer ìebies®eer jesKe, 8) SkesÀjer Heìe®eer ìebie, 9) [ieyes[er, 10) uebiej, 11) yeeU meebie[e, 12) ieesoer, 13) Deeleu³ee 
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ìebies®eer lees[ - 1, 14) Deeleu³ee ìebies®eer lees[ - 2, 15) yeensjerue ìebie, 16) kebÀyejs®eer þekeÀ, 17) keÀueepebie ÒekeÀej - 1, 

18) keÀueepebie ÒekeÀej - 2, 19) keÀueepebie - ÒekeÀej - 3, 20) mekeÀer, 21) mekeÀer®eer ngue, 22) mekeÀer®eer lees[, 23) 

OeesyeerHeeì, 24) Gueìer Kee®e, 25) ®ekeÀjer efieje 26) Yewmee Heíe[, 27) efmeOeer Kee®es, 28) ieo&yeen, 29) Deieueyeen, 30) 

YeÆe, 31) Ke[e Hegmlebie, 32) meceesj®eer yeensj®eer efiejs, 33) keÀcebþe, 34) nelee®eer keÀce®eer, 35) [eJee®eer meeKeUer - 1 ueer, 

36) [eJee®eer meeKeUer - 2 jer, 37) SkeÀeceeietve SkeÀ keÀjC³ee®es [eJe, 38) ieo&ve®eer keÀce®eer, 

‡ peebyegJebleer kegÀmleer®es [eJe - (yeebOee®es [eJe)  

1) Gueìe nele Kees[e, 2) ceveieìe®ee YegÆe, 3) ob[e®ee YegÆe, 4) Hebpee®ee Deeleerue YegÆe, 5) meceesj®ee ieuegyebOe, 6) 

yebie[e, 7) yegueyegue HeÀeme, 8) Heg[er ueHesì, 9) Deeleerue SkesÀjer ceespeer ®etj, 10) yeensjerue SkesÀjer ceespeer®etj, 11) ieg[I³ee®ee 

ceespeer®etj, 12) oesve Hee³ee®ee ceespeer®etj, 13) osJeyebOe, 14) [ieyes[er, 15) keÀvemeueeF&, 16) KeHeÀeefmeOee, 17) ceengleer mJeej, 

18) Hee³ee®ee keÀme 

‡ pejemebOeer kegÀmleer®es [eJe - (vesmleer®es [eJe) 

1) yeesìe®eer nelekeÀìer ÒekeÀej - 1uee, 2) yeesìe®eer nelekeÀìer ÒekeÀej - 2 je, 3) meeìe (ceveieìe®ee), 4) meeìe (ognsjer), 

5) keÀmeesìe ÒekeÀej 1 uee, 6) keÀmeesìe ÒekeÀej 2 je, 7) Dee[Jee keÀmeesìe 8) nueketÀce®eer Dee[erleueer, 9) nelee®ee ceespeer ®egje, 

10) keÀeue HeÀeme, 11) Gueìe nele Kees[e, 12) yeensj®ee veeQoj, 13) Deeleerue ognsjer veeQoj, 14) ogmejs yeepet®ee veeQoj, 15) 

Gjyes OeesyeerHeeì (SkesÀjer), 16) Gjsye OeesyeerHeeì (ognsjer), 17) Dee[Jee Gjsye (YegbÆe), 18) Yewmee Heíe[ (GY³eeves) 

Jeýeceg<ìer kegÀmleer®es [eJe KeeueerueÒeceeCes -  

1) meeOee HeefJe$ee, 2) keÀvee&ue HeefJe$ee, 3) lecee®ee®ee ceej, 4) yeensN³ee®ee ceej, 5) leeW[e®ee ceej, 6) Oeesyeer Heíe[, 

7) Ke[e veceepeyebo, 8) yemegve veceepeyebo, 9) ceesleer®egj, 10) nele yeebOeu³eeveblej GueìJetve yeebOe, 11) kegÀMeerveHeÆ®eer leeW[ keÀ©ve 

yeebOe, 12) meermeceHeÆ®eer leeW[ keÀ©ve yeebOe 13) vejefmebieiele HekeÀ[, 14) ieUHeÀemee®ee yeebOe, 15) veceepeyebOee®ee yeebOe, 16) 

mJeejer yeebOe, 17) leyekeÀ HeÀe[er®ee yeebOe, 18) nelee®ee yeebOe, 

cegäer³egOoe®es JeCe&ve JesoeceO³es DeveskeÀ efþkeÀeCeer Deens. efve³esve cegäernl³ee³ee efveJe=Êee GCe Oeece nw~  

$eÝiJeso - 1/8/2, DeLeJe& - 20/70/18 meene ³es meefvle cegäer nsJe nJ³ees 

efJeMJeemegHe=lmet ~~$eÝiJeso - 08/20/20 

meJe& mewv³eeceO³es yeueerÿ ³eesOos Deensle l³eele cegäer³egOo keÀjCeeje cegK³e nes³e. 

meJe&meeOeejCe pevemeceepee®eer kegÀmleeryeÎue®eer peer keÀuHevee Deens l³ee Hes#eener kegÀmleer Deieoer efvejeÈ³ee ÒekeÀej®eer Deens. 

KesUCeeN³eebHewkeÀer SkeÀ ie[er ®eerle Peeuee. cnCepes kegÀmleer Peeueer Demes mecepeC³eele ³esles. HeCe Jeýecegäer kegÀmleerle SkeÀ ie[er ®eerHeì Peeuee 

cnCepes kegÀmleer Peeueer Demes mecepeC³eele ³esles. HeCe Jeýeceg<ìer kegÀmleerle SkeÀ ie[er ®eerHeì Peeuee cnCepes kegÀmleer mebHele veener. Keeueer 

He[Ceeje ie[er ®eerle Peeuesuee ie[er Jej®³ee ie[erJej peemle megueYelesves DeveskeÀ ÒekeÀej®es [eJe keÀ© MekeÀlees. ceveg<³e ®eerle He[uee lejer 

l³ee®es leeW[ ÒeeflemHeO³ee&keÀ[s Demeles. oesvner nele Hee³e ceeskeÀUs Demeleele. l³eecegUs lees ÒeeflemHeO³ee&®³ee leey³eele iesuesuee vemetve ÒeeflekeÀej 

keÀjC³eeme meceLe& Demelees. ¿ee kegÀmleer®ee efvekeÀeue nesleebvee pesJne SkeÀ ie[îee®ee keÀ®ekeÀ[îee®ee (nl³eeje®ee) nele [eJe keÀjCeeje yeebOelees 

Je [eJe keÀjCeeN³ee®ee nl³eeje®ee nele ceeskeÀUe Demelees l³eeJesUer [eJe keÀjCeeje efJepe³eer Peeuee Demes mecepeC³eele ³esles. 

Yeejleeyeensjerue efvejefvejeÈ³ee osMeele JesieJesieÈ³ee ÒekeÀejeleerue kegÀmleer ÒekeÀej Deensle. Fbiueb[ceO³es 
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1) kebÀyejueB[ Je JesmìceesDej ueB[ HeOole (Cumberland and Westmoreland Styles):  

ner HeOole Fbiueb[®³ee GÊej Yeeieele Òe®eueerle Deens. kebÀyejueB[ Je JesmìceesDejueB[ ³ee oesve leeuegkeÌ³eele ner kegÀmleer®eer HeOole 

®eeuet Deens. oesvner leeuegkeÌ³eeb®³ee veeJeeves kegÀmleeRvee veeJe osC³eele Deeueer Deensle. lesLeerue le%eeb®³ee celes ³ee ÒekeÀeje®eer kegÀmleer ÒeLece 

efMekeÀu³eecegUs Flej HeOoleer®eer kegÀmleer KesUC³eeme meesHeer peeles. ³ee kegÀmleer ÒekeÀejele oesvner ÒeeflemHeOeeabveer DeeHeuee SkeÀ nele meceesjerue 

ÒeeflemHeOeea®³ee SkeÀe neleeKeeuetve Je ogmeje nele l³ee®³ee ogmeN³ee neleeJe©ve l³ee®³ee HeeþerJej vesTve DeeHeu³ee nelee®eer yeesìs SkeÀceskeÀele 

efyepeeiejerÒeceeCes De[keÀJetve ÒeeflemHeO³ee&me Oe©ve GYes jneJes. l³ee®e ÒeceeCes oesIeebveer DeeHeu³ee nelee®eer HekeÀ[ cepeyegle Oeju³eeveblej Heb®eebveer 

meg©Jeele keÀjlee®e kegÀmleeruee meg©Jeele nesles. kegÀmleer®ee efvekeÀeue ueeiesHe³e¥le nelee®eer HekeÀ[ megìt ÐeeJe³ee®eer vemeles. [eJe meg© Demeleebvee 

p³ee®eer yeesìe®eer HekeÀ[ megìsue lees nejsue. ³ee HeOoleerle keÀesCeleener [eJe keÀjleebvee yeesìe®eer HekeÀ[ megìt ve³es cenlJee®eer Deens. kegÀmleerleerue 

[^sme neHeÀ He@vì (®e·er) Hee³eele keÀeHe[er yegì ¿ee kegÀmleerle Fpee nesC³ee®ee mebYeJe HeÀej®e keÀceer Demelees. kegÀmleerleerue keÀewMeu³e 1) 

ÒeeLeefcekeÀ He[ (The Hold) 2) ye@keÀefnue (Back Heal) 3) n@keÀ (Hack) 4) efo FvemeeF&[ efkeÌuekeÀ (The inside click) 

4) efo ¬eÀe@me yeì keÀì (The cross Buttock) 5) efo yeìkeÀ (The Buttack) 6) o neF&He (The Hipe) 

2) keÀeve&Jeeue Je [sJnve kegÀmleer®eer HeOoleer (Cornwall and Devon Styles) -  

³ee kegÀmleer ÒekeÀejele kegÀmleer KesUCeejs ke@ÀveJne@®eer cepeyegle mewue peekeÀerìs Debieele Ieeuetve kegÀmleer keÀjleele. ³ee HeOoleerle 

keÀcejsJejer Yeeie OejC³eeme HejJeeveieer Deens. HeCe keÀcejs®³ee Keeueer OejCes cevee Deens. peekeÀerìe®ee keÀesCeleener Yeeie Oejlee ³eslees. KesUleebvee 

kegÀmleerieerje®es oesve cegþs Je SkeÀ {bgieCe FlekeÀer Debies peefceveerme ueeieueer lej lees ef®ele mecepeuee peelees. lemes®e {bgieCee®es oesvner Yeeie Je SkeÀ 

cegþ peefceveerme ueeieueer lejer lees ef®ele mecepeleele. peekeÀerì Oe©ve [eJe keÀjleele. cnCetve HekeÀ[ ®eebieueer efceUles. peekeÀerì Oejleebvee 

ÒeeflemHeOeea®ee ieUe DeeJeUuee peeT MekeÀlees. DeMee efjleerves peekeÀerì OejCes cevee Deens. ³ee HeOoleerle kegÀmleer GYes jentve®e nesles. 

peefceveerJej yemegve DeLeJee HeeueLes Hee[tve [eJe keÀjlee ³esle veener. ³ee kegÀmleerle keÀesCelesner [eJe GYes jentve®e keÀjeJe³ee®ee Demeu³eeves 

kegÀmleer®ee efvekeÀeue ueJekeÀj ueeiele veener. þjuesuee JesU Peeu³eeves kegÀmleer yejesyejerves mees[eJeer ueeieles. keÌJeef®ele®e kegÀmleer SkeÀe yeepetves 

ueeieles. kegÀmleermeeþer pees[e ueeJeC³eemeeþer cewoeveele kegÀmleer KesUCeeje DeeHeueer ìesHeer cewoeveele ìekeÀlees. l³eeuee ®e@ueWpe keÀjCeeje 

ÒeeflemHeOeea megOoe DeeHeueer ìesHeer cewoeveele ìekeÀlees. DeMee ÒekeÀejs SkeÀ ogmeN³eeuee DeeJneve keÀjleele. kegÀmleerleerue [eJe - 1) efo Dee@Gì 

meeF&[ uee@keÀ (The outside lock) 2) efo FvemeeF&[ uee@ - HeÀe@jJe[& (The inside lock - Forward) 3) efo [yeue uee@keÀ – 

The Double lock, 4) efo nerJe (The Heave) 

3) ûeerkeÀes jesceve kegÀmleer®eer HeOole - Graco - Roman Style   

³ee HeOoleer®³ee veeJeeJe©ve ner HeOole ûeerkeÀ Je jesceve ueeskeÀebceO³es pegv³eekeÀeUer ®eeuet Demeuesuee kegÀmleer ÒekeÀej Demesue DeMeer 

keÀuHevee ³esles. HeCe Kejer HejerefmLeleer Gueì Deens. ner HeOole ³egjesHeer³eve kegÀmleerefiejebveer MeesOetve keÀe{ueer. ner HeOole Òe®eej Je Òemeej 

keÀjC³eemeeþer kegÀmleer®³ee ÖeWÀ®e mkegÀue®es ceesþs ³eesieoeve Deens. ¿ee HeOoleerle keÀcejs®³ee Keeueer OejCes cevee Deens. lemes®e ef[^HeeRie cnCepes 

®eeì ceejCes cevee Deens. ner kegÀmleer peefceveerJej He[tve®e KesUeJeer ueeieles. ¿ee kegÀmleer®ee efvekeÀeue ueJekeÀj nesle veener. cnCetve Òes#ekeÀ 

kebÀìeUleele. HegÇermeejKes [eJe keÀjC³eemeeþer Hee³ee®ee GHe³eesie cevee Deens. lemes®e yeesìele yeesìs De[keÀJetve HekeÀ[ yeebOeCes cevee Deens. oesve 

cegÇs peefceveerme ueeieues keÀer, kegÀmleer mebHeles. KesUCeejs HeefnueJeeve Yeejer Jepevee®es Demeleele. Fme 1870 ceO³es ner kegÀmleer Fbiueb[ceO³es 

Deeueer. leer ueeskeÀebvee Hemeble He[ueer veener. cnCetve efle®ee Òemeej Peeuee veener. nuueer ner HeOole Fbiueb[efMeJee³e ³egjesHeer³e osMeele ®eeuet 

Deens. GY³eeves KesUlee KesUlee KesUe[t peefceveerJej He[uee lej leer ieesä efvejeUer HeCe ³ee kegÀmleerle KesUCeejs DeeHeCentve peefceveerJej 
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He[leele. lemes kesÀu³eeefMeJee³e l³eeme leer kegÀmleer efveìMeer keÀjlee ³esle veener. ³ee kegÀmleerle [eJe keÀjleebvee Hee³ee®eer ceole I³eeJe³ee®eer vemeles. 

kegÀmleerleerue [eJe efo Suyees jesue (The Elbow roll) ®eer HekeÀ[ 

4) ke@À®e nesu[ kegÀmleer®eer HeOole (The catch Hold style) -  

³ee HeOoleerle KesUleebvee ÒeeflemHeOeea®es Hee³e Deiej keÀHe[s Oeje³e®es vemeleele. l³eeefMeJee³e Jej®³ee Yeeieeme Jeeìsue l³ee jerleerves Oejlee 

³esles. ner kegÀmleer kebÀyejue@v[ Je JesmìceesDej ueB[ HeOoleerves GY³eeves®e keÀjeJe³ee®eer Demeles. ³ee HeOoleerle Hee³ee®eer Jeeìer Je ìebiee ceejC³ee®eer 

ceveeF& Deens. KesUleebvee p³ee®³ee Mejerje®ee keÀesCeleener Yeeie peefceveerme ueeieuee lees ie[er njuee. 

³ee HeOoleerleerue [eJe - 1. efo HeÌueeF¥ie cesDej (The Flying mare) Oeesyeer Heíe[ 2. efo DeeTì meeF&[ mì^eskeÀ (The 

out side stroke) efo neHeÀ vesuemeve Dee@HeÀ efo ûeeGb[, 3) The half Nelson of the Ground)  

5) kegÀmleer®³ee Flej keÀener HeOoleer - 

1) kegÀmleer®eer mkeÀe@ìerMe HeOole - (Scottish Method Wrestling) 

³ee kegÀmleerle kebÀyejueB[ Je JesmìceesDejueB[®eer HeOole Je ke@À®e Depe ke@À®e ke@Àve (ueeskesÀMevme) HeOoleer®³ee oesve HeOoleer®es efceÞeCe 

Deens. ³ee kegÀmleer®eer meg©Jeele keÀcejueB[ Je JesmìceesDejueB[ HeOoleerÒeceeCes SkeÀceskeÀeme Oe©ve®e keÀjleele. HeCe veblej ueBkesÀMeeDej 

HeOoleerÒeceeCes peefceveerJej He[tve kegÀmleer ®eeuet jenles. MesJeìer ÒeeflemHeOeea®es oesve cegÇ peefceveerme ueeJetve oeyetve þsJeues Heeefnpes. cnCepes 

kegÀmleer HetCe& Peeueer Demes mecepeleele. 

2) kegÀmleer®eer Dee³ejerMe HeOole - (Irish Method of Wrestling) - 

³ee HeOoleerle KesUCeejs SkeÀe neleeves ÒeeflemHeOeea KesUe[t®ee keÀe@uej Je ogmeN³ee neleeves l³ee®es keÀesHej Oe©ve KesUleele. cnCetve 

efnuee keÀe@uej Sueyees cesLe[ (Collar and Elbow Method) cnCeleele. ner kegÀmleer GY³ee GY³eeves®e keÀjeJeer ueeieles. MesJeìer p³ee®es 

Mejerj peefceveerme ueeieues lees njuee Demes mecepeleele. 

3) keÀgmleer®eer efmJeme HeOoleer - (Swiss Style of Wrestling) - 

efmJelPejueB[ceOeerue kegÀmleer®³ee jeä^er³e HeOoleerme efmJevPesve cnCeleele. ³ee HeOoleerÒeceeCes kegÀmleer KesUleebvee KesUCeejs DeeKeg[ 

HeCe cepeyegle DeMee efye´®eerme Ieeuetve kegÀmleer KesUleele. ³ee HeOoleerle ÒeeflemHeO³ee&me peefceveerJe©ve G®euetve Hegve: peefceveerJej®e ìekeÀeJe³ee®es 

Demeles. ³eeÒeceeCes G®eueleebvee ÒeeflemHeOeea®eer efye´®esme Oe©ve l³eeme G®eueC³ee®eer HejJeeveieer Demeles. 

4) kegÀmleer®eer pece&ve HeOoleer - ner HeOole ke@À®e ke@Àve ³ee HeOoleerMeer efceUleer Deens. 

5) He@ve¬esÀefMe³eve - (Pancration) - 

He@ve¬esÀefMe³eve Meyoe®ee DeLe& mebHetCe& (Complete) Demee Deens. ner kegÀmleer mebHetCe& ceuue³egOoe®³ee mJe©Hee®eer Demeu³eecegUs 

efleuee ns veeJe DemeeJes Demes Jeeìles. HetJeea ûeerkeÀ osMeele Dee@uebefHekeÀ iescme Je Flej ceoe&veer KesUe®es meeceves Iesle Demele. l³eele ¿ee 

ÒekeÀej®³ee kegÀmleer®³ee meecev³eeb®ee meceeJesMe kesÀuesuee Demes. efn kegÀmleer l³eeJesUer HeÀej ueeskeÀefÒe³e nesleer. ¿ee kegÀmleerle kegÀmleer Je yee@keÌmeeRie 

¿ee oesvner ÒekeÀejeb®ee meceeJesMe kesÀuesuee Deens. ¿ee kegÀmleerle nl³eejeefMeJee³e oesve ie[er SkeÀceskeÀeme Hejepeerle keÀjC³eemeeþer Jeeìsue l³ee 

ÒekeÀej®es [eJe keÀ© MekeÀleele. SkeÀceskeÀeb®³ee ieÈ³eeJej oeye osJetve l³ee®ee MJeeme yebo keÀjC³ee®eer osKeerue ¿ee kegÀmleerle HejJeeveieer Deens. 

DeueerkeÀ[s Dee@ue Fve jsmeueeRie®ee ÒekeÀej Lees[îee HeÀsjHeÀejeves ³ee kegÀmleermeejK³ee®e Deens. 
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6) DeeF&meueBv[®eer iueercee HeOoleer®eer kegÀmleer - (Iceland Glima Style) 

DeeF&meue@v[ veeJee®es yesì DeìueevìerkeÀ cenemeeieje®³ee GÊejsme ³egjesHe DecesjerkesÀ®³ee ceO³eeJej Deens. l³ee yesìeleerue ueeskeÀeb®³ee 

kegÀmleer®³ee HeOoleerme ieercee (Glima) cnCeleele. ner kegÀmleer DeeF&meueB[®ee jeä^er³e KesU mecepeleele. Je ner kegÀmleer GÊece KesUCeejs 

lesLeerue jeä^er³eJeerj (efnjes) mecepeuee peelees. lesLes ³ee HeOoleer®eer kegÀmleer KesUCeejs OebosJeeF&keÀ HensueJeeve veenerle. ne kegÀmleer®ee ÒekeÀej ³ee 

DeeF&meueBv[ yesìeefMeJee³e Flej keÀesþsner Òe®eueerle veenerle. efn HeOoleer veTMes Je<ee&HeW#ee peemle Je<ee¥Heemetve lesLes ®eeuet Deens. ner kegÀmleer GYes 

jentve®e KesUeJe³ee®eer Demeu³eeves ner kegÀmleer KesUCeeN³ee®es Hee³e HeÀej cepeyetle DemeeJes ueeieleele. efn kegÀmleer KesUCeeN³ee®eer Mejerj mLetue 

vemeleele. ³ee kegÀmleercegUs KesUCeeN³ee®es meJe& DeJe³eJe meceÒeceeCeele Jee{tve HeÀej cepeyegle nesleele. efn kegÀmleer KesUCeejs SkeÀe efJeMes<e 

ÒekeÀeje®es ®eece[er HeÆs Ieeuetve kegÀmleer KesUleele. keÀcejsme SkeÀHeÆe Je ceeb[eruee megOoe HeÆe Demelees. Je oesvner yeepetme p³ee ®eece[er 

legkeÀ[³eeves pees[uee Demelees. ¿ee Heìîeebvee Oe©ve®e [eJe keÀjeJee ueeielees. GYes jentve®e Je oesIeebveer SkeÀceskeÀeb®es HeÆs Oe©ve®e kegÀmleer 

KesUe³e®eer Demeles. kegÀmleer®es efve³ece veTMes Je<ee¥Heemetve pemes®³ee lemes®e Deensle. l³eele Lees[eHeÀej®e yeoue Peeuesuee Demelees. Flej 

osMeeMeer HeÀej®e keÀceer oUCeJeUCe Demeu³eeves kegÀmleer®³ee [eJeeb®eer veeJes pegveer®e Deensle. HeÆ³eeefMeJee³e Mejerje®³ee ogmeN³ee Yeeieeme 

OejCes cevee Deens. kegÀmleerle oesvner neleeves {keÀueuesueer ®eeueles. ÒeeflemHeOeea KesUe[t®es ieg{iee efkebÀJee keÀesHeje peefceveerme ueeieues lej lees 

He[uee (ef®ele Peeuee) Demes mecepeleele. KesUCeeje kegÀmleerefiejeuee JesU ce³ee&oe veener. kegÀmleer HetCe& nesF&He³e¥le ®eeuet jenles. 

7) Dee@ue Fve jsmeefuebie - (All in Wrestling) -  

³ee ÒekeÀej®³ee kegÀmleer Fbiueb[ceO³es nesleele. ³egjesHeer³eve kegÀmleerle megOoe Jejerue kegÀmleer®es [eJe cevee kesÀuesues Deensle. keÀejCe ³ee 

kegÀmleerceO³es kegÀmleerefiejeuee F&pee nesF&ue DeMee ÒekeÀej®es [eJe Deensle. ne kegÀmleer ÒekeÀej 1930 ceO³es HejosMeele meg© Peeuee. ne kegÀmleer 

ÒekeÀej lemee veJee veener. yee@keÌmeeRie®³ee DeejeKe[îeeÒeceeCes 15 HegÀì ueebye Je 15 HegÀì ©bo DeMeer SkeÀ ce@ì HemejJetve efle®³ee ®eejner 

yeepetves ueekeÀ[er Keebye Hegjleele. l³eeme oesN³ee yeebOetve DeeKee[e le³eej keÀjleele. yee@keÌmeeRie KesUeÒeceeCes jeTb[ þjJetve l³eeceO³es meeceves 

nesleele. Òel³eskeÀ HesÀjeruee 7 efceefveìe®ee DeJeOeer osleele. Òel³eskeÀer oesve HesÀN³eele 5 efceveerìeb®eer efJeÞeebleer osleele. leerve HesÀjerle ie[er ef®ele 

Peeuee veener DeLeJee l³eeves nej ceeveueer veener lej kegÀmleer yejesyejerves Peeueer Demes mecepeleele. ³ee kegÀmleerle Jeeìsue lees [eJe keÀjleele. kesÀme 

Dees{Ces, ®eeJeCes, cegþ DeeJeUtve þesmee ceejCes cee$e ceveeF& Deens. GIe[îee leUneleeves ÒeeflemHeO³ee&me ®eHejekeÀ ceejC³ee®eer kegÀmleerle 

HejJeeveieer Deens. vesnceer®³ee kegÀmleerle HeenC³eele ³esle veener Demes veevee ÒekeÀej®es efJeef®e$e [eJe Je yeebOe ³ee kegÀmleerle HeenC³eeme efceUleele. 

efkeÀl³eskeÀ JesUe ÒeeflemHeOeea KesUe[t®es Hee³e Oe©ve iejiej efHeÀjJetve DeeKee[îeeyeensj HesÀketÀve osleele. SKeeÐee JesUsme vemeebJej oeye osJetve 

jkeÌle ÒeJeen yebo keÀjleele. ceveg<³e mJeYeeJe HeÀej efJeue#eCe Deens. vegmelee keÀewMeu³ee®ee KesU Heentve meceeOeeve nesle veener. KesUCeeN³ee®es 

neleHee³e cees[tve efkebÀJee jkeÌleyebyeeU Peeuesuee Heentve Òes#ekeÀeb®es meceeOeeve nesle veener. jesceve meece´epee®³ee MesJeì®³ee keÀeUer iue[erSìme&®³ee 

kegÀmleer®³eeJesUer ne®e ÒekeÀej neslee. ner kegÀmleer ceejeceejer®³ee mJe©Hee®eer Demeu³eeves leer Heenleebvee Òes#ekeÀebceO³es SkeÀ ÒekeÀej®eer cepee 

Jeeìles. DeueerkeÀ[s WWF meejKee®e ÒekeÀej neslee. 

8) ke@À®e De@pe ke@À®e ke@Àve - HeOoleer®eer mìB[eRie kegÀmleer (Standing Catch as Catch can Wrestling) - 

³egjesHeceO³es ner kegÀmleer ce@ìJej KesUueer peeles. Fbiueb[®es kegÀmleer®es Dee@uebefHekeÀ ®e@cHeer³eve Sme. Jner. yeskeÀve ³eebveer GYes jentve 

kegÀmleer ÒekeÀej efJekeÀmeerle kesÀuee. ¿ee kegÀmleerleerue [eJe 1) Jesmì DeB[ Lee³e nesu[ (West and Thigh hold), 2) veskeÀ DeB[ Lee³e 

nesu[ (Neck and Thigh hold), 3) efjDej Jesmì nesu[ De@v[ neHeÀ vesumeve (Rear Waist hold and half nelson) 

4)uesie uee@keÌme (Leg Locks) 
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9) ke@À®e De@pe ke@À®e ke@Àve DeLeJee ueBkesÀMee³ej HeOoleer (The catch as catch can or Lancashire style) 

Fbiueb[ceO³es kegÀmleer®³ee DeveskeÀ HeOoleer Òe®eueerle Deensle. l³ee®e ke@À®e De@pe ke@À®e ke@Àve veeJee®eer kegÀmleerHeOole peemle ueeskeÀefÒe³e 

Deens. ³ee HeOoleerme ueBkesÀMee³ej HeOole megOoe cnCeleele. kegÀmleer 16X16 HegÀìe®³ee ce@ìJej nesles. ner kegÀmleer YeejleemeejKeer®e Deens. 

kegÀmleerleerue [eJe 1) mìB[eRie ÖeÀvì ®evmejer nesu[ (Standing Front Chancer Hold), 2) ÖebÀì ®esvmejer De@C[ DeeTì meeF&[ 

ye@keÀ uesie mì^eskeÀ (Front Chancery and Outside Back Leg Strock), 3) ÖebÀì ®e@vmejer De@C[ ye@keÀ efnue (Front 

Chancery and Outside Back Heal), 4) ÖebÀì ®e@vmejer De@C[ ÖebÀì n@uej uee@keÀ (Front Chancery and Front 

Hammer Lock), 5) ®e@vmejer n@cej uee@keÀ De@C[ ye@keÀ efnue (Chancery Hammer Lock and Back Heal), 6)Double 

Front Chancery Hold, 7) Front Nelson, 8) The outside stroke, 9) Double leg hold, 10) Leg Hold 

and Back heal, 11) Double Chanceries, 12) Crotch Hold, 13) Forcing the Foot up the Back, 

14)Half Nelson and Back Throw, 15) A standing throw, 16) Side arm Liver Hold, 17) Head Near 

Arm and Near Leg in Chanceries, 18) Quarter Nelson, 19) Half Nelson, 20) Back against Half 

Nelson, 21) Brake Against Half Nelson, 22) Side Roll following sit out, 23) Sit Back and Inside 

Leg grap vine, 24) Cirelingout, 25) Bridging three quarter Nelson, 26) Leg Nelson, 27) Reverse 

Double Leg Nelson. 

meboYe&  

1. Deejesi³e DeeefCe J³ee³eece  -  ues. ieesHeeU ceneosJe ef®eHeUtvekeÀj Je Je. je. Jeeceve®ebê, keÀeskeÀCeHetj 

2. ye´cn®ee³e&Þece  -  je. ke=À. vee. Deeþu³es  

3. ye´cn®ee³e& ie=nmLeeÞece -  je. ce. je. ÒeOeeve 

4. ef¬eÀ[e %eevekeÀesMe -  [e@. megjWê vee[keÀCeea, HegCes 

5. KegjekeÀ -  ues. iebieeOej ieCesMe HeìJeOe&ve 

6. ue<keÀjer efMe#eCe -  Deb. ye. nspeT 

7. mebIeJ³ee³eece -  DeefOekeÀjeJe yeeyeepeer Hetje, ye[esoe 1919 

8. meg³e&vecemkeÀej -  Þeer. YeJeevejeJe Þeer. efveJeemejeJe Heb. jepes meensye mebmLeeve, DeeQOe 

9. meg³ee&me vecemkeÀej -  yeeUemeensye Heble ÒeefleefveOeer, DeewOe, efpe. meeleeje, 1926 

10.  vecemkeÀej Je yewþkeÀ -  Þeer. o. ®eer. cegpegceoej J³ee³eeceMeeUe, ye[esoe - 1925 

11.  ceuueefJeÐee Meem$e -  Keb[ 1 les 2 Þeer. ie.ie. HeìJeOe&ve jepesmeensye, J³ee³eece keÀe³ee&ue³e, yeesoe – 1932 

12.  kegÀmleer efYecemesveer -  jepes mej iebieeOejjeJe, ieCesMe HeìJeOe&ve efcejpe mebmLeebve DeefOekeÀejer - 1930 

13.  kegÀmleer nvegcebleer -  je. ¢. ceeOeJe menm$eyegOos 

14.  kegÀmleer efYecemesveer -  jepesmej ie. ie. HeìJeOe&ve jeJeHetje - ye[esoe - 1922 

15.  ceuueefJeÐeeMeem$e -  Keb[ 1 les 2 jepesmej ie. ie. HeìJeOe&ve jeJeHetje - ye[esos - 1926 

16.  J³ee³eece %eevekeÀes<e -  Keb[ 1 les 10 oÊee$e³e ef®ebleeceCe cegpetceoej 

* * * 
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ceefnueeb®es jepekeÀer³e meeceeefpekeÀjCe DeeefCe meyeueerkeÀjCeeJej DeeOeejerle leerve MeesOeefveyebOeeleerue 

jepekeÀer³e JeeleeJejCee®ee efJeMues<eCeelcekeÀ DeY³eeme 

(efJeMes<e meboYe& öDeeefoJeemeer ceefnuee – OegUs efpeune) 

Òee. efJejWê cegjueerOej Iej[s: (efJeYeeieÒecegKe jep³eMeem$e), iebieeceeF& Sp³eg. mebmLes®es keÀuee DeeefCe JeeefCep³e efJe%eeve ceneefJeo³eeue³e 

veieebJe. lee.efpe.OegUs. 

 

• ÒemleeJevee 

DeeOegefvekeÀ keÀeUele ceefnuee me#eceerkeÀjCe DeeefCe l³eeb®³ee meeceeefpekeÀjCeeuee KegHe cenlJe ÒeeHle Peeues Deens. keÀejCe Meemeve 

ceefnuee cegkeÌleer Je efJekeÀeme OeesjCeeuee ÒeeOeev³e osJetve l³eebvee Òeieleer®³ee ceeiee&Jej DeeCeC³ee®ee Òe³elve Meemevee®³ee OeesjCeelcekeÀ 

keÀe³e&¬eÀceeletve nesleebvee efometve ³eslees. ³ee®ee®e HeefjCeece Demee efkeÀ ceefnueebceOes cegueYetle DeefOekeÀej Je nkeÌkeÀeb®eer peeCeerJe efvecee&Ce Peeueer 

Deens. ner Òeieleer nesC³eele pesJe{s Meemevee®es OeesjCe ceesuee®es Deens lesJe{s®e meeceeefpekeÀ ÒeyeesOevekeÀejebveer DeeHeu³ee efJe®eejebletve peer 

Meemevee®eer keÀeveGIee[Ceer kesÀueer les osKeerue lesJe{s®e cenlJee®es Deens. 

• cegK³e Meyo ö  

jepekeÀer³e meeceeefpekeÀjCe, oefuele ®eU®eU, m$eer mebIeìvee, ceeveJeeefOekeÀej, m$eer³eeb®es me#eceerkeÀjCe, ceefnuee Dee³eesie, Mees<eCe, 

m$eer³eeb®es nkeÌkeÀ Je DeefOekeÀej, oefuele m$eer®es ÒeMve, Deej#eCe. 

• GÎsMe ö 

Òemlegle MeesOeefveyebOee®ee GÎsMe meceepeÒeyeesOevekeÀejebveer DeeHeu³ee ceewueerkeÀ efJe®eejebletve pes ceefnuee meyeueerkeÀjCee®es Je 

meeceeefpekeÀjCee®es efJe®eej ceeb[ues l³ee efJe®eejeleerue jepekeÀer³e efveCe&³e ef¬eÀ³ee Òeef¬eÀ³eeb®es efJeMues<eCe keÀªve Meemeveeuee ceefnuee mecem³ee Je 

keÀu³eeCeeyeeyele peeie=le keÀjCes ne Deens. 

• cenlJe ö 

ceefnuee me#eceerkeÀjCeeuee je<ì^er³e Je Deeblejjeä^er³e HeeleUerJej cenlJe Deens. keÀejCe yegOoer, meenme, YeeJevee DeeefCe 

ef¬eÀ³eeMeeruelee ³ee®ee ceesþ³ee ÒeceeCeele Demeu³eecegUs l³eeb®ee GHe³eesie Meemeveeves keÀªve Iesleuee lej ceesþ³ee ÒeceeCeele Òeieleer®es ceeie& 

ceeskeÀUs nesT MekeÀleele cnCetve ³eeuee cenlJe Deens. 

• ie=efnleskeÀ ö  

1) osMee®³ee Òeieleerle ceefnueeb®eer YetefcekeÀe cenlJee®eer Deens. 

2) Òemlegle efveyebOeeletve ceefnuee meyeueerkeÀjCe Je meeceeefpekeÀjCee®es cenlJe peemle efometve ³esles. 

uesKekeÀeb®eer YetefcekeÀe ceefnueeb®³ee HeefjJele&veJeeoer ®eUJeUeruee cenlJee®es mLeeve osCeejer Deens.   

• mebMeesOeve HeOoleer ö 

Òemlegle MeesOeefveyebOeemeeþer efJeMues<eCeelcekeÀ mebMeesOeve HeOoleer®ee GHe³eesie keÀjC³eele Deeuee Deens. l³ee®eyejesyej ÒekeÀeefMele uesKe Je 

HegmlekeÀeb®ee Je ûebLee®ee GHe³eesie keÀjC³eele Deeuee. 
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efJeMues<eCe ö 

ceefnuee meyeueerkeÀjCe Je meeceeefpekeÀjCeeMeer mebyebefOele DeveskeÀ efJe®eej uesKekeÀ, efJe®eejJebleebveer DeeHeu³ee uesKeveer®³ee 

ceeO³eceeletve meceepeemeceesj ceeb[ues. Òee. [e@. ÒeHegÀuue ieJeF& ns Sme. Heer. Sce. ceneefJeo³eeue³e ef®eKeueer efpe. yegue{eCee ³esLeerue DeY³eemet 

efMe#ekeÀ l³eebveer DeeHeuee MeesOeefveyebOe ’Yeejleer³e efm$e³eeb®eer efmLeleer DeeefCe ceeveJeer nkeÌkeÀe®³ee Hee³eceuueer®es efJeMues<eCe“, DeLeJe& 

HeyueerkesÀMeve peUieebJe ³eebveer ’ceeveJe DeefOekeÀej“ (ISBN-97-93-81171-62-2) ³eeceO³es ÒekeÀeefMele kesÀuee.  

³ee efveyebOeele l³eebveer DeeOegefvekeÀ keÀeUele ceefnueebJej p³eele cegK³elJes oefuele, DeeefoJeemeer, DeuHemebK³eebkeÀ Deensle. l³eeb®³eeJej 

nesCeeN³ee MeeefjjerkeÀ, ceeveefmekeÀ Dev³ee³ee®es ³eLeeLe&Jeeoer oMe&ve DeekeÀ[sJeejermen oMe&efJeues Deens. l³ee®eyejesyej HeeefjJeejerkeÀ keÀueneHeemetve 

les DeeOegefvekeÀ YeeweflekeÀ peieele JeeJejle Demeleebvee ³esCeeN³ee mecem³eeb®es ngyesngye efJeMues<eCe ³eele keÀjC³eele Deeues. efJeMes<e cnCepes l³eebveer 

1994 ®³ee Yeejleeleerue iegvns ³ee efve³elekeÀeefuekesÀle ÒekeÀeefMele efm$e³eebJejerue Del³ee®eeje®es iegvns ³eeb®eer meebefK³ekeÀer³e DeekeÀ[sJeejer®es 

efJeMues<eCe kesÀues. ³eeble ngb[eyeUer 4935, yeueelkeÀej 12351, HeUJetve vesCes Je HeÀmeJeCetkeÀ keÀjCes 12997, cegueeRvee $eeme osCes 

10496, íU keÀjCes 10496, leerJe´ Jesovee Hees®eefJeCes 25946. 

Jejerue DeekeÀ[sJeejer ceeb[tve uesKekeÀeves efm$e³eebJej nesCeeN³ee efJeoejkeÀ Dev³ee³e Del³ee®eeje®es Kejs efJeMues<eCe kesÀues Deens. SkeÀ 

ÒekeÀejs l³eebveer ceefnueeb®³ee jepekeÀer³e meeceeefpekeÀjCeeleerue Je meyeueerkeÀjCeeleerue De[LeUs Meemeveemeceesj ceeb[ues Deens. 

l³eebveer efm$e³eeb®³ee meyeueerkeÀjCee®ee efJe<e³e mejkeÀej Je meceepeeHeg{s ceeb[tve ceesþer pevepeeie=leer keÀjC³ee®ee Òe³elve kesÀuee Deens. 

l³ee®³ee ³ee efveyebOeeletve keÀener cenlJee®eer lelJes Heg{s ³esleele l³eele ö 

1) efm$e³eeb®es meeceeefpekeÀ DeeefLe&keÀ Je jepekeÀer³e meyeueerkeÀjCe Jne³euee Heenerpes l³eecegUs l³eebvee Dev³ee³e Del³ee®eeje®eer peeCeerJe efvecee&Ce 

nesF&ue. 

2) ceefnuee ceeveJeeefOekeÀej keÀe³eo³ee®eer ueeieJeCe me#eceHeCes nesCes Del³eeJeM³ekeÀ Deens. pesCeskeÀªve jepekeÀer³e peeie=leer nesF&ue. 

3) m$eer³eeb®es ceeveJeer nkeÌkeÀ ns vewmeefie&keÀ Demetve DeefoJeemeer oueerle ceefnueebvee m$eer³eeb®es ceeveJeer nkeÌkeÀeb®eer Hee³eceuueer nesCeej veener ³ee®ee 

me#ece ogleesJee®e l³eebveer efouee Deens. cnCetve Òee. kegÀceto HeeJe[s cnCeleele ’m$eercegkeÌleerletve m$eerJeeoekeÀ[s vesC³eele keÀe³eo³ee®eer me#ece 

YetefcekeÀe cenlJee®eer Deens“1 cnCetve Yeejleer³e efm$e³eeb®eer efmLeleer Je ceeveJeer nkeÌkeÀeb®³ee me#eceerkeÀjCeemeeþer keÀe³eo³ee®eer 

DebceueyepeeJeCeer ³eesi³eefjl³ee MeemeveeleHexÀ nesCes DeeJeM³ekeÀ Deens ns ³ee uesKeeletve mHeä nesles. 

DeLe&Je ÒekeÀeMeve peUieebJe Òeefleefyebye ³ee HegmlekeÀeceO³es [e@.ceeOegjer oeleeUkeÀj ³eeb®ee ’m$eerömeyeueerkeÀjCe meeceeefpekeÀ, DeefLe&keÀ 

Je jepekeÀer³e ¢<ìerves cegu³eceeHeve“ (ISBN - 97-93-81171-6 2-2) ne efveyebOe ÒekeÀeefMele Peeuee. [e@. ceeOegjer oeleeUkeÀj 

veeieHetj ³esLeerue Sue.S.[er. ceneefJeÐeeue³eele mene ÒeeO³eeHekeÀ HeoeJej keÀe³e&jle Deensle. l³eeb®ee ne uesKe cnCepes efm$e³eeb®³ee jepekeÀer³e 

meeceeefpekeÀjCe DeeefCe meyeueerkeÀjCee®³ee ¢äerkeÀesveeletve DeeJeM³ekeÀ JeeìCeeN³ee IeìkeÀeb®eer mebHetCe& ieesUeyesjerpe nes³e. ³ee efveyebOeele l³eebveer 

m$eer³eebvee Ieìves®es mebj#eCe efceUeues Demeues lejer JeemleefJekeÀ efm$e³eeb®eer JeemleJe HeefjefmLeleer ner Hegª<eÒeOeeve J³eJemLesle KegHe®e nueekeÀer®eer 

Deens ns oeKeJetve efoues Deens. meceepe mellee, DeeefLe&keÀ efJekeÀeme ns meJe& SkeÀ ogmeN³eeJej DeJeuebyetve DemeCeejs IeìkeÀ Deens. ³ee leerve 

IeìkeÀeb®ee mepeeleer³e, efJepeeleer³e HejerCeece ceefnueeb®³ee efJekeÀemeeJej nesle Demelees cnCetve l³eele DeeefoJeemeer yejesyej Òel³eskeÀ m$eer ner me#ece 

Jne³euee Heenerpes ns®e l³eebveer DeeHeu³ee MeesOeuesKeeletve oeKeJetve efoues. 

³ee MeesOeefveyebOeele l³eebveer m$eer³eeb®³ee DeefLe&keÀ me#eceerkeÀjCee®es meceLe&ve kesÀues keÀejCe efleuee efle®³ee keÀecee®es ³eesi³e ceesue efceUles 

HejerCeeceer leer pej efJeOeJee, Hejerl³ekeÌlee, kegÀìgbyeeHeemetve otj SkeÀìer jenle Demesue lej efle®³ee GojefveJee&ne®³ee mecem³ee megìtve leer®ee 
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DeelceefJeMJeeme Jee{lees. cenejeä^e®³ee ¢äerkeÀesveeletve efJe®eej kesÀuee lej cenejeä^ele m$eer Heg©<eeb®eer jespeieeje®eer efmLeleer Heg{erueÒeceeCes nesleer. 

(1991) 

 

(m$eesle ceefnueeb®³ee nkeÌkeÀeb®eer meveo 2001, He=. 10) 

Lees[keÌ³eele Meemeve J³eJemLesves efm$e³eeb®es DeefLe&keÀ me#eceerkeÀjCe keÀjeJes pesCeskeÀªve efouesu³ee DeefLe&keÀ mJeeleb$³ee®ee GHe³eesie 

leeruee Ieslee ³esF&ue, jeä^er³e Dee³eesieeves 1988 ceO³es DeceMekeÌleer DenJeeue meeoj kesÀuee ³eele les cnCeleele ’efoJemeYej keÀeyee[keÀä 

keÀjCeeN³ee ³ee HeeCeer, peUCe, OejCe ³eemeeþer cewueeve cewue ®eeuele peeCeeN³ee Ieje®eer Je ceguee®eer peyeeyeoejer melele meebYeeUtve efMeJee³e 

®eej Hewmes efceUJetve Heesjeb®³ee leeW[er Ieeme IeeueC³eekeÀjerlee Oe[He[CeeN³ee efm$e³eeb®³ee keÀecee®es keÀener ceesue nesle veener. l³eeb®³ee 

keÀeyee[keÀäeuee DeefLe&keÀ Yee<esle keÀece mecepeues peele veener. ³ee m$eer³eener jeä^er³e mebHelleerle ceesuee®eer Yej Ieeueerle Deensle ³ee®eer oKeue 

keÀesCeer Iesle veener. m$eer³eebvee keÀe³eos mebj#eCe osle veener. efJekeÀeme ³eespevee m$eer³eebHe³e¥le Hees®ele veenerle. menevetYegleerMetv³e DeefOekeÀejer efle®eer 

oeo Iesle veenerle HeeCeer keÀeceieej mebIeìvee efleuee HeeþyeU osle veener“2 JejerueÒeceeCes Del³eble Hes®eele meeHe[uesu³ee m$eer®es oMe&ve efveyebOeele 

l³eebveer kesÀues. 

FlekesÀ®e veJns lej l³eebveer m$eer³eeb®³ee meeceepeerkeÀ mJeeleb$³ee®es meceLe&ve keÀªve ngb[eyeUer, yeueelkeÀej, MeejerjerkeÀ Je ceeveefmekeÀ 

Mees<eCe meejK³ee Deefveä ke=ÀleeryeÎue meceepe Je mejkeÀejves peeie=le Demee³euee Heeefnpes Demes ÒeefleHeeove kesÀues. cenejeä^ele m$eerJejerue 

Del³ee®eeje®es ÒeceeCe keÀes<ìkeÀeJeªve mecepesue. 

De.¬eÀ. Jespeieej ÒekeÀej Heg©<e efm$e³ee 

1 MeslekeÀjer 62.31 % 37.41 % 

2 Meslecepetj 39.06 % 44.08 % 

3 HeMegmebJeOe&ve Je HegjkeÀ Go³eesie 04.04 % 00.68 % 

4 KeeCekeÀece 00.97 % 00.17 % 

5 Iejiegleer Go³eesie 03.37 % 01.62 % 

6  yeebOekeÀece 07.09 % 00.73 % 

7 J³eeHeej 24.00 % 02.56 % 

8 JeenletkeÀ 11.16 % 00.45 % 

9 Flej 24.67 % 07.51 % 

10 Dev³e Go³eesie 32.51 % 03.45 % 

11 keÀece ve keÀjCeejs 195.25 % 245.86 % 

De.¬eÀ. ieggvn³ee®es mJeªHe peevesJeejer 2012 peevesJeejer 2001 les Dee@iemì 

2001 

1 efJeve³eYebiee®³ee kesÀmesme 2799 (ef[meW. 2001) 1828 

2 HeUtve vesC³ee®³ee kesÀmessme 961 (meeue 2000) 598 
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(m$eesle ö Je=llemebkeÀueve ow. leªCe Yeejle efo. 8/6/2002 to 15/6/2002) 

efJeMes<e cnCepes [e@. ceeOegjer oeleeUkeÀj ³eebveer m$eer®es Deejesi³e p³eele yeeUbleHeCeer ce=l³et, m$eer Ye=Cenl³es®eer DeekeÀ[sJeejer, m$eer 

efJe©Oo iegvn³ee®eer DeekeÀ[sJeejer meeoj keÀªve m$eer³eebJej nesCeeN³ee efJeoejkeÀ Dev³ee³e Je Del³ee®eeje®es JeelmeJe oMe&ve ³eeble keÀªve efoues 

Deens. l³eebveer DeefoJeemeer oefuele efm$e³eeb®³ee jepekeÀer³e meyeueerkeÀjCee®ee ÒeMve Meemeveemeceesj, meceepeemeceesj ceeb[uee Deens. efJeMes<e 

cnCepes ceefnuee Deej#eCe efyeuee®es meceLe&ve keÀªve 10% ®³ee Jej Yeejleele ceefnuee jepekeÀejCeele Demee³euee Heeefnpes Demes l³ee 

cnCeleele. lemes®e mLeeefvekeÀ mJeMeemeve mebmLesle ceefnuee Deej#eCe Je megj#ee®es me#eceerkeÀjCe JneJes Demes meebefieleues. efm$e³eebvee jepekeÀejCeele 

1/3 peeiee jeKeerJe efou³eecegUs Deepe Menj Je Kes[³eebceO³es mejHeb®e, meYeeHeleer, GHemeYeeHeleer Deeceoej Je Keemeoej HeoeJej ceefnueeb®ee 

menYeeie ceesþ³ee ÒeceeCeele Jee{uee Deens Demes les meebieleele. ³ee®e ceefnuee mejHeb®e, meYeeHeleer, Deeceoej Je Keemeoej ³ee HeoebJej keÀe³e&lej 

Deensle. Òee. Heer.kesÀ. kegÀuekeÀCeea ³eebvee ’oueerleeb®es Je DeefoJeemeeR®es meceeveMeem$e“ ³ee HegmlekeÀele Þes<þlJe DeeefCe keÀefve<þlJe ³ee 

meeceeefpekeÀ mleje®ee efJe®eej kesÀuee. oes<e keÀefve<þleJe efveOee&jerle keÀjCeeN³ee oesve IeìkeÀeb®ee GuuesKe meceepeMeem$eele keÀjeJee. l³eeleerue 

Heefnuee IeìkeÀ cnCepes pevce DeeefCe ogmeje IeìkeÀ cnCepes keÀle=&lJe nes³e. J³ekeÌleer ne keÀle=&lJeeves ceesþe neslees pevceeves, JeCee&ves nesle veener ns 

ÒeLeceoMe&veer l³eebveer oeKeJetve efoues. ³eeble mHe=M³e Je DemHe=M³e ner Demeceevelee otj keÀjC³ee®es meceLe&ve kesÀues. 

[e@. ceeOegjer oeleeUkeÀj ³eeb®ee ne uesKe cnCepes [e@. yeeyeemeensye DeeyeW[keÀjeb®³ee m$eercegkeÌleer Deeboesuevee®³ee HeeJeueeJej 

®eeueCeeje Deûeogle®e Deens. [e@. yeeyeemeensye Deebyes[keÀj efnbot keÀes[ efyeuee®³ee mebyebOeele DeeHeueer YetefcekeÀe mHeä keÀjleebvee cnCeleele 

Jeie&mebIe<e& Je l³eeleerue Demeceevelee m$eer Heg©<eeb®es YesoeYeso lemes®e DemHe=M³elee leMeer®e jent osJetve DeefLe&keÀ mecem³eebMeer efveie[erle keÀe³eos 

mebcele keÀjle peeCes cnCepes Deece®³ee mebefJeOevee®eer ®es<ìe keÀjCes nes³e. DeeefCe MesCee®³ee ef{ieeN³eeJej jepeÒemeeo yeebOeC³eemeejKes Deens. 

[e@. DeeyeW[keÀjeb®³ee ³ee®e efJe®eeje®eer YetefcekeÀe [e@. ceeOegjer oeleeUkeÀj ³eebveer DeeHeu³ee MeesOeefveyebOeele ceeb[ueer Deens l³eeb®³ee DeMee®e 

uesKeeletve Keeueerue lelJes ÒeoefMe&le nesleele. l³eele 

1) l³eeb®ee ne efveyebOe m$eer³eebvee meceeve meeceeefpekeÀ opee& Je Òeefleÿe efceUeJeer ³ee®es meceLe&ve keÀjCeeje Deens. 

2) jepekeÀer³e Deej#eCe keÀe³eo³ee®es ³eesi³e Je lJejerle DebceueyepeeJeCeer keÀjC³ee®es meceLe&ve lees keÀjlees. 

3) l³ee®eyejesyej m$eer³eeb®³ee me#eceerkeÀjCee®es, Deefveä, ª{er, ÒeLee HejbHeje, DebOeÞeOoe ³eebcegUs nesCeejs Yeejleer³e DeefoJeemeer oueerle 

keÀäkeÀjer efm$e³eeb®es nesCeejs Mees<eCe DeeefCe peeieeflekeÀjCee®³ee yeepeejHesþer³e DeLe&j®evesle m$eer³eeb®es nesle Demeuesues JeemlegkeÀjCe ne 

HejerÒe#³e Meemevee®³ee OeesjCeele oeKeefJeC³ee®ee Òe³elve l³eebveer kesÀuee Deens.  

Deepe cenejeä^eleerue SketÀCe ueeskeÀmebK³esHewkeÀer meJee&efOekeÀ DeefoJeemeer ueeskeÀmeK³esb®es keWÀêerkeÀjCe KeevosMeele Peeues Deens. 

KeevosMeeleerue OegUs, peUieebJe, vebogjyeej ³ee efpeun³eele DeefoJeemeeR®eer Jemleer Deens. OegUs Je vebogjyeej ns oesvner efpeuns DeefoJeemeer 

ueeskeÀmebK³eebyeeyele cenejeä^ele ÒeLece ¬eÀceebkeÀeJej Deens. DeeefoJeemeeR®³ee DeY³eemeemeeþer cenelcee ieebOeerpeeR®³ee ÒesjCessves Leesj meceepe 

3 ngb[eyeUerme peeUtve ceejC³ee®³ee kesÀmesme 25 21 

4 ngb[e yeUer Dev³e ceeiee&ves Ketve keÀjC³ee®³ee 

kesÀmesme 

31 15 

5 ngb[eyeUerle mJeleuee peeUtve Deelcenl³ee 

keÀjC³ee®³ee kesÀmesme 

37 41 
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keÀe³exkeÀlex þkeÌkeÀj yeeHHee ³eebveer 1992 ceO³es iegpejele ceO³es efYeuue mesJee veeJee®eer mebmLee efveefce&leer kesÀueer. 1981 ceO³es KeevosMeele efYeuue 

mesJee ceb[U mLeeHeve keÀjC³eele Deeues. ³ee meJee¥®es jepekeÀer³e, meeceeefpekeÀ Je meyeueerkeÀjCe Flej Òeiele jep³eeb®³ee ¢äerves keÀceer Deens. 

cnCetve 45.88%  Devegmetef®ele peceeleer®eer ueeskeÀmebK³ee Demetve osKeerue jepekeÀer³e vesle=lJe Heeefnpes l³ee ÒeceeCeele Heg{s Deeuesues veener. HeÀkeÌle 

cebpegUeyeeF& ieeJeerle, p³eesleer HeeJeje, mee³ejeyeeF& mejHeb®e, veppetyeeF& ieeJeerle Je je<ì^er³e mlejeJej [e@. efnvee ieeJeerle meejKes®e yeesìeJej 

ceespeC³eeFlekesÀ®e vesle=lJe Heg{s Deeues Deens. l³eecegUs yengmebK³e DeeefoJeemeer #es$e OegUs efpeun³eele Demetve osKeerue ceefnueeb®ee jepekeÀer³e 

meeceeefpekeÀjCee®ee ÒeMve efyekeÀì Deens. l³eecegUs [e@. ceeOegjer oeleeUkeÀj ³eeb®ee uesKe efpeun³eeleerue DeeefoJeemeer ceefnueeb®³ee jepekeÀer³e 

peeie=leer, menYeeie Je meeceeefpekeÀjCeele cenlJee®eer YetefcekeÀe yepeeJesue ns mel³e ceeveeJes ueeiesue. 

[e@. mJeeleer keÀJex mebHeeefole ’m$eerefJekeÀemee®es veJes ef#eleerpe“ ³ee HegmlekeÀeble m$eercegkeÌleer, meyeueerkeÀjCe Je meeceeefpekeÀjCeeMeer 

mebyebefOele efJeefJeOe ceev³eJejeb®es uesKe ³ee HegmlekeÀele ÒekeÀeefMele kesÀues Deens. ³ee®e HegmlekeÀele kegÀcego HeeJe[s ³eeb®ee ’oefuele m$eermebIeìveeb®eer 

JesieUer efveefce&leer keÀe Peeueer?“ ne meKeesue ef®eefkeÀlmekeÀ efJe®eejeb®es meceLe&ve keÀjCeeje uesKe ÒekeÀeefMele Peeuee. ³eele l³eebveer oueerle 

m$eeR³ee®³ee GlLeeveemeeþer oueerle m$eermebIeìveeb®eer efveefce&leer keÀjCes DeeJeM³ekeÀ Deens ³ee®es meceLe&ve kesÀues. 

m$eermebIeìves®eer HeeMJe&Yetceer, m$eer ®eUJeUer®eer DeHetCe&lee, oefuele m$eer³eeb®³ee mecem³ee, oefuele m$eer³eebleerue HetÀì, oefuele 

Hegª<eebkeÀ[tve m$eer³eeb®eer nesCeejer nsUmeeb[ DeMeer cegÎsmeto ceeb[Ceer ³ee uesKeeble keÀªve Oece&, peele JebMe DeeefCe efuebie ³ee®³ee veeJeeJej m$eer 

mebIeìveeb®eer keÀMeer nsUmeeb[ Peeueer ³ee®es JeemleJe mJeªHe ³eeble oMe&efJeues Deens. efm$e³eebvee ceeveJe cnCetve peieC³eeme Jebef®ele keÀjCes Je 

l³eeb®³ee cegueYetle DeefOekeÀej Je nkeÌkeÀeb®es oceCe ceesþ³ee ÒeceeCeele Peeu³eeves DeMee ÒeJe=lleer efJeªOo DeeJeepe GþefJeC³eemeeþer oueerle m$eer 

mebIeìves®eer DeeJeM³ekeÀlee Demeles les meebieleele. 

[e@. yeeyeemeensye Deebyes[keÀjeb®³ee m$eercegkeÌleer ue{³eecegUs oueerle DeefoJeemeer DeuHemebK³eebkeÀ ceefnuee Deej#eCee®³ee ceeO³eceeletve 

Heg{s ³esT ueeieu³ee. l³eecegUs oefuele ceefnuee mebIeìvee®eer efveefce&leeruee yeUkeÀìer efceUeueer. [e@. Deebyes[keÀjeb®³ee celes Deej#eCe ns oefuele 

DeefoJeemeer DeuHemebK³eebkeÀ meceepeeuee efouesueer efYekeÀ veJns les cnCeleele ’The demand for reservation is a demand for 

protection Against the aggressive communalism of the governing class which wants to dominate the 

servile classes in all fields of life”3. 

[e@. Deebyes[keÀjebveer peeleer®³ee veeJeebJej nesCeejs ceefnueeb®es meeceeefpekeÀ, DeefLe&keÀ, jepekeÀer³e Mees<eCe LeebyeefJeCes efn keÀeUe®eer iejpe 

Deens Demes meebefieleuesssssssssss les cnCeleele “Cast in the hands of Orthodox has been a powerful weapon to persecuting 

the reformers and for killing all reforms.”4 Demee ÒeyeesOevekeÀejer mebosMe l³eebveer ³ee uesKeeletve efouee Deens. 

meefJe$eeryeeF& HegÀuesHeemetve les [e@. yeeyeemeensye Deebyes[keÀjHe³e¥le®³ee meceepemegOeejkeÀebveer oefuele DeefoJeemeer, DeuHemebK³eebkeÀ, 

m$eer³eeb®³ee me#eceerkeÀjCeemeeþer DeeHeues peerJeve Jes®eues l³ee®eer®e HeefjCeerleer cnCepes peiee®ee m$eerkeÀ[s yeIeC³ee®ee ¢<ìerkeÀesve nUtnUt 

meceleeJeeoer, v³ee³eJeeoer, mJeeleb$³eJeeoer yeveuee Deens. l³eeletve®e peeleerpeceeleer®³ee ceefnueebvee osKeeerue vesle=lJe Je mebIeìvee keÀjC³ee®es 

mJeeleb$e efceUeues. l³eebveer ³ee uesKeeletve oefuele vesle=llJee®eer DeeefCe mebIeìveeb®eer Deefve<ì, ª{er, ÒeLee HejbHeje®³ee yebOeveeletve yeensj He[eJes 

Demee mebosMe efouee Deens, m$eerefMe#eCe nkeÌkeÀe®es meceLe&ve kesÀues, ®ettue DeeefCe cetue ³ee efJeMJeele ve jenlee DeeOegefvekeÀ, YeeweflekeÀ HejerJele&ve 

efmJekeÀejeJeer lemes®e mecelee v³ee³e mJeeleb$³ee®es meceLe&ve keÀªve mJejepekeÀer³e vesle=lJe iegCe efJekeÀefmele keÀjC³ee®es DeeJeenve kesÀues Deens. 

Lees[keÌ³eele ne MeesOeefveyebOe cnCepes ogef<ele meceepeÒeJe=lleer®es Ke®®eerkeÀjCe m$eer³eeb®³ee jepekeÀer³e mebIeìveeb®³ee ceeO³eceeletve nesT MekeÀlees 

³ee®eer efoMee oMe&efJeCeeje ceeie&oelee Deens. 
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• efve<keÀ<e& ö 

nss leervener MeesOeefveyebOe cnCepes ceefnuee®es jepekeÀer³e meeceeefpekeÀjCe DeeefCe meyeueerkeÀjCee®³ee efJekeÀemeeleerue ceewefuekeÀ DeeOeejmlebYe 
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Decyes[keÀjJeeoer ®eslevee Deewj Jele&ceeve jepeveereflekeÀ HeefjÒes#³e ceW oefuele jepeveerefle 
Òesce ÒekeÀeMe efmebn :MeesOeíe$e, meceepe efJe%eeve efJeÐeeMeeKee, G.Òe. jepeef<e& ìC[ve cegkeÌle efJeMJeefJeÐeeue³e, Fueeneyeeo 

 

Òel³eskeÀ mebmke=Àefle Deewj meY³elee ceW Demeceevelee keÀes SkeÀ oeMe&efvekeÀ, meeceeefpekeÀ, jepeveereflekeÀ Deewj meebmke=ÀeflekeÀ DeeOeej osves 

keÀe Òe³eeme efkeÀ³ee peelee jne nw~ Yeejle keÀe efueefKele Fefleneme $eÝiJeso mes DeejcYe neslee nw Deewj $eÝiJeso mes ner JeCe&öJ³eJemLee DeejcYe nes 

ie³eer Leer~ Fmeves Yeejleer³e meceepe keÀes Deeves Jeeueer Meleeefyo³eeW ceW ye´eïeCe, #eef$e³e, JewM³e Deewj MetêeW kesÀ JeCe& ceW yeeBìe ie³ee~ Metê JeCe& ceW 

Meeefceue peeefle³eeW keÀes THej kesÀ leerve JeCeex keÀer mesJee ®eekeÀjer lees keÀjveer ner Heæ[er meeLe ner meeLe Gvnsb ncesMee kesÀ efueS DeOeervelee ueeo 

uesveer Heæ[er~ Fme DeOeervelee mes mJeleb$e nesves keÀer DekegÀueenì Yeer yeveer jner Leer Deewj FmekesÀ efKeueeHeÀ ueæ[ves Jeeues ueesie Yeer Les~ cekeÌKeefue 

ieesMeeue, ceneJeerj mJeeceer, cenelcee yegOo, megotj oef#eCe kesÀ DeueJeej Deewj ve³eveej meble, YeefkeÌle keÀeue kesÀ meble cenejeä^ kesÀ mebleeW mes 

®eueves Jeeueer ³en HejcHeje p³eeseflejeJe HegÀues, YeercejeJe Decyes[keÀj lekeÀ ®eueer Dee³eer nw~ 

1920 kesÀ oMekeÀ mes ner Yeejle kesÀ SkeÀ ÒecegKe efJeÜeve kesÀ leewj Hej Decyes[keÀj keÀeHeÀer meef¬eÀ³e jns Les~ meve 1927 ceW [e@. 

Decyes[keÀj ves ígDeeítle kesÀ efKeueeHeÀ SkeÀ J³eeHekeÀ Deeboesueve Megª keÀjves keÀe HewÀmeuee efkeÀ³ee~ GvneWves meeJe&peefvekeÀ DeeboesueveeW Deewj 

peguetmeeW kesÀ Üeje Hes³epeue kesÀ meeJe&peefvekeÀ mebmeeOeve meceepe kesÀ meYeer ueesieeW kesÀ efue³es KegueJeeves kesÀ meeLe ner GvnesveW DeítleeW keÀes Yeer efnbot 

cebefojeW ceW ÒeJesMe keÀjves keÀe DeefOekeÀej efoueeves kesÀ efue³es Yeer mebIe<e& efkeÀ³ee~ 1928 ceW meeFceve Dee³eesie kesÀ mece#e GvneWves oefueleeW keÀer 

mecem³eeSB ÒeYeeJeHetCe& lejerkesÀ mes jKeer~ 

[e@. Decyes[keÀj oefuele jepeveerefle kesÀ pevekeÀ ceeves peeles nQ keÌ³eesbefkeÀ GvneWves ner meye mes Henues oefueleeW kesÀ efueS jepeveweflekeÀ 

DeefOekeÀejeW keÀer ueæ[eF& ueæ[er Leer~ GvneWves ner Yeejle kesÀ YeeJeer mebefJeOeeve kesÀ efvecee&Ce kesÀ mecyevOe ceW uevove ceW 1930 ceW ngS ieesuecespe 

meccesueve ceW oefueleesb keÀes SkeÀ Deueie DeuHemebK³ekeÀ mecetn kesÀ ªHe ceW ceev³elee efoueeF& Leer Deewj Dev³e DeuHemebK³ekeÀeW cegefmuece, efmeKe, 

F&meeF& keÀer lejn Deueie DeefOekeÀej efoS peeves keÀer ceebie keÀes mJeerkeÀej keÀjJee³ee Lee~ 1932 ceW peye keÀc³egveue DeJee[& kesÀ Debleie&le oefueleeW 

keÀes Yeer Dev³e DeuHemebK³ekeÀeW keÀer lejn Deueie celeeefOekeÀej efceuee lees ieeBOeer peer ves Gme kesÀ efJejesOe ceW ³en keÀnles ngS efkeÀ Fme mes efnvot 

meceepe otì pee³esiee, DeecejCe DeveMeve keÀer OecekeÀer os [eueer peye efkeÀ GvnW Dev³e DeuHemebK³ekeÀeW keÀes ³en DeefOekeÀej efoS peeves ceW keÀesF& 

DeeHeefÊe veneR Leer~ Deble ceW Devegef®ele oyeeJe cesb cepeyetj neskeÀj [e@. Decyes[keÀj keÀes ieebOeer peer keÀer peeve ye®eeves kesÀ efueS Hetvee HewkeÌì keÀjvee 

Heæ[e Deewj oefueleeW kesÀ jepeveweflekeÀ mJeleb$elee kesÀ DeefOekeÀej keÀer yeefue osveer Heæ[er leLee meb³egkeÌle ®egveeJe #es$e Deewj Deejef#ele meerìW mJeerkeÀej 

keÀjveer Heæ[eR~ 

ieesuecespe keÀebÖeWÀme ceW efueS ieS efveCe&³e kesÀ Devegmeej ve³ee keÀevetve ieJeve&ceWì DeeHeÀ Fbef[³ee 1935 SkeÌì 1936 ceW ueeiet ngDee~ 

Fme kesÀ Debleie&le 1937 ceW Henuee ®egveeJe keÀjeves keÀer Iees<eCee keÀer ie³eer~ Fme ®egveeJe ceW Yeeie uesves kesÀ efueS [e@. Decyes[keÀj ves Deiemle 

1936 ceW Fbef[Hesb[Wì uesyej Heeìea (mJeleb$e cepeotj Heeìea) keÀer mLeeHevee keÀer Deewj yecyeF& Òespeer[wvmeer ceW 17 meerìeW Hej ®egveeJe ueæ[e Deewj 

15 meerìW peerleeR~ Fme kesÀ yeeo GvneWves 19 pegueeF&, 1942 keÀes Deeue Fbef[³ee Mew[³etu[ keÀemìme HesÀ[jsMeve yevee³eer~ Fme Heeìea mes GvneWves 

1946 Deewj 1952 ceW ®egveeJe ueæ[s Hejvleg Fme ceW Hetvee HewkeÌì kesÀ og<ÒeYeeJe kesÀ keÀejCe GvnW keÀesF& efJeMes<e meHeÀuelee veneR efceueer~ 

HeÀuemJe©He 1952 Deewj 1954 kesÀ ®egveeJe ceW [e@. Decyes[keÀj mJe³eb nej ieS~ Deble ceW GvneWves 14 DekeÌletyej 1956 keÀes veeieHegj ceW 

Deeue Fbef[³ee Mew[³etu[ keÀemìce HesÀ[jsMeve keÀes Yebie keÀjkesÀ efjHeefyuekeÀve Heeìer& DeeHeÀ Fbef[³ee (DeejHeerDeeF&) veece mes ve³eer Heeìea yeveeves 
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keÀer Iees<eCee keÀer~ Fme kesÀ efueS GvneWves Fme Heeìea keÀe mebefJeOeeve Yeer yevee³ee~ JeemleJe ceW ³en Heeìea GvekesÀ HeefjefveJee&Ce kesÀ yeeo 3 

DekeÌletyej, 1957 keÀes DeefmlelJe ceW DeeF&~ Fme efJeJejCe kesÀ Devegmeej yeeyee meensye ves DeHeves peerJeve keÀeue ceW leerve jepeveweflekeÀ Heeefì&³eeB 

yevee³eer~ Fve ceW mes Jele&ceeve ceW DeejHeerDeeF& Deueie Deueie iegìesb kesÀ ©He ceW ceewpeto nw~ 

[e@. Decyes[keÀj ves DeHeves Yee<eCe ceW oefuele cepeotj Heeìea kesÀ yeveeves kesÀ keÀejCeeW Deewj GmekesÀ keÀece kesÀ yeejs ceW mHeäerkeÀjCe osles 

ngS keÀne Lee efkeÀ Fme yeele keÀes O³eeve ceW jKeles ngS efkeÀ Deepe Heeefì&³eesb keÀes mecÒeoe³e kesÀ DeeOeej Hej mebieefþle keÀjves keÀe mece³e veneR nw, 

ceQves DeHeves efce$eeW keÀer F®íeDeesb mes menceefle jKeles ngS Heeìea keÀe veece leLee Fme kesÀ Òeesûeece keÀes efJeMeeue yevee efo³ee nw leeefkeÀ Dev³e Jeie& kesÀ 

ueesieeW kesÀ meeLe jepeveereflekeÀ men³eesie mebYeJe nes mekesÀ~ Heeìea keÀe cegK³e keWÀêefyebog lees oefuele peeefle³eeW kesÀ 15 meom³e ner jnWies Hejvleg Dev³eb 

Jeie& kesÀ ueesie Yeer Heeìea ceW Meeefceue nes mekeWÀies~ Heeìea kesÀ cewveerefHeÀmìes ceW Yetefcenerve, iejerye efkeÀmeeveeW Deewj HeÆsoejeW Deewj cepeotjeW keÀer 

pe©jleesb Deewj mecem³eeDeeW keÀe efveJeejCe, Hegjeves GÐeesieeW keÀer HegvemLee&Hevee, Deewj veS GÐeesieesb keÀer mLeeHevee, íesìer peesleeW keÀer ®ekeÀyeboer, 

lekeÀveerkeÀer efMe#ee keÀe efJemleej , GÐeesieeW Hej jep³e keÀe efve³eb$eCe, Yetefce kesÀ HeÆsoejeW keÀe peeceeroejeW Üeje Mees<eCe Deewj yesoKeueer, 

DeewÐeesefiekeÀ cepeotjeW kesÀ mebj#eCe kesÀ efueS keÀevetve, meYeer ÒekeÀej keÀer keÀÆjHebLeer Deewj Òeefleef¬eÀ³eeJeeo keÀes oefC[le keÀjves, oeve ceW efceues 

Hewmes mes efMe#ee Òemeej, ieeBJe kesÀ vepeefj³es keÀes DeeOegefvekeÀ yeveeves kesÀ efueS meHeÀeF& Deewj cekeÀeveeW keÀe efve³eespeve Deewj ieeBJe kesÀ efueS 

HegmlekeÀeue³e Deewj efmevescee Iej Deeefo keÀe ÒeeJeOeeve keÀjvee Lee~ Heeìea ves cegK³e ªHe mes efkeÀmeeveeW Deewj iejerye cepeotjeW kesÀ keÀu³eeCe Hej 

yeue efo³ee Lee~ Heeìea keÀer keÀesefMeMe ueesieeW keÀes ueeskeÀleb$e kesÀ lejerkeÀeW mes efMeef#ele keÀjvee, Gve kesÀ meeceves mener efJe®eejOeeje jKevee Deewj 

GvnW keÀevetve Üeje jepeveereflekeÀ keÀej&Jeener kesÀ efueS mebieefþle keÀjvee Deeefo Lee~ Fmemes mHeä nw Fme Heeìea keÀer jepeveerefle peeefleJeeoer ve 

neskeÀj Jeie& Deewj cegÎe DeeOeeefjle Leer Deewj Fme kesÀ keWÀê ceW cegK³ele³ee oefuele Les~ ³en Heeìea yecyeF& efJeOeeve meYee ceW meÊeeOeejer keÀebûesme keÀer 

efJeHe#eer Heeìea Leer~ Fme Heeìea ves DeHeves keÀe³e&keÀeue ceW yengle peveesHe³eesieer keÀevetve yeveJee³es Les~ Fme Heeìea kesÀ efJejesOe kesÀ keÀejCe ner 

HewÀkeÌìefj³eeW ceW næ[leeue Hej jeskeÀ ueieeves mecyevOeer DeewÐeesefiekeÀ efJeJeeo efyeue Heeme veneR nes mekeÀe Lee~ 

³eefo yeeyee meensye Üeje mLeeefHele 1942 ceW mLeeefHele Deeue Fbef[³ee Mew[³etu[ keÀemìme HesÀ[jsMeve kesÀ GÎsM³e Deewj Speb[e keÀes 

osKee pee³es lees [e@. Decyes[keÀj ves Fmes meÊeeOeejer keÀebûesme Deewj meesMeefuemì Heeefì&³eesb kesÀ yeer®e meblegueve yeveeves kesÀ efueS leermejer Heeìea kesÀ 

ªHe ceW mLeeefHele keÀjves keÀer yeele keÀner Leer~ Heeìea kesÀ cewefveefHeÀmìes ceW kegÀí cegK³e cegÎs Lesö meYeer Yeejleer³e meceevelee kesÀ DeefOekeÀejer nQ, 

meYeer Yeejleer³eeW kesÀ efueS Oeeefce&keÀ, DeeefLe&keÀ Deewj jepeveweflekeÀ meceevelee keÀer He#eOejlee, meYeer Yeejleer³eeW keÀes DeYeeJe Deewj Ye³e mes cegkeÌle 

jKevee jep³e keÀer efpeccesoejer nw, mJeleb$elee, meceevelee Deewj yebOeglJe keÀe mebj#eCe Deeoceer keÀe Deeoceer Üeje, Jeie& keÀe Jeie& Üeje leLee jeä^ 

keÀe jeä^ Üeje GlHeeræ[ve Deewj Mees<eCe mes cegefkeÌle Deewj mejkeÀej keÀer mebmeoer³e J³eJemLee keÀe mebj#eCe DeeefLe&keÀ Òeesûeece kesÀ Debleie&le yeercee 

keÀe jeä^er³ekeÀjCe Deewj meYeer mejkeÀejer keÀce&®eeefj³eeW kesÀ efueS DeefveJee³e& yeercee ³eespevee Deewj veMessyeboer keÀe efve<esOe Lee~ ³eÐeefHe ³en Heeìea 

Hetvee HewkeÌì kesÀ keÀejCe MeefkeÌleMeeueer keÀebûesme kesÀ meeceves ®egveeJe ceW keÀesF& efJeMes<e meHeÀuelee ÒeeHle veneR keÀj mekeÀer Hejvleg Heeìea kesÀ Speb[s 

Deewj peve Deeboesueve pewmes Yetefce Deevoesueve Deeefo kesÀ keÀejCe Deítle SkeÀ jepeveereflekeÀ Peb[s kesÀ leues pecee nesves ueies efpememes Gve ceW 

DeelceefJeMJeeme yeæ{ves ueiee~ HesÀ[jsMeve kesÀ Òeesûeece mes mHeä nw efkeÀ ³eÐeefHe Fme Heeìea kesÀ keWÀê ceW oefuele Les Hejvleg Heeìea peeefle keÀer 

jepeefveefle keÀer peien cegÎeW Hej jepeveerefle keÀjleer Leer Deewj FmekeÀe HeÀuekeÀ J³eeHekeÀ Lee~ 

pewmee efkeÀ efJeefole nw yeeyee meensye ves yeoueleer HeefjefmLeefle³eeW Deewj ueesieeW keÀer pe©jle keÀes O³eeve ceW jKe keÀj SkeÀ ve³eer 

jepeveereflekeÀ Heeìea efjHeefyuekeÀve Heeìea DeeHeÀ Fbef[³ee keÀer mLeeHevee keÀer Iees<eCee 14 DekeÌletyej, 1656 keÀes keÀer Leer Deewj Fme keÀe mebefJeOeeve 

Yeer GvneWves ner yevee³ee Lee~ Fme Heeìea keÀes yeveeves kesÀ Heerís Gve keÀe cegK³e GÎsM³e SkeÀ Ssmeer Heeìea yeveevee Lee pees mebefJeOeeve ceW efkeÀ³es ieS 
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JeeoeW kesÀ Devegmeej nes Deewj Gvnsb Hetje keÀjvee Gme keÀe GÎsM³e nes~ Jes Fmes keÀsJeue DeítleeW keÀer Heeìea veneR yeveevee ®eenles Les keÌ³eeWefkeÀ SkeÀ 

peeefle ³ee Jeie& kesÀ veece Hej yevee³eer ie³eer Heeìea meÊee ÒeeHle veneR keÀj mekeÀleer~ Jen kesÀJeue oyeeJe [eueves Jeeuee ûegHe ner yeve mekeÀleer nw~ 

DeejHeerDeeF& keÀer mLeeHevee kesÀ Heerís cegK³e O³es³e Les ö 

1. meceepe J³eJemLee mes efJe<ecelee³eW nìeF& peeSW leeefkeÀ keÀesF& efJeMes<eeefOekeÀej ÒeeHle leLee Jebef®ele Jeie& ve jns~ 

2. oes Heeìea efmemìce nes SkeÀ meÊee ceW otmeje efJejesOeer He#e~ 

3. keÀevetve kesÀ meeceves meceevelee Deewj meye kesÀ efueS SkeÀ pewmee keÀevetve nes~ 

4. meceepe ceW veweflekeÀ cetu³eeW keÀer mLeeHevee~ 

5. DeuHemebK³ekeÀ ueesieeW kesÀ meeLe meeceeve J³eJenej~ 

6. ceeveJelee keÀer YeeJevee efpeme keÀe Yeejleer³e meceepe ceW DeYeeJe jne nw~ 

Heeìea kesÀ mebefJeOeeve keÀer ÒemleeJevee ceW Heeìea keÀe cegK³e ue#³e Je GÎsM³e v³ee³e, mJeleb$elee, mecelee Je yebOeglee keÀes ÒeeHle keÀjvee 

Lee~ Heeìea keÀe keÀe³e&¬eÀce yengle J³eeHekeÀ Lee~ Heeìea keÀer mLeeHevee kesÀ Heerís yeeyee meensye keÀe GÎsM³e Lee efkeÀ DeuHemebK³ekeÀ ueesie, iejerye 

cegefmuece, iejerye F&meeF&, iejerye leLee efve®eueer peeefle kesÀ efmekeÌKe leLee keÀcepeesj Jeie& kesÀ Deítle, efHeí[er peeefle³eeW kesÀ ueesie, Deeefoce 

peeefle³eeW kesÀ ueesie, Mees<eCe keÀe Deble, v³ee³e Deewj Òeieefle ®eenves Jeeues meYeer ueesie SkeÀ Peb[s kesÀ leues mebieefþle nes mekeWÀ Deewj HetbpeerHeefle³eeW 

kesÀ cegkeÀeyeues ceW Ke[s neskeÀj mebefJeOeeve leLee DeHeves DeefOekeÀejeW keÀer j#ee keÀj mekeWÀ~ 

DeejHeerDeeF& keÀer efJeefOeJele mLeeHevee yeeyee meensye kesÀ HeefjefveJee&Ce kesÀ yeeo 1957 ceW ng³eer Deewj Heeìea ves veS Speb[s kesÀ meeLe 

1957 Je 1962 keÀe ®egveeJe ueæ[e~ Heeìea keÀes cenejeä^ kesÀ DeueeJee osMe kesÀ Dev³e efnmmeeW ceW Yeer De®íer meHeÀuelee efceueer~ Megª ceW Heeìea 

ves peceerve kesÀ yebìJeejs, veewkeÀefj³eeW ceW Deej#eCe, v³etvelece cepeotjer, oefueleeW mes yeew× yeves ueesieeW efueS Deej#eCe Deeefo kesÀ efueS mebIe<e& 

efkeÀ³ee~ Heeìea ceW cegmeueceeve, efmekeÌKe Deewj pewve Deeefo OeceesX kesÀ ueesie Meeefceue ngS~ GveceW Hebpeeye kesÀ pevejue jeefpeboj efmebn mHewjes, 

efouueer ceW [e@. Deyyeeme ceefuekeÀ, GÊej ÒeosMe ceW jenle ceesueeF&, [e@. ísoer ueeue meeLeer, veeefmej Denceo, yebieeue cesb Þeer.Sme.S®e.Iees<e 

Deeefo Òeefme× J³eefkeÌle Deewj keÀe³e&keÀlee& ngS~ 1964 ceW 6 efomebyej mes HeÀjJejer 1965 lekeÀ Heeìea ves mJeleb$e Yeejle ceW peceerve kesÀ cegÎs keÀes 

ueskeÀj Henuee pesue Yejes Deevoesueve ®euee³ee efpeme ceW leerve ueeKe mes DeefOekeÀ oefuele pesue ieS~ mejkeÀej keÀes cepeyetj nes keÀj Yetefce 

Deeyebìve Deewj kegÀí Dev³e ceeieW ceeveveer He[eR~ Fme oewj ceW DeejHeerDeeF& oefueleeW efHeíæ[eW Deewj DeuHemebK³ekeÀeW keÀer SkeÀ cepeyetle Heeìea kesÀ 

ªHe ceW GYej keÀj meeceves DeeF&~ Hejvleg 1962 kesÀ yeeo ³en Heeìea ìtìves ueieer~ Fme keÀe cegK³e keÀejCe Lee efkeÀ Fme Heeìea mes Gme mece³e 

keÀer meye mes cepeyetle jepeveweflekeÀ Heeìea keÀebûesme keÀes cenejeä^ ceW Keleje Hewoe nes jne Lee~ Fme Heeìea keÀer SkeÀ yeæ[er keÀcepeesjer Leer efkeÀ 

FmekeÀer meom³elee kesÀJeue cenejeW lekeÀ ner meerefcele Leer~ keÀebûesme kesÀ vesleeDeesb ves Fme Heeìea kesÀ vesleeDeesb keÀer keÀcepeesefj³eeW keÀe HeÀe³eoe Gþe 

keÀj Heeìea ceW leesæ[ HeÀesæ[ Megª keÀj oer~ meye mes Henues GvneWves Heeìea kesÀ meye mes MeefkeÌleMeeueer veslee oeoe meensye iee³ekeÀJeeæ[ keÀes Heìe³ee 

Deewj GvnW jep³e meYee keÀe meom³e yevee efo³ee~ Fme Hej Heeìea oes iegìeW ceW yebì ie³eer~ iee³ekeÀJeeæ[ keÀe SkeÀ iegì keÀebûesme kesÀ meeLe Deewj 

otmeje yeer [er Keesye´eie[s iegì efJejesOe ceW~ FmekesÀ yeeo Deueie vesleesDeeW kesÀ veece Hej Deueie iegì yeveles ieS Deewj Jele&ceeve ceW ³en keÀF& iegìeW ceW 

yebì keÀj yesDemej nes ®egkeÀer nw~ Fve iegìeW kesÀ veslee efjHeefyuekeÀve veece keÀe Fmlesceeue lees keÀjles nw Hejvleg Gve keÀe Fme Heeìea kesÀ cetue Speb[s 

mes kegÀí Yeer uesvee osvee veneR nw~ ³es DeHeves DeHeves HeÀe³eos kesÀ efueS Deueie Heeefì&³eeW mes mecePeewles keÀjles nwb Deewj ³eoekeÀoe ueeYe Yeer Gþeles 

nwb~ 

DeejHeerDeeF& kesÀ Heleve kesÀ yeeo GÊej Yeejle ceW yengpeve meceepe Heeìea (yemeHee) kesÀ veece mes SkeÀ Heeìea GYejer efpeme ves yeeyee 
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meensye kesÀ efceMeve keÀes Hetje keÀjves keÀe Jeeoe efkeÀ³ee~ Megª ceW Fme Heeìea keÀes keÀesF& Keeme meHeÀuelee veneR efceueer~ yeeo ceW 1993 ceW GÊej 

ÒeosMe ceW efHeíæ[er peeefle³eeW keÀer meceepeJeeoer Heeìea (meHee) kesÀ meeLe efceue keÀj ®egveeJe ueæ[ves mes Fme Heeìea keÀes De®íer meerìW efceueer Deewj 

SkeÀ meefcceefuele mejkeÀej yeveer~ Hejvleg kegÀí J³eefkeÌleiele mJeeLeeX kesÀ keÀejCe peuoer ner FmekeÀe Heleve nes ie³ee~ Fme Heeìea keÀer veslee 

cee³eeJeleer ves meÊee Heeves kesÀ ueeue®e ceW oefueleeW keÀer Ieesj efJejesOeer Heeìea Yeejleer³e pevelee Heeìer& mes mecePeewlee keÀjkesÀ cegK³e ceb$eer keÀer kegÀmeea 

nefLe³ee ueer Hejvleg yeeyee meensye kesÀ efceMeve Deewj efme×eblees keÀes Hetjer lejn mes efleueebpeefue os oer~ Fme kesÀ yeeo Heeìea ves oes yeej efHeÀj YeepeHee 

mes ieþyebOeve efkeÀ³ee Deewj meÊee megKe Yeesiee Deewj Deye DeHeves Heleve keÀer Deesj Deûemej nQ~ Fme Heeìea ves DeJemejJeeoer, ye´eïeCeJeeoer, 

ceeefHeÀ³eeDeesb Deewj HetbpeerHeefle lelJeeW keÀes Heeìea ceW Meeefceue keÀjkesÀ oefueleeW keÀes cee³etme efkeÀ³ee Deewj GvnW jep³e mes efceueves Jeeues 

keÀu³eeCekeÀejer ueeYeeW mes Jebef®ele keÀj efo³ee~ Fme kesÀ vesle=lJe kesÀ J³eefkeÌleiele Ye´<ìe®eej, leeveeMeener Deewj DeotjoefMe&lee mes yeeyee meensye kesÀ 

veece Hej oefueleeW, efHeíæ[eW Deewj DeuHemebK³ekeÀeW keÀer yeveer SkeÀlee efíveöefYevve nes ie³eer nw~ Deepe oefueleeW keÀe SkeÀ yeæ[e efnmmee Fme Heeìea 

mes ìtì keÀj efnvoglJeJeeoer YeepeHee kesÀ meeLe ®euee ie³ee nw~ oefueleeW keÀer SkeÀ ÒecegKe peeefle ®eceej keÀes íesæ[ keÀj oefueleeW keÀer Mes<e 

GHepeeefle³eeb DeefOekeÀej YeepeHee keÀer lejHeÀ ®eueer ie³eer nQ~ YeepeHee Fve peeefle³eeW keÀe Fmlesceeue oefueleeW Deewj cegmeueceeveeW kesÀ yeer®e ìkeÀjeJe 

keÀjJeeves kesÀ efueS keÀj jner nw~ Fme mes efnboglJe cepeyetle nes jne nw Deewj yengmebK³ekeÀJeeo Gûe neslee pee jne nw~ 

efve<keÀ<e& 

GHejeskeÌle efJeJes®eve mes SkeÀ yeele yengle mHe<ì nw efkeÀ [e@. Decyes[keÀj peeefle keÀer jepeveerefle kesÀ keÀleF& He#eOej veneR Les keÌ³eeWefkeÀ 

Fme mes peeefle cepeyetle nesleer nw. Fme mes efnboglJe cepeyetle neslee nw pees efkeÀ peeefle J³eJemLee keÀer GHepe nw~ [e@. Decyes[keÀj keÀe ue#³e lees 

peeefle keÀe efJeveeMe keÀjkesÀ Yeejle ceW peeefleefJenerve Deewj Jeie&efJenerve meceepe keÀer mLeeHevee keÀjvee Lee~ [e@. Decyes[keÀj ves pees Yeer 

jepeveweflekeÀ Heeefì&³eeB yevee³eeR Jes peeefleiele Heeefì&³eeB vener LeeR J³eeWefkeÀ Gve kesÀ ue#³e Deewj GÎsM³e J³eeHekeÀ Les~ ³en yeele mener nw efkeÀ GvekesÀ 

keWÀê ceW oefuele Les Hejvleg Gve kesÀ keÀe³e&¬eÀce J³eeHekeÀ Deewj peeefle efvejHes#e Les~ Jes meYeer keÀcepeesj JeieeX kesÀ GlLeeve kesÀ efueS Les~ Fmeer efueS 

peye lekeÀ GvekesÀ Üeje mLeeefHele keÀer ie³eer Heeìea DeejHeerDeeF& Gve kesÀ efme×ebleesb Deewj Speb[e Hej ®eueleer jner leye lekeÀ Jen oefueleeW, 

cepeotjeW Deewj DeuHemebK³ekeÀeW keÀes SkeÀpegì keÀjves ceW meHeÀue jner~ peye lekeÀ Gve ceW DeevleefjkeÀ ueeskeÀleb$e jne Deewj Jes peve cegÎeW keÀes 

ueskeÀj mebIe<e& keÀjleer jner leye lekeÀ Jen HeÀueleer HetÀueleer jner, pewmes ner Jen J³eefkeÌleJeeoer Deewj peeefleJeeoer jepeveerefle kesÀ ®ebiegue ceW Heæ[er 

GmekeÀe Heleve nes ie³ee~ 

Dele: ³eefo Jele&ceeve ceW efJeIeefìle oefuele jepeveerefle keÀes HegvepeeaefJele keÀjvee nw lees oefueleeW keÀes peeefleJeeoer jepeveerefle mes efvekeÀue 

keÀj J³eeHekeÀ cegÎeW keÀer jepeveerefle keÀes DeHeveevee nesiee~ peeefle kesÀ veece Hej jepeveerefle keÀjkesÀ J³eefkeÌleiele mJeeLe&efmeef× keÀjves Jeeues vesleeDeesb 

mes cegkeÌle nesvee nesiee~ GvnW ³en peevevee ®eeefnS efkeÀ peeefle keÀer jepeveerefle peeefle kesÀ vee³ekeÀeW keÀer J³eefkeÌle Hetpee keÀes ceev³elee osleer nw Deewj 

leeveeMeener keÀes yeæ{eJee osleer nw~ peeefle keÀer jepeveerefle ceW veslee ÒecegKe nes peeles nQ Deewj cegÎs ieewCe~ Deye lekeÀ kesÀ DevegYeJe mes ³en efme× nes 

®egkeÀe nw efkeÀ oefuele Jeie& DeHeveer jepeveweflekeÀ Heeefì&³eeW Deewj jepevesleeDeesb keÀe Hegvecet&u³eebkeÀve Deewj peeefle keÀer efJeIeìvekeÀejer jepeveerefle keÀes 

vekeÀej keÀj peveJeeoer, ÒeieefleMeerue Deewj cegÎe DeeOeeefjle jepeveerefle keÀe DevegmejCe keÀjs pewmee efkeÀ [e@. Decyes[keÀj efkeÀ DeHes#ee Leer 

ojDemeue Deye osMe keÀes peeefleJeeoer Heeefì&³eeW keÀer pe©jle veneR yeefukeÀ meye kesÀ men³eesie mes peeefleöJ³eJemLee efJejesOeer SkeÀ cees®ex keÀer 

pe©jle nw~ 

mevoYe& ûevLe met®eer 
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